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Abstract
Intersystem crossing in acetylene, C2H2, is described by a doorway-mediated model,
where singlet-triplet mixing between the first excited singlet state, S1, and the
manifold of low-lying T1,2 states is controlled by special vibrational levels of the
third excited triplet state, T3. However, the influence of T3 doorway states on the
A 1A u, X1 E spectrum of acetylene is not well characterized for most S1 vibrational
levels. The doorway model is formulated to account for the LIF/SEELEM spectra
of S1 vibrational sublevels that are weakly perturbed by T3 doorway states. The
structure and properties of a doorway-mediated effective Hamiltonian are discussed,
and a method for spectral deconvolution is presented for the doorway model. The
dependence of fluorescence center-of-gravity on the time delay of a gated integration
region is developed as an analysis tool for LIF spectroscopy. Triplet perturbations
in the spectra of four S1 vibrational sublevels are discussed in terms of the doorway
model, using this new tool. IR-UV double resonance LIF/SEELEM spectroscopy is
used to investigate the role of the torsional and "cis"-bending vibrational modes of
S1 in the promotion of vibrational overlap between levels of S, and T3.A collisional
method for the population of metastable molecules in a pulsed supersonic expansion
is presented and discussed.
Thesis Supervisor: Robert W. Field
Title: Haslam and Dewey Professor of Chemistry
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Intramolecular decay processes in electronically excited organic molecules are dom-
inated by the properties of triplet states [78, 79]. Molecules in triplet states are
long-lived (metastable); optical transitions between triplet states and the ground
state violate the selection rule AS = 0. Because triplet states are optically inacces-
sible from the ground state, they are a difficult target for spectroscopists. From a
chemical standpoint, molecules in triplet states are energy carriers. The long lifetimes
(7 > 30 ps) and chemically significant internal energies (ET > 30, 000 cm-') of triplet
molecules make them important chemical reaction intermediates [24].
Intersystem Crossing (ISC) is the dynamical manifestation of mixing between
singlet and triplet excited states [101, 60, 72, 124]. ISC is understood primarily
as a statistical process, where an electronically excited state decays into a bath of
undistinguished triplet states. The general behavior of ISC is categorized by the
product of the average singlet-triplet matrix element, (Hm), and the local vibrational
density of triplet states, pm [101, 60, 42]. When (Hm)pm < 1, the system is said to
be in the "small-molecule limit." In the small molecule limit, singlet-triplet mixing
may often be treated as a two-level problem, and the properties of the individual
singlet and triplet levels may be determined by deperturbation. When (Hsm)pm > 1,
the system approaches the "large molecule limit." In that case, the density of triplet
states is so large that the natural width of singlet'triplet mixed eigenstates exceeds
the average energy spacing. The problem of singlet-triplet mixing is treated in
a statistical manner, based on the average properties of the triplet levels. When
(Hsm)pm e 1, the system is in the "intermediate case," characterized by mixing
between one singlet level and a small number of discrete triplet levels.
For many molecules, the dynamics of intersystem crossing cannot be classified
simply by one of the schemes above. A more general "tier" model is proposed to
understand the dynamics of systems where some of the mixing occurs indirectly in
the zero-order picture [117, 118]. A diagram of the tier model is shown in Figure
1-1. Such a situation is found in the acetylene molecule, where vibrational levels
of the T3 electronic state mediate mixing between the first excited singlet state, S1,
and the remaining triplet states, T1,2. At energies below the first dissociation limit,
the product (Hs 1T3)PT is much less than 1. Thus, S 1 - T3 mixing is categorized in
the small molecule limit. Conversely, the product (HT3 T1,2)PT1,2 is on the order of 1.
Mixing between the first and second tiers is categorized in the intermediate case.
In the limit of small T3 level density, the tier model simplifies to a "doorway-
mediated" model. In most cases, one vibrational level of T3, called the doorway
state, dominates the S1 - T3 mixing. In this thesis, the doorway model for inter-
system crossing is examined and characterized for cases where a doorway state is
non-degenerate with a perturbed singlet level.
1.2 Spectroscopic investigations of acetylene triplet
states
The first spectroscopic detection of acetylene in the triplet state was reported by
Burton and Hunziker in 1972 [19]. They produced triplet acetylene molecules by the
process of mercury photosensitization. Mercury photosensitization is the electronic
excitation of molecules in collisions with excited mercury atoms. The excited atoms
are produced by absorption of 254 nm radiation from a mercury resonance lamp. The
Figure 1-1: The tier model is illustrated for two molecules, (a) (CH 3)CCCH and (b)
(CH 3)3SiCCH. The tiers of energy levels are arranged horizontally on the diagram.
Nonzero matrix elements between levels in the effective Hamiltonian are indicated by
connecting lines. The figure is reproduced from Reference [117].
process has been known to photochemists since the 1920's [24, 22]. Triplet acetylene
was detected by collisional excitation of biacetyl, which emits phosphorescence in the
visible region of the spectrum [19].
Subsequent experiments investigated the geometry of triplet acetylene. The spec-
trum of a triplet-triplet transition in the near infrared was observed by Wendt and
coworkers [132]. Triplet acetylene was again produced by a method of mercury photo-
sensitization. The spectrum was assigned to the only allowed triplet-triplet transition
among the low-lying electronic states of acetylene, d 3A 2 < & 3B 2. This confirmed the
existence of the predicted lowest energy triplet state, cis-bent & 3B 2. Subsequently,
Lisy and Klemperer used a low-energy electron gun to produce metastable acetylene
molecules in an effusive beam, which they detected via electron ejection from a cesium
surface located 80 cm downstream [69, 45]. They measured a negligible electric dipole
moment for the lowest energy metastable triplet state, consistent with a trans-bent
structure at approximately 4.7 eV.
The relative energies of the observed cis and trans triplet states were the subject
of some debate, due to the two apparently conflicting observations. The apparent
disparities are explained by the fact that spin-orbit perturbations of high vibrational
levels of the ground state are electronically allowed for the cis-bent state, but only
vibronically allowed for the trans-bent state [73]. Since the cis-bent triplet is more
efficiently mixed with high vibrational levels of the ground state, it is less efficiently
detected via electron emission from a metal surface. The observation of Lisy and
Klemperer is therefore consistent with the ab initio determination that the lowest
triplet state of acetylene is cis-bent [73].
Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) has provided some more recent low-
resolution information on the linear triplet structures [36, 119]. Assignments of the
cis and trans-bent triplet states in condensed phase EELS of acetylene is in general
agreement with the theory, which we review in the next section [76].
1.3 Survey of the low-lying triplet electronic states
of acetylene: ab initio calculations
The valence electronic states of acetylene result from the promotion of one electron
from a bonding 7r orbital to an antibonding 7* orbital. Figure 1-2 shows the principal
molecular orbital configurations for the four lowest energy excited electronic states
of acetylene [137]. The in-plane antibonding orbital, 7r*(ag), is stabilized by a change
in CCH bond angle, while the out-of-plane antibonding orbital is not [130, 33, 133].
Balanced against the destabilization of fully filled a-bonding orbitals, this effect gives
rise to potential energy minima in cis-bent and trans-bent geometries for the low-lying
electronic states of acetylene, SI, T 1, T2, and T3.
The A1A +- XEg electronic transition is localized in the trans-bent well of
acetylene, and the process of intersystem crossing between singlet and triplet excited
states proceeds locally in this geometry. For this reason, we no longer explicitly write
the geometry when referring to the valence electronic states of acetylene; a trans-
bent geometry is implied unless otherwise stated. The normal modes of S1 (A 'A,)
acetylene are summarized in Figure 1-3, for reference.
Potential surfaces for the T and T2 states of acetylene have been computed in
many ab initio studies [33, 133, 68, 137, 27, 28, 76, 31, 128]. The T and T2 states have
planar, trans-bent equilibrium geometries, similar to S1 [33, 133, 137]. The minimum
of the S1 electronic surface is above the T and T2 cis-trans isomerization barriers
[126, 105].
The equilibrium geometry of T3 is near-linear, trans-bent, and twisted approx-
imately 750 out of plane along the torsional coordinate [128, 122]. The electronic
energy of T3 has been determined in several ab initio calculations [76, 128, 122]. The
most recent calculation of the T3 electronic surface, carried out by Bryan Wong and
coworkers, determined an energy separation Te(SI) - Te(T 3) of only 270 cm - 1 [122].
Figure 1-2: Principal molecular orbital configurations for the four lowest energy trans-
bent excited states of acetylene [137]. The vertical position of an orbital in the
diagram does not accurately reflect its total energy: stabilization of the 7r*(ag) an-
tibonding orbital in trans-bent geometries is much larger than the de-stabilization
of the 7r(a,) bonding orbital [133]. The four electronic states, T 1, T2, T3 , and S1,
are listed in order of increasing energy (Te). For simplicity, the fully filled orbitals,
(lug)2 (lu )2 (2ag) 2 (2au) 2 (3ag) 2 , are not shown. The S1 and T 3 electronic states differ
by one antibonding spin-orbital.










V1  ag symmetric C-H stretch
V2 ag symmetric C-C stretch




V b antisymmetric in-plane bend6 u "cis" bend
Figure 1-3: Summary of normal modes for planar, trans-bent Si (A'A.) acetylene.
The bending modes, /3, v4, and v6, are of particular interest for their role in S 1 - T3
mixing and cis-trans isomerization in S1.
1.4 A hierarchy of electronic coupling in acetylene:
evidence from Zeeman anticrossing experiments
A series of Zeeman Anticrossing (ZAC) experiments, carried out by Dupre and
coworkers, established a heirarchy of singlet-triplet mixing in acetylene [41, 38, 39,
37]. The mixing is controlled by the relative magnitudes of matrix elements between
electronic states. The conclusions of the Dupre ZAC experiments are of fundamental
importance to the work in this thesis. We summarize the experiments in some detail.
In a Zeeman anticrossing experiment, the frequency of an excitation laser is fixed
on an optical transition terminating in a nominally singlet rovibronic level of the
molecule, and a magnetic field strength is scanned. As the magnetic field is increased,
the energies of triplet levels tune through resonance with the singlet. Relative to the
singlet level at E = 0, the energy of a triplet level is (by the linear Zeeman effect)
E - Eo = g Ms PB (B - Bo), (1.1)
where E is zero-field energy of the triplet level, g is the g-factor of the triplet level,
M, is the lab-fixed projection of spin, Bo is the field required to bring the level to
resonance with the singlet, and uB is the Bohr magneton [72]. An excited electron
that is not coupled to the molecular axis (Hund's case (b) limit) has a g-factor of
2.0023. When the singlet level and one of the weakly interacting background levels
are tuned to exactly the same energy by the magnetic field, they become 50:50 mixed.
Under these circumstances, the fluorescence intensity decreases by 50%. The width
of the lineshape in the ZAC spectrum is proportional to the matrix element between




Dupre and coworkers measured the 0 - 8 T anticrossing spectra of the J' = 0,
K' = 0 rovibronic levels in S1 v = 0 - 3 [41]. The density of mixed-triplet levels was
observed to increase rapidly with excitation in v3. Because the observed density of
states is larger than the number of T1,2 levels, they concluded that the triplet levels
must mix with and contaminate the denser manifold of So levels. However, increased
T1,2 - So coupling does not by itself make more mixed-triplet levels accessible to
cross with the S1 level. The S1 level can only undergo triplet-mediated mixing with
So levels over an energy range on the order of the S1 - T matrix element. Therefore,
they concluded that coupling between S, and a subset of the triplet levels T must
increase to make the dense manifold of mixed T1,2 - So levels observable in the
experiment.
A rapid increase in anticrossing linewidth with excitation in v3 was observed in the
same study [41]. Since the linewidth is proportional to the S - T matrix element,
this supports the conclusion that the S1 - T coupling is increasing with excitation
in v3. Accounting for both observations, the authors are able to exclude several
possible mechanisms for the increase in anticrossing density. Direct SI - So internal
conversion is ruled out because there is no way to account for a sudden increase
in S1 - So vibrational overlap integrals. The possibility that proximity to the So
dissociation limit may increase the total density of states is ruled out because any
increase in state density would be accompanied by a decrease in vibrational overlap
integrals.
Dupr6 and Green characterized a wide anticrossing in the 3v' J' = 0 K' = 0
level, attributed to a triplet level with relative energy AE = ±6.67 cm - 1 [38]. Thom
and coworkers provide a useful summary of this experiment and its interpretation
in their recent article [122]. Many weak anticrossings with nominal So levels can be
seen perturbing the strong S1 - T anticrossing. The zero-field matrix element is 0.29
cm - 1 if KT = 0, or 0.58 cm - 1 if KT = 1 [122].
In further studies, Dupre and coworkers undertook the individual analysis of ap-
proximately 60 anticrossings from the v' = 0 - 2 spectra [39]. The analysis reveals
a large variation in measured g factors, which implies that the T1,2 levels are highly
mixed. Mixing between triplet states causes the g factors to vary from the expected
value of 2. Strong So - T1,2 mixing is ruled out because it would result in dilution of
T1,2 character and cause the g factors to be close to zero. The authors also observed
that all quantum beat frequencies vary as a function of field strength, which implies
that the perturbing levels have significant triplet character [39]. Direct mixing ("in-
ternal conversion") between Si and So is therefore ruled out, since it would cause the
frequencies of quantum beats to be approximately constant as a function of magnetic
field strength (Ms = 0 for all singlet levels).
In the final paper of the series, Dupre derives the product Pvib - (V) from the
Fourier transform of anticrossing spectra for v3 = 0- 4 [37]. He determines that the
product Pvib - (V) increases exponentially from Ov3 to 4v3 . The density of vibrational
states does not increase appreciably over this energy range, so the effect must arise
from an increasing matrix element.
The authors proposed an order of interaction strengths: T - T2 > S1 - T >
S1 ~ T1 ,2 > So ~ T1 ,2 > S1 ' So1 [37] The first inequality is supported by the large
variation in measured g factors, which indicates that the T 1,2 levels are extensively
mixed [39]. The inequality S1 - T1,2 > So - T1,2 allows for the large number of So
levels detected in the ZAC experiments [41]. The third inequality, So T1,2 > S1
So, implies that the internal conversion process from Si to So is triplet-mediated, as
supported by the variation in quantum beat frequencies with magnetic field [39].
Two mechanisms are put forward to explain the rapid increase in anticrossing
density with excitation in v': an S1 - T3 curve crossing and a T2 linear isomerization
barrier [41, 37]. Under the first mechanism, the observed S1 - T coupling is induced
by a sparse manifold of T3 levels, most of which are located outside the tuning range of
the magnetic field. Under the second proposed mechanism, the T2 linear isomerization
barrier leads to trapping of T 1,2 amplitude in the region of the S 1 near-linear turning
point. Although the second mechanism is energetically possible, subsequent ab initio
calculations have determined that the linear T2 barrier lies too low to account for the
v3 dependence of singlet-triplet mixing in S1 [126, 105, 27, 28, 128].
1The authors do not explicitly state the inequality S1 - T > S1 - T1,2 , but it is implied by the
rapid increase in anticrossing density with excitation in vi.
1.5 T3-mediated intersystem crossing in acetylene:
evidence from laser-induced fluorescence and
quantum beats
The T3-mediated doorway model of acetylene singlettriplet mixing is further sup-
ported by measurements of Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) and Zeeman quantum
beats. Ochi and coworkers recorded LIF spectrum of the 32 K'= 1, 33 K'= 1, and 34
K'= 1 sublevels of S1 acetylene, measuring fluorescence lifetimes and the magnetic
field dependence of quantum beats for each observed line [94]. They observe a lo-
cal triplet perturbation in the 33 K'= 1 level, which is predicted to be energetically
proximal to a S1 - T3 surface crossing.
The 1994 study of Drabbels and coworkers is perhaps the only experiment, aside
from ZAC measurements, to record a fully resolved spectrum of the 33 K'= 1 and 34
K'= 1 sublevels [34]. They attribute the splittings in the spectrum to direct S, - T1,2
mixing, but this interpretation is inconsistent with the profound changes in singlet-
triplet mixing over the 44,000-46,000 cm- ' energy range. Subsequent analysis has
shown that the Drabbels spectrum contains evidence for a local S1 - T3 perturbation,
which mediates the S1 - T1,2 mixing [5].
Recent investigations in our laboratory have led to the observation of many more
triplet-perturbed levels in Si acetylene, as a dividend in the deperturbation of the non-
symmetric bending polyads [83, 113]. Levels with excitation in the non-symmetric
bending modes are of particular interest because motion along these coordinates may
promote or reduce S1 - T3 vibrational overlap integrals. Further information about
the non-symmetric bending modes, v4 and v6 , would shed new light on the nature of
S1 - '3 T T1, 2 dynamics. This problem is addressed in Chapter 5.
1.6 Detection of laser-excited metastables by sur-
face electron ejection
The experimental technique of Surface Electron Ejection by Laser-Excited Metasta-
bles (SEELEM) was developed by Ofer Sneh and Ori Cheshnovsky to study intermediate-
case ISC in organic molecules such as aniline and isoquiniline [109, 110, 108, 112, 111].
It is based on the well-established technique of metastable detection by electron ejec-
tion from surfaces [51]. The use of laser excitation to populate metastable states in
SEELEM is somewhat paradoxical because, by definition, direct optical transitions to
such states are strongly forbidden. The method of SEELEM detection sidesteps the
problem of weak optical transitions by maintaining a low level of background electron
signal.
In essence, the SEELEM detector consists of a grounded metal surface and an
electron multiplier. To eject an electron from the grounded metal surface of the
SEELEM detector, a molecule must possess a vertical excitation energy in excess of
the work function, 4), of the metal. A gold surface was used in most of the experiments
described in this thesis, 4 = 5.1 eV. Sneh and coworkers have shown that excess
vibrational energy in the molecule does not affect the SEELEM sensitivity [109]. The
exception that proves the rule is Wodke's experiments on the NO molecule, where
vibrations in the excited state have a drastic impact on the electron affinity [135].
The SEELEM technique was applied to the study of smaller molecules by Wodke
and coworkers [100, 35, 89, 55]. The SEELEM apparatus at MIT was designed and
built by Kevin Cunningham and Selen Altunata, first as a single-chamber supersonic
jet apparatus, and later as a differentially-pumped, two-chamber molecular beam
apparatus [29, 2]. The apparatus was refined by subsequent workers, such as Ryan
Thom, who re-engineered the mounting and electrical connections for the detector
itself [121].
Previous acetylene SEELEM experiments have focused on the 3v' K'= 1 sublevel
of the Si electronic state. Humphrey et. al. observed an enhancement in SEELEM in-
tensity for rotational lines of 3v K'= 1 with J' < 4 [55]. They attributed this effect to
a near-degenerate vibrational sublevel of the T3 electronic state. The SEELEM spec-
trum of this sublevel was investigated further by Selen Altunata, who demonstrated
the relationship between the relative energy of the perturbing T3 level and moments
of the SEELEM intensity distribution [4]. Mishra and Thom provided new SEELEM
assignments and carried out a deperturbation of the perturbing triplet sublevel using
a reduced term value plot and an effective Hamiltonian fit [85].
A schematic diagram of the current LIF/SEELEM arrangement is shown in Figure
1-4. Laser radiation in the UV is provided by the frequency doubled output of a
Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser. The laser radiation enters the vacuum chamber (not
shown), and crosses the path of the molecular beam, indicated by a dashed line,
approximately 2.5 cm downstream from a pulsed nozzle. Fluorescence is gathered
by f/4 optics at the point of laser excitation, passes through a UG-11 filter, and is
collected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Laser-excited metastable molecules travel
through a 3 mm diameter skimmer and into a second, differentially pumped vacuum
chamber. Approximately 34 cm from the point of laser excitation, the metastables
collide with the metal surface of the SEELEM detector. Ejected electrons are collected
by an electron multiplier that is located immediately below the metal surface.
1.7 Summary
A doorway-mediated intersystem crossing model is well accepted for the acetylene
molecule. However, its impact on the spectrum of most S1 levels is poorly understood.
Triplet perturbations in the spectrum of S1 acetylene are "seemingly random," 2 but
the doorway model insists emphatically that the perturbations are not random. In
this thesis, we establish and develop the connection between the doorway model
and spectroscopic measurements. This task has required new theory, new types of
experiments, and new methods of analysis.
In Chapter 2, we evaluate the problem of doorway-mediated intersystem crossing
using three different frameworks: a mixed Si - T3 basis set, an "embedded bright
2A direct quote from a well-known spectroscopist, who shall remain nameless.
Figure 1-4: Diagram of the LIF/SEELEM apparatus. Laser radiation in the UV
is provided by the frequency doubled output of a Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser. The
laser radiation enters the vacuum chamber (not shown), and crosses the path of
the molecular beam, indicated by a dashed line, approximately 2.5 cm downstream
from a pulsed nozzle. Fluorescence is gathered by f/4 optics at the point of laser
excitation, passes through a UG-11 filter, and is collected by a photomultiplier tube
(PMT). Laser-excited metastable molecules travel through a 3 mm diameter skimmer
and into a second, differentially pumped vacuum chamber. Approximately 34 cm
from the point of laser excitation, the metastables collide with the metal surface of
the SEELEM detector, and ejected electrons are collected by an electron multiplier,














state" picture, and a complex Hamiltonian model. Using these frameworks, the sta-
tistical properties of LIF and SEELEM intensity distributions are derived for several
doorway-mediated model Hamiltonians. Of particular interest is the nature of inter-
ference effects, as well as the spectroscopic signatures of the doorway state, in each
model Hamiltonian.
Moving beyond statistical properties, we demonstrate in Chapter 3 that the pa-
rameters of a doorway-mediated model Hamiltonian are determined by the frequencies
and relative intensities observable in the spectrum. The method of "doorway decon-
volution" is presented as an extension to the standard Lawrance-Knight-Lehmann
deconvolution technique. The parameters of the model Hamiltonian are also derived
in terms of the statistical moments of the spectrum.
In Chapter 4, we report on new SEELEM/LIF spectra for a number of S1 vibra-
tional levels. We discuss the ubiquitous role of T3 vibrational levels as mediators of
S 1 - T1,2 mixing, and show how the identity of a doorway level is imprinted on the
spectrum. A theory of delayed fluorescence is developed and used as a primary tool
to understand the spectral patterns of doorway-mediated mixing.
The non-symmetric bending modes of S1 acetylene, v4 and v6, play an important
role in the process of intersystem crossing. However, these two vibrations are normally
mixed by strong Darling-Dennison and a-type Coriolis resonances. In Chapter 5, we
present the results of IR-UV double resonance SEELEM/LIF experiments, where, by
a careful choice of quantum numbers, the vi and v6 vibrational modes are unaffected
by the two strong resonance mechanisms.
In Chapter 6, we develop a new method for the production of metastable molecules
in a molecular beam. The basis of this method is two-photon optical pumping of meta-
stable atoms, followed by atom-to-molecule electronic excitation transfer in collisions.
The selection rules and transition probabilities for two-photon excitation of the atoms
are discussed for mercury and xenon. The method is applied to two chemical systems,
Xe* + N2 and Hg* + C2 H2.




intersystem crossing and their
consequences in LIF and SEELEM
spectra
2.1 Introduction
The traditional basis set for describing intersystem crossing is diagonal in "bright-
ness." For the first excited state of closed-shell molecules, the basis set typically
consists of a singlet bright state coupled directly to many triplet dark states. This
type of basis reflects the response of the system to excitation by a photon, and is use-
ful for understanding systems in both the large molecule and small molecule limits.
In the small molecule limit, experimental results may often be deperturbed explicitly
due to the small number of interacting states. In the large molecule limit, many states
are involved in the interaction, and analysis focuses on properties of the ensemble of
dark states rather than the deperturbation of individual states. As experimental tech-
niques evolve, the dividing line between small and large molecules is pushed back,
expanding the domain of complete deperturbation and determinism.
In the case intermediate between the large and small molecule limits, a few special
dark states may mediate the coupling between one bright state and the remaining
ensemble of dark states. When this happens, the directly observable spectrum and
the inferred dynamics of the system depend on both the ensemble properties of the
bath of dark states and the individual properties of the mediating states (hereafter,
doorway states). Thus, an approach to intersystem crossing in the intermediate case
must combine the properties of the large and small molecule limits.
A theory of the spectral signatures of doorway-mediated intersystem crossing
(DMISC) for systems containing a single bright state is presented below. In sec-
tion 2.2, we discuss three ways to re-formulate the problem of doorway-mediated
coupling, derive LIF intensity expressions for each, and compare the results. In sec-
tion 2.3, we turn to evaluating terms in the SEELEM intensity for doorway-mediated
systems. Using these intensity expressions, we examine the spectral signatures of
DMISC for several model Hamiltonians. The models examined are: a local doorway,
a distant doorway, a local doorway plus direct coupling, and a double (local + distant)
doorway.
2.2 Don't think of a doorway: three alternate ar-
rangements of the effective Hamiltonian
We begin with a simple doorway-mediated Hamiltonian arranged in the traditional
manner. A single bright basis state Is) is connected to a single doorway basis state I)
by a spin-orbit matrix element Hse. The doorway basis state is, in turn, connected to
a block of prediagonalized dark states { Im)} by a vector of matrix elements {Hem}.
Such a Hamiltonian is shown in Figure 3-2b. The labels s, f, and m used here are
chosen to be consistent with those used in the book Energy Dissipation in Molecular
Systems, by Tramer, Jungen, and Lahmani [124].
This form of the Hamiltonian illustrates the dynamics of the system, understood in
terms of sequential intersystem crossing into a hierarchy of coupled states. However,
Figure 2-1: Schematic of a doorway-mediated Hamiltonian. A single bright basis
state, Is), is connected to a single doorway basis state, IC), which is, in turn, connected
to a block of prediagonalized dark states, {Im)}.
Es Hse




other patterns of interaction between the bright state and the dark states are not
immediately apparent unless we do some more work.
A crucial quantity from the standpoint of dynamics is the fractional bright state
character of each eigenstate of the system. This determines the radiative lifetime
and absorption linestrength of each state observed in the spectrum. We examine
this property for three formulations of the effective Hamiltonian, and draw parallels
between the results.
2.2.1 The mixed basis
Our first strategy for determining the distribution of fractional bright state character
among the dark states is to prediagonalize the interaction between the bright state
and the doorway state. This creates a new basis of "mixed" bright and doorway
basis states, which we refer to as the mixed basis. From the mixed basis, we use
perturbaion theory to evaluate intensity-lending among the dark states. Due to this
use of perturbation theory in the second step, we approach the mixed basis using a
working assumption of a system in the strong coupling limit, defined below.
The strong coupling limit of DMISC is characterized by a strong doorway-bright
state interaction compared to the average doorway-dark state interaction. As a first
step, the problem is recast from a basis that contains one bright state and one doorway
state to a basis that diagonalizes the bright-doorway interaction. The mixed bright
Figure 2-2: Schematic of a doorway-mediated ISC Hamiltonian after transformation
to a mixed basis. The mixed basis states sI) and IC) have mixed bright-doorway
character, and both have matrix elements with the ensemble of dark states.
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and mixed doorway basis states are defined as
Is) = (1- a 2)1/2 IS) + (2.1)
if) = -a Is) + (1- a 2 )12 f),
where a is the bright-doorway mixing amplitude. Using this basis, the prediago-
nalized block of mixed basis states is connected to the prediagonalized block of dark
states by an off-diagonal block of matrix elements Hgm and Him. Figure 2-2 shows a
schematic of the Hamiltonian using a mixed basis.
Two rows of matrix elements connect the mixed states to the dark states, sug-
gesting two separate direct-coupled systems. However, correlations between the
two rows of matrix elements make the distribution of fractional bright
state character for a doorway-mediated system different from that of two
independent direct-coupled systems. The matrix elements H9m and Him can
be written in terms of the zero-order matrix element Hem and the Is), [) mixing
amplitude a:
Hgm = +aHem
Him = +(1 - a2)1/ 2 Hem. 
(2.2)
More patterns in bright state coupling through 19) and [I) are apparent in the dis-
tribution of fractional bright state character among the eigenstates of the system.
The fractional bright state character of any nominal dark state that appears in the
spectrum may be evaluated in terms of the mixed basis using perturbation theory. We
approximate the overlap of a nominal dark state eigenfunction IM) with the bright
state Is) by making a first order correction to the dark state basis function Im). Using
the mixed basis defined above,
(M s) = a(1 - a2)1/2eHm Am AEm (2.3)
The fractional bright state character of IM) may be written as
(Mls) 2 - H2(1- { ±2)H A 2 1 1 2 E. (2.4)
EEM ZE2 AEms AEmi
The three terms in the braces of Equation 2.4 correspond to intensity lending through
the mixed bright state is), the mixed doorway state [i), and a cross term. If this
cross term is neglected, the fractional bright state character of dark states behaves as
two separate direct-coupled systems of equal coupling strength, each with an effective
matrix element a(1 - a2)1 /2Hem. One of the square terms dominates the intensity
equation when AEm. becomes very large compared to AEm or vice versa.
The cross term is important when the energy difference between the mixed basis
states AE,, is comparable in magnitude to the coupling width 2Ia2(1- a2)H2m pm.
The functional form of the cross term has several interesting properties. First, its
sign does not depend on the relative signs of the bright-doorway and doorwaydark
matrix elements, only on the relative signs of the energy denominators, AEm and
AEmj. The cross term, with its (-) sign included, is always positive at energies that
lie between those of the primary and secondary mixed states, and negative outside this
range.
The cross term has a local minimum at the energy midpoint of the mixed basis
states, Ese = (Eg + E)/2. The fractional intensity increase for dark states due to
the cross term, in other words its ratio with respect to the sum of the square terms,
takes an especially simple form on an energy scale with zero chosen at Ese,
( j ( 1) AE; -Em (2.5)AEm AEmi AE +, AE mi AE: + Em
where Em = Em - Ese. This ratio in Equation 2.5 depends only on the energy
difference AE,, between the mixed basis states is) and |[), and is independent of
both the brightdoorway mixing coefficient and the doorway-dark matrix element.
The cross term ratio from equation 2.5 is plotted in figure 2-3 along with the three
terms in the expression for fractional bright state character, equation 2.4.
The equation for fractional bright state character of a dark state in the Is), I)
mixed basis contains two classes of terms: square terms and a cross term. The
square terms are equivalent in the vicinity of each mixed state, and can be considered
as appropriate for two separate, equal-magnitude, direct-coupled systems of dark
states. These quasi-direct systems interact via the cross term, which always skews
the intensities of the dark states toward the energy midpoint of the mixed basis states.
This is an important result, because it means that dark state intensity patterns in
the vicinity of the bright state can act as a "pointer" to the doorway state. Moreover,
the fractional contribution of the cross term to the fractional bright state character
is independent of the matrix elements of the system.
2.2.2 The embedded bright state arrangement
In the limit of weak doorway-bright coupling compared to the average doorwaydark
coupling, we can take the opposite approach with respect to perturbation theory.
Here, the doorwaydark interactions are diagonalized, and perturbation theory is
used to evaluate the remaining bright-doorway interaction. The results of this anal-
ysis will be compared to the equations from the strong coupling regime, and an
instructive correspondence will be made. The relationship between the weak and
strong coupling limits will be made even more clear when we formulate the problem
as a complex-energy effective Hamilonian, in Section 2.2.3.
The effective Hamiltonian is re-ordered so the bright state is embedded among
Figure 2-3: Shown in the plot are contributions to the fractional bright state character
in a nominal dark eigenstate IM) arising from three terms: borrowing through the
mixed basis state 1s), borrowing through the other mixed basis state I£), and a cross
term. Also shown is the ratio of the cross term to the square terms, which exhibits a
maximum at the energy midpoint between Eg and Ei.
Figure 2-4: Schematic of a doorway-mediated Hamiltonian arranged according to
the embedded bright state picture. The form of the matrix is equivalent to a direct
coupling model.





the dark states. After re-ordering, the Hamiltonian is equivalent in form to a direct-
coupled system, with the doorway state occupying the position normally held by the
bright state. A schematic diagram of this arrangement is shown in figure 2-4.
To derive equations for the fractional bright state character of a nominally dark
eigenstate, we adopt separate strategies in the vicinity of the bright state Is) and
doorway state I). In the vicinity of Is), contamination of dark states by the bright
state may be evaluated by making a second-order correction to the dark state wave-
function. This yields a fractional bright state character of
Hp2 2(M s)2 -  m (2.6)AEL AEmf
To compare this expression with the mixed basis results, one adjustment must
be made. Since we are evaluating nominal dark state intensities in the vicinity of
Es, IAEmsI < IAEsl, and IAEmel , IAEstl. In light of this approximation, the
fractional bright state character becomes
2 2
I(Ms)I 2 _ HfeH2m 2 2H2 (2.7)aESA Es, L EE2
since a -o Hse/AEst. Using this, we look for an equivalence with the mixed basis
intensity formula, equation 2.4:
I(MIs)12 = C 2(1 -_ 2)Hfm A AE- EAE
n . AEms58 Em
58
Since the bright-doorway coupling is weak, two approximations to the mixed basis
results are appropriate:
(1 - a 2) 1 /2  1
(2.8)
(Eg , Ei) a (Es, Et).
With these approximations, the mixed basis expression becomes:
I(Ms) 2  + 2H 2m 2 (2.9)
AE , AE, AEmsAEme '
and it is clear that our result for the embedded bright state arrangement in the
vicinity of Is) (Eq. 2.7) is equal to the square term for borrowing from the bright
state in the mixed basis.
We now turn to deriving an expression for fractional bright state character in the
vicinity of the doorway state [). Since the doorway,-dark interactions are strong, the
effective Hamiltonian is diagonalized in the vicinity of the doorway state, forming a
set of prediagonalized states { Ir ) }. Each state in this doorway block Ii ) is a linear
combination of dark and doorway states:
I ) = Ce n I) + ZCmfn im) . (2.10)
m
After diagonalization of the doorway block, mixing between the zero-order bright
state and the doorway block states may be evaluated using perturbation theory. The
doorway component I) of each diagonalized state ir) is contaminated to first order
with bright state amplitude
(I) Is) = H (2.11)
and the dark state components Im) are not. From this equation, the fractional bright
state character in Iri ) follows immediately,
H2
I (h Is) 2  2 . (2.12)
- "e~naEst
To compare the above expression with the mixed basis formulas, we rewrite Eq.
2.12 using the perturbation-theory approximation for Cem,, He /AEef:
H2 _fH _ 722 1
C2 Hf f, LE 2H2 1(2.13)
Adjusting for notation, this is equal to the second term of the mixed basis equation.
Thus, the embedded bright state result for the doorway block plays the role of the
square term for the mixed doorway basis state in the earlier formulation.
The effective Hamiltonian for doorway mediated intersystem crossing in the weak
bright-doorway coupling limit has been rearranged to account for relatively strong
doorway-dark interactions. This is called the embedded bright state arrangement,
because the bright state has "switched places" with one of the dark states in the
traditional direct-coupling Hamiltonian. After using a combination of diagonaliza-
tion and perturbation theory to analyze the intensity distribution of dark states, the
results from this arrangement were shown to correspond to the square terms in the
strong coupling limit. Thus, the intensity expressions from the embedded bright state
arrangement emerge as a subset of the mixed basis equations.
The consequences of the embedded bright state arrangement extend beyond the
evaluation of systems in the weak coupling limit. The fact that the Hamiltonian can be
arranged to have the same form as a direct-coupling Hamiltonian has ramifications for
eigenstate energies and spectral deconvolution; we discus these at length in Chapter 3.
2.2.3 Formulation as a complex-energy effective Hamiltonian
As a third alternative, the dynamics of intensity lending to a bath of dark states
can be viewed as a process of irreversible decay from the bright and doorway basis
states into a quasi-continuum of dark states. The decay widths are embedded into the
energies of the bright and doorway basis states by adding an imaginary component,
E = c - iF/2. Because the effects of dark state coupling are folded into the bright
and doorway states, the complex energy formulation reduces the doorway-canonical
Hamiltonian to a 2-level system.
The complex-energy Hamiltonian for a single doorway system may be written as
Es VstH = - i /2 (2.14)
The width of the doorway state is related to the average doorway-dark matrix ele-
ment by the golden rule relation Fe = 27r(VA)p,.
Results for a two-level complex-energy Hamiltonian are derived in detail in chapter
9 of reference [66]. Following the derivation therein, we rewrite the Hamiltonian as
two terms:
H = (Ese- irse/2)I + [e - i(/2 Vse(2.15)
Ve - (JCet - israe/2)
The re-centered energies have the values
Es, = (Es + ee)/2 (2.16a)
Jes1 = (Es - ce)/2. (2.16b)
Since the bright state is not connected to the bath of dark states in a doorway-
mediated Hamiltonian, F, = 0, and
Frs = Fe/2 (2.17a)
6Fs = -Fe/ 2 . (2.17b)
Diagonalization of this Hamiltonian leads to level repulsion in the real components
of the energy, as for real Hamiltonians. However, the imaginary components of the
eigenvalues are closer to the average width Fe/ 2, as the bright state borrows some
decay width from the doorway state.
Figure 2-5 shows the width of the nominal singlet and triplet eigenstates of equa-
tion 2.14 for several magnitudes of brightdoorway coupling. In the weak coupling
regime, Ve < Fe. The bright state borrows little width from the doorway state, even
Figure 2-5: Widths of the nominal bright and doorway eigenstates in a complex-
energy doorway Hamiltonian. To demonstrate the weak coupling regime (left), the
coupling matrix element V is set to 0.25 times the magnitude of the doorway width
F. For the intermediate coupling regime (center), Ve = Fe; for the strong coupling






when the difference in real energy, &se, is zero. In the intermediate coupling regime,
the eigenstate widths converge to the average width Fe/2 when &se = 0. In the strong
coupling case, the difference in the widths IS) and IL) approaches Fe/2 less rapidly
as 6est increases.
We now turn to evaluating the dark state intensity distribution using the complex
energy formulation. The energies and widths of the eigenstates IS) and IL) are given
by the real and imaginary parts of their eigenvalues:
ES = Gse ± Re (E) Es = se ± Im (8) (2.18a)
EL = Gse T Re (V) FL = ,se T Im (S) (2.18b)
where the energy eigenvalue 8 is given by
8= (&ese - i6Fs/2)2 + Vs, (2.19)
and the choice of sign in equation 2.18 is given by the sign of 6ES, in equation 2.16.
We must also determine the bright state character of the eigenstates IS), IL). The
bright state amplitudes are obtained from the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian,
as = (S Is) = i /2) + E (2.20a)25
aL = (L s) = - irs/) - (2.20b)
With these tools in hand, we evaluate the intensity distribution by deriving the
absorption cross section for the system in terms of the Green's function G(E) =
lim,,o [H - (E + i'y)I]- ':
a(E) oc Im((gpG(E)pLg)). (2.21)
When the Green's function is evaluated over the eigenvectors of H, only two diagonal
Table 2.1: Eigenstate energy difference and width of the nominal bright eigenstate
IS) for the systems depicted in Figure 2-6. In the weak coupling regime, the energy
separation of the eigenstates IS) and IL) is approximately that of the zero-order states
Is) and If). The nominal bright eigenstate IS) borrows little coupling width from the
doorway state, and remains narrow. In the strong coupling regime, the eigenstates
are separated in energy by 2Vse and have similar widths.
Vse/ 6 Fse Coupling regime 6ESL/ 6 6se Fs/Fe
1/10 Weak 1.02 0.005
1 Intermediate 2.06 0.257
10 Strong 20.00 0.475
elements remain:
ImG(E) = lasI2  FS L 2 FL (2.22)(Es - E) 2 + S (EL - E)2 + rL
Therefore, the intensity distribution for the complex energy Hamiltonian is the sum
of two Lorentzian functions, with energies and widths given by the eigenvalues of the
Hamiltonian, and weighted in magnitude by the fractional bright state character.
Figure 2-6 shows the terms of Eq. 2.22 for each of the three coupling regimes. In
order to show details of the intensity distribution for each regime, the scale of the
axes was adjusted for each subplot. Although the scales were chosen carefully to show
the general trends in the distributions, the plots cannot simultaneously and clearly
communicate the dramatic changes in ESL and Fs as the magnitude of Vfe changes.
For this reason, these quantities are listed in table 2.1.
In the weak coupling regime, the nominal bright eigenstate IS) is much narrower
than that of the nominal doorway eigenstate IL), which remains nearly at its original
width. To compare with our earlier results from the embedded bright state picture,
we analyze the weakly coupled system presented above in terms of the perturbation
theory developed in the previous section. Figure 2-7 shows a comparison between
the complex Hamiltonian results and those derived from perturbation theory using
equation 2.6. To make this comparison, the effective matrix element Vd was calcu-
lated from the width Fe of the doorway state using the golden rule. The perturbation
Figure 2-6: Dark state intensity distributions for a doorway coupled system where
&e = 0.5 and 6Fsf = 1. Three coupling regimes result from the relative magnitude
of Vse: weak coupling (Ve = 6Fse/10), intermediate coupling (Vfe = 6Fse), and strong
coupling (Va = 106 ,se). Note the different scales of both the x and y axes for each
plot. The widths Es of the IS) intensity term are 0.005 Fe, 0.26 Fe, and 0.48 re for












































Figure 2-7: A comparison of the intensity distribution results from direct diagonaliza-












Figure 2-8: A doorway-mediated Hamiltonian in the strong coupling limit, where the
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strong coupling
results show only a slight offset in energy, due to the use of the approximation Es ~ Es.
In the strong coupling regime, we make a qualitative comparison to the earlier re-
sults derived for the mixed basis. The strong coupling intensity formula, equation 2.4,
predicts identical dark state intensity distributions in the vicinity of both the bright
and doorway states. In the bottom plot of figure 2-6, it can be seen that the system
is approaching this limit. A more extreme example is shown in figure 2-8, where the
zero-order (real) energy spacing S6 e has been decreased to 0.01 5Fe. In this case,
the mixing between IS) and IL) is complete in both intensity (real part) and width
(imaginary part).
A complex energy effective Hamiltonian has been used to reduce the doorway-
mediated coupling problem to a two level system. The dark state intensity distri-
bution was presented graphically for the weak, intermediate, and strong coupling
regimes. The distributions derived from diagonalizing the 2 x 2 complex energy
Hamiltonian were shown to have the same trends as those obtained using perturba-
tion theory for the mixed basis and the embedded bright state picture. As for the
results from the embedded bright state arrangement, the complex energy Hamiltonian
formula does not include a cross term in the distribution of fractional bright state
character. We will return to the complex energy formulation later in Section 2.6,
when we consider the local doorway plus direct coupling model.
2.3 Doorway-mediated coupling and SEELEM in-
tensity distribution
In a molecular beam experiment, detection by surface electron ejection by laser-
excited metastables (SEELEM) produces a spectrum that is sensitive to eigenstates
with only a small amount of fractional bright state character. This detection channel
is complementary to laser-induced fluorescence, which is sensitive to eigenstates con-
taining a large amount of fractional bright state character. The intensity information
in a SEELEM spectrum, in conjunction with LIF, provides a complete description of
the distribution of fractional bright state character among an ensemble of predomi-
nantly dark eigenstates. However, the relationship between SEELEM intensity and
fractional bright state character is somewhat more complicated than it is for LIF.
In this section, we derive SEELEM intensity expressions and discuss interference
between detection pathways involving the bright and doorway basis state.
An eigenstate IM) of a doorway-coupled system is written as a linear combination
of the zero-order bright state, doorway state, and dark states:
IM) = C, Is) + Ce If) + E Cm Im) (2.23)
The SEELEM detection probability for a molecule in eigenstate IM) is modeled as
the product of three factors: excitation probability, survival probability, and electron
ejection probability. The excitation probability is proportional to the fractional bright
state character:
Pex = AexC8 (2.24)
where A,, is a constant factor for the bright state in question.
Following Altunata, we write the survival probability in terms of the bright state
character [4]:
Psur, = exp (-Rm.C) . (2.25)
The factor Rm is defined as ratio of flight time in the molecular beam to the fluores-
cence lifetime of a pure bright state:
Rm - tflight (2.26)
The molecular beam flight time tflight is a constant for the experiment, while the pure
bright state lifetime -r, is a property of the bright state in question.
The electron ejection probability is more complicated, since it depends on the
probability of de-excitation to the ground state upon impact with the metal surface. If
the energy released upon de-excitation is greater than the work function of the metal,
an electron may be ejected from the metal surface and detected with an electron
multiplier.
Normally, the metal surface used for SEELEM detection is chosen such that the
vertical excitation energy of the bright state is greater than the work function of
the metal. However, the doorway state may also contain enough vertical excitation
energy to eject electrons from the metal surface. In this case, there is an additional
possibility that interference between the phases of bright and doorway amplitudes in
IM) might lead to changes in the total angle-energy averaged electron cross section.
We address these complications by separating the electron ejection probability into
three terms: a bright state term, a possible doorway term, and a possible cross term:
P = P() +P( ) + p(X)e e e e(2.27)
=A(s)C + A(e) t + A(x)CC
ej s ej ej
We examine each term separately, creating for example a SEELEM detection proba-
bility term(sELEM that includes only the bright state term P(S) from the electron
ejection probability factor. The results for each can be summed to determine the
total detection probability.
2.3.1 The bright state term
We begin with the bright state term for the SEELEM detection probability:
P(S) EELEM P x Pur x P)S ELEM ex (2.28)
= AeA))C exp(-RC).
As a function of SE, P ELEM has the form of a chi-square distribution with six
degrees of freedom, a fact better illustrated by making the substitution x - 2C8/Rm:
(S)EELEM 6/2-1 exp - . (2.29)
To gain insight into the energy dependence of the SEELEM detection probability
for an ensemble of dark states with average doorway state coupling (Htm,), we evaluate
the form of the SEELEM detection probability for a single eigenstate IIM) as a function
of energy. To carry this out, we note that the only energy-dependent parameter in
the above equation is the fractional bright state character, C2.
The maximum of the SEELEM intensity distribution is found by taking the deriva-
tive of the SEELEM detection probability with respect to energy:
&0P(S) - PC 2SEELEM A) (2 - RmC8) (2.30)
OE EA (s Purv C a
Setting this expression to zero, we obtain a maximum for P)ELEM where
C Rm - (2.31)
Rm"
Substituting this quantity into the SEELEM detection probability (equation 4.14),
we arrive at a maximum intensity of
A(s) ( e ). (2.32)
This is a surprising result: the maximum SEELEM detection probability is indepen-
dent of the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian!
The width of the intensity distribution does not share this invariance. To find
the half width, we first make the approximation that the survival probability is ap-
proximately unity on the outer edge of the intensity distribution. Setting the total





at the half maximum.
Up to this point, we have used no perturbation theory in our derivation. The
results above depend only on the adopted functional form of the SEELEM detection
probability. To arrive at a final expression for the width, we use perturbation theory
to determine the quantity CS as a function of energy in the weak and strong coupling
limits.
In the weak coupling limit, equation 2.7 from the bright state arrangement relates
C to the energy denominator AEem:
C2 = 2 em (2.34)AE2
Solving for AEms, the FWHM of the distribution is determined to be
FWHM = 2IaHmC1 ), (2.35)
where C' is the fractional bright state character at the SEELEM half-maximum,
2
determined in equation 2.33. The energy dependence of the intensity expression in
the weak coupling limit arises only from a squared energy denominator AEms, thus
the distribution is an even function when the energy zero is chosen to be the bright
state energy Es.
In the strong coupling limit, the energy dependence of C2 is more complicated.
Equation 2.4 gives the relation:
C = 2 - 2)H m (2.36)
in the mixed basis. As explained in section 2.2.1, the distribution of bright state
intensity in the strong coupling limit is symmetric about the energy midpoint E g of
the mixed basis states. We can remove one of the energy denominators by rewriting
the equation using the energy difference AE . Making the substitutuion AEml =
AEm + AE,4,
2 2(1AEg 2
= a - a)m AE (AEm + AE ) (2.37)
The FWHM of the distribution around either Eg or Ei is given by the solutions to a
quadratic equation:
FWHM = {4 a(1 - 2)1/ 2HtemAEgCi + AEi} 2• (2.38)
We have derived the widths of the bright state term of the SEELEM intensity
distribution in both the weak and strong coupling limits. Along the way, a maximum
of the distribution was found that depends only on the quantity Rm, which is a
constant of the experiment and the molecule being studied. A value of fractional
bright state character was determined for the half-maximum of the distribution, which
also depends only on Rm. Since our use of perturbation theory was limited to the
final steps of the derivation, most of the properties determined above depend only on
the functional form of P(SEELEM. We turn next to the doorway term for SEELEM
detection probability, and compare its properties to those of the bright state term.
2.3.2 The doorway term
If the doorway state has sufficient vertical excitation energy, it may contribute to the
electron ejection probability. We turn now to derive an intensity distribution for the
doorway term
S EELEM = (AexA) Cc exp (-RC). (2.39)
Because the amplitudes of the bright and doorway states are squared in this
equation, the relative phase of the bright vs. doorway contributions cannot lead to
interference in this term. Going further, the fact that the system is doorway-mediated
suggests that the doorway character be parametrized as a function of the bright state
character:
cO = f(C2). (2.40)
We derive this relationship separately for the weak and strong coupling regimes.
In the weak coupling regime, we can invert the results from the embedded bright
state arrangement (equation 2.7) to determine an expression for fweak:
AEH2fweak (Ci) = O Ef -(2.41)
This gives a SEELEM detection probability proportional to the bright state term,





the properties of which are discussed in the preceding section.
In the strong coupling regime, we begin by using the mixed basis to derive the
fractional doorway state character in a nominally dark eigenstate M):
I(M i )|2 = H}m E + Emi (2.43)
The function fstrong does not collapse into a simple form as it does for the weak






referring the reader to the expression for I(MIs)12 in equation 2.4. We note that
the doorway-dark matrix element Hem cancels out in the function fstrong, since it
appears to the same power in I(MIs)1 2 and I(M )1 2. Unlike the weak coupling regime,
fstrong is a function of the energy differences AEm and AEm i. Cross terms involving
these energy denominators always appear with a (-) sign in the numerator and a (+)
sign in the denominator, so they have the effect of decreasing the SEELEM detection
probability. The bright-doorway mixing amplitude a appears only to even powers
in fstrong, so interference effects do not arise from the phase of this mixing amplitude.
We have derived the form of the doorway term for SEELEM detection probability
for the weak and strong coupling limits. In the weak coupling limit, the doorway
term is simply proportional to the bright state term. In the strong coupling limit, the
form of the doorway term is more complicated, but does not include any interference
effects arising from coupling to the bright state through the doorway state.
2.3.3 The cross term
If the doorway state has sufficient Franck-Condon overlap with low-lying vibrational
levels of the ground state and the angle-energy integrated total cross section for
electron ejection is affected by interference between the bright and doorway pathways,
the electron ejection cross term may contribute to the intensity distribution. The form
of the cross term
S ELEM (eAe ) CCeexp (-RmC) (2.45)
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contains odd powers of C, and C, and according to their relative phase, may add or
subtract from the square terms. Interference effects arising from the cross term in
the SEELEM detection probability are discussed in detail by Selen Altunata [4, 3, 2].
Since we observe no such effects in the experiments described in this thesis, we do
not give the cross term further consideration.
2.4 The local doorway model
We turn now to examine several model Hamiltonians for doorway-mediated systems,
using the tools developed earlier in the chapter. These models are really classifications
of the types of spectra that may appear for molecules exhibiting doorway-mediated
coupling. Each model combines an appropriate basis set for evaluating the LIF and
SEELEM intensity distributions with an assumption as to the range of states observed
in the spectrum.
The basis set for a local doorway model was introduced in section 2.2, and has
been used throughout the chapter. It includes a single bright basis state Is), a single
doorway basis state If), and a set of N pre-diagonalized dark basis states { nm) }. The
single bright basis state Is) carries all oscillator strength for the system, and thus
plays a crucial role in the detectability of all states. All matrix elements between Is)
and the bath of dark states are zero.
Upon diagonalization, the effective Hamiltonian yields a set of N nominally dark
eigenstates {IM)}, as well as two "special" eigenstates IS) and IL). The state IS)
contains the greatest fractional bright state character, and likewise the state IL)
contains the single greatest fractional doorway basis character. A cursory look at the
LIF spectrum will reveal IS) immediately, because it carries the greatest amount of
oscillator strength.
The final defining criterion for a local doorway model is that the eigenstate IL) is
observed in the spectrum. This model does not carry in its definition any assump-
tions about the relative magnitudes or distributions of the remaining nonzero matrix
elements in the effective Hamiltonian; it can include systems in the strong or weak
coupling limits.
We have already examined the distribution of LIF intensity in section 2.2. Like-
wise, we used the local doorway model as a template for deriving the width of the
SEELEM intensity distribution in section 2.3. As we move on to other models, we
focus on differences from the results for the local doorway model.
2.5 The distant doorway model
The distant doorway model differs from the local doorway model in that the nominal
doorway state is not observed in the spectrum. In the limit that the doorway-bright
energy difference becomes large compared to the width of dark state coupling in
the vicinity of the bright state, statistical intensity metrics cannot distinguish a dis-
tant doorway from a system characterized by direct coupling. However, evidence for
doorway-mediated coupling can still be obtained through other means, and under
these circumstances the distant doorway model will provide some indication of the
relative coupling magnitudes and the energy of the nominal doorway state.
Since I) is well separated from the bright state in energy, some approximations to
the dark state intensity distributions can be made. For a distant doorway, the bright
state energy denominator dominates the intensity formula (equation 2.4), and
Hm2 AEm AE (2.46)
, 02 Hm
AE2
In addition to eliminating one energy denominator from the above equation, we have
also made the approximation that (1-ac2) r. 1. This approximation is fairly good (5%
error) if Is) and It) are mixed to less than 25%. The SEELEM intensity distribution
above is equivalent to the weak coupling formula in section 2.3.1.
If a spectrum is observed in the vicinity of the bright state and a distant doorway
model is assumed, the question can be asked: what is the energy of IL), the nominal
doorway state? The properties of the LIF and SEELEM intensity distributions in
the vicinity of the bright state do not yield the energy of IL) directly. However, the
product a(Hem)rmsl can be estimated from the width of the SEELEM spectrum,
using equation 2.35. From this quantity, we parametrize a in terms of AEs and
predict the LIF/SEELEM intensity of IL) as a function of energy separation from the
bright state.
An expression for a in terms of AE and the matrix element Hse comes from the
analytical solution to the 2 x 2 Hamiltonian in the mixed basis:
2 (2Hs) 2
S+ E + 4H + 4H (2.47)
The LIF intensity of IL) is diminished as 1/AEe. Relative to the nominal bright
state intensity (1 - a 2), the LIF intensity of IL) goes as
a 2
1 - Q2 (2.48)
where the energy dependence of a 2 is given above. Since the quantity |a(Hem)rmsj
has been inferred from the spectrum in the vicinity of the bright state, an increase
in energy separation AEt requires an increase in Hse or a decrease in (Hm)rms to
maintain consistency with the observed properties of the spectrum.
If the spectrum has been observed within a certain range of the bright state and
the nominal doorway state has not been observed in the LIF spectrum, an upper limit
can be placed on a 2, the fractional bright state character of the nominal doorway state
jL). At small values of a2 , the doorway state will be detectable in SEELEM but not
in LIF. We evaluate the SEELEM detection probability in the weak coupling regime,
recalling that, under these circumstances, any doorway contribution to the SEELEM
intensity has the same form as the bright state contribution. The SEELEM detection
probability scales as
a04 exp(-RmCt2), (2.49)
and is at a maximum for the doorway state when
a2 R (2.50)
Rm
or when the energy difference AEe is
AEs2,I= IHj 2 (2.51)
SRm
Since the quantity a 2 is a function of Hse, known properties of the molecule can
place limits on whether the nominal doorway state appears in LIF or SEELEM spectra
within a certain energy range. Thus, a distant doorway hypothesis may be tested by
scanning the spectrum of a molecule within a known range. In practice, SEELEM
spectra are difficult to collect over a large energy window due to time constraints, and
LIF spectra provide a somewhat easier way to place an upper limit on the quantity
a 2 for a particular bright state. In a later chapter, we will use the formulas above to
apply the distant doorway model to several SEELEM and LIF spectra of the acetylene
molecule.
2.6 The local doorway plus direct coupling model
In this section, we examine the consequences of allowing the bright state to couple
weakly to the dark states in the local doorway model. We begin again by evaluating
the LIF and SEELEM intensity distributions in the mixed basis. In the presence of
two coupling pathways to the bright state, we separate the bright state amplitude of
a nominal dark eigenstate I M) into a doorway term and a direct term:
(MIs) = (MS)doo ay + (MIS)direct (2.52)
The doorway term has been evaluated above (equation 2.3). The direct term arises
from a matrix element Hsm between the dark state Im) and the bright state Is):
(MIs)direct =Hsm { a 2 )  a2E (2.53)
leading to a square term for the direct-coupling contribution to the fractional bright
state character:
l(MIS)direct 2 = Hm (1 - a2 )2m  a 4  2a 2 (1 - a2 ) (2.54)m i AEmAEim }
The total amount of fractional bright state character in a nominal dark state includes
a cross term between direct and doorway coupling:
I(MIs)12 =(S)doorwayl2 + I(MIS)direct l 2
+ 2a(l - a2)1/2HmH (1- a 2) a m2  2a 2 - 1 (2.55){ H m + }AEm AEm AEamAE-em m em
Our primary concern is to evaluate possible interference patterns in the intensity
distribution. To this end, we focus on factors that control the relative phase of each
term. The term I(Ms)direct 2 is always positive, regardless of the relative signs of a
and Hsm. However, the last term in equation 2.55 contains the quantities a, Hem,
and Hsm to odd powers, so the overall sign of this term is determined by the product
of these three quantities.
The quantity a is determined by only the zero-order bright and doorway basis
states; its phase and magnitude are the same regardless of the identity of the dark
state of interest, Im). The matrix elements Hsm and Hem are different for each dark
state, thus the sign of the final term in equation 2.55 for one dark state compared to
another is determined by the relative signs of the matrix elements H.m and Hem.
The question becomes: are the phases of the matrix elements Hsm and Hem cor-
related? To address this question, we consider the nature of the matrix elements in
the context of spin-orbit coupling. A spin-orbit matrix element HSO between two
rovibronic states can be written as a factor of an electronic matrix element and a
vibrational overlap integral. Since the states Is) and [e) belong to different electronic
surfaces their electronic factors are different. The spin-orbit matrix elements may be
written as
Hso =( (s m) (2.56a)
HSo =(f (fem). (2.56b)
Since the phase of the electronic factor in HSO is the same for all dark states in
the Hamiltonian, the phase of the spin-orbit matrix element is controlled by the
vibrational overlap factor alone.
Narrowing our question, are the phases of vibrational overlap factors (e|m) and
(slm) correlated for any dark state Im)? The answer depends on the location of the
stationary phase points of the wavefunctions [f) and Is) where the overlap with Im)
occurs. Since e) and Is) lie on different electronic surfaces, their points of overlap with
dark state wavefunctions Im) are likely to occur at different geometries. The phase of
a wavefunction in a highly vibrationally excited manifold will not be correlated at two
disparate geometries, thus the two vibrational overlap factors { (em) } and { (sim) }
are not expected to be correlated in phase.
The local doorway plus direct coupling model lends itself naturally to a complex
energy formulation. The complex energy description of dark state coupling implies a
random phase approximation - the lack of correlation in the phases of Hsm and Hem
is "built into" the formalism. The discussion of a complex-energy doorway system
presented above is modified here by allowing the zero-order bright state Is) to have
a non-vanishing width. The width of Is) arising from direct coupling is 2I IHsm 2pm.
When F, is nonzero, equation 2.17 is no longer valid, and 6r < Fe/ 2 . Other factors
aside, the widths of the eigenstates will be more similar for a system that includes
some direct coupling, compared to a strictly doorway-mediated system. The effective
decrease of the difference in coupling widths 6ESL pushes the system toward the strong
coupling regime, defined by the inequality Vse > Ff.
Figure 2-9: Schematic of a double doorway Hamiltonian. A single bright basis state
Is) is connected to a local doorway basis state I) and a distant doorway basis state
It'), which are, in turn, connected to a block of prediagonalized dark states { m)}.
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2.7 The double doorway model
Here, we consider what happens when the bright state and the manifold of dark states
are connected simultaneously through a local doorway If) and a distant doorway ').
We combine the methods of sections 2.4 and 2.5 to evaluate the intensity terms,
operating principally in a mixed bright-local doorway basis. A schematic of the
double doorway Hamiltonian is shown in figure 2-9.
Our first step in deriving the intensity distribution is to remove the distant door-
way state It') from the Hamiltonian using a van Vleck transformation. This leads to
the following nonzero diagonal corrections for the bright state and dark states:
(sIHiIs) = s12 (2.57)
IV el
2
(miHlm) = me 2  (2.58)AEme'
Since the local and distant doorway states are defined to be noninteracting, (f H1 [') =
0, there are no diagonal or off-diagonal corrections involving the local doorway state.
Off-diagonal corrections arise between the bright state and the dark states
E, - Ej,(s lHlm) = Hse'Hesm (E - E,) (2.59)
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and inside the block of dark states
Emm, - Ee,
(mH, mJ') = Hme He m/ m -(Em - Ee) (Em, - E,)
After this transformation,
Es Hse







He, H2 , Hj, H
AE12l AE13t
H2, H 2eH 3 e
where the energy denominators with three subscript labels correspond to the van
Vleck energy denominators
1 E -ab- Ec
AEabc (Ea - Ec) (Eb - Ec)
(2.62)
Intensity borrowing among the nominal dark states is then calculated in the mixed
basis using perturbation theory. The formulas are equivalent to those in the lo-
cal doorway plus direct coupling model, equations 2.54 and 2.55, with the direct-









(Ms)12 = I(MIS)iocalI 2 + I(MIS)distantl 2
Hse'Hem (1 - 2 ) a2  2a2 - 1
+ 2a(1 - a 2 )1 /2Hem AEsme' AE(I A-- + AEA , (2.63)AEsmej AE2m AEi AEamAEim
where the distant doorway coupling term I(MIS)distant 2 is equal to
(MIS)distantl 2  e, H, Hm ) (1 - a 2 ) 2 2(264)AEsme, / AEsm AEim .
Interference effects arising from the localdistant doorway cross term will arise if
the phases of matrix elements Hem and Hem are correlated for a dark state Im). In
the previous section, we argued that the matrix elements Hm and Hsm are not cor-
related in phase, because the states I) and Is) belong to different electronic surfaces.
However, if the local and distant doorway belong to the same electronic state, the
vibrational overlap integrals with be coarsely determined by the shape of the same
electronic surface. The Franck-Condon overlap with a dark state Im) is likely to occur
at the same turning points for both doorway states. In this case, it is likely that the
phases of Hem and Hem will produce interference effects in the spectrum arising from
the cross term in equation 2.63.
The energy dependence of the cross term will be sensitive to the relative energies of
the local and distant doorway states. However, since the relative phase of the matrix
elements Hem and He,m is not known a priori, the sign of the energy denominator
AEse, cannot be determined directly from the spectrum. Ab initio calculations of
vibrational wavefunctions can determine the relative phase of Hem and Hem at various




Deconvolution of spectral data to
produce a doorway-coupling model
Hamiltonian
3.1 Introduction
Spectral deconvolution is a method of local deperturbation for high-resolution spec-
troscopy, used to determine the parameters that define a model Hamiltonian from a
spectrum. The model Hamiltonian determined by spectral deconvolution contains a
single zero-order bright state, which interacts with a set of pre-diagonalized dark basis
states. Such a direct-coupling Hamiltonian is shown in Figure 3-la. In its discrete
formulation, spectral deconvolution returns a set of dark state energies and squared
bright-dark matrix elements. In its continuous formulation, the procedure returns a
zero-order spectral density function for coupling to the bright state.
Spectral deconvolution has been used to study Intramolecular Vibrational Redis-
tribution (IVR) in many small molecules, including NO 2, allene, and several substi-
tuted propynes [20, 123, 7, 54]. It was originally developed in the study of intersystem
crossing, where it has been applied to the spectra of intermediate case molecules such
as acetylene, napthalene, and pyrazine [34, 20, 65].
The technique for deconvolution of continuous spectra was described by Berg and
independently, in a more general form, by Ziv and Rhodes [10, 140]. Both meth-
ods make use of a Green's function formalism. The discrete formulation of spectral
deconvolution was presented by Lawrance and Knight, and afterward simplified by
Lehmann [65, 67]. Lehmann's refinement of the technique obviates the need to com-
pute any Green's function from the spectrum - we refer to this method as Lawrance-
Knight-Lehmann (LKL) deconvolution. Interestingly, the LKL method had been used
in 1977 by Brand and Hoy to deperturb portions of the NO 2 spectrum [13]. That work
was cited by Cable and Rhodes, who artificially re-broadened the same spectrum to
demonstrate their continuous deconvolution technique [20].
The set of dark states available from LKL deconvolution loses its lustre when an
interaction of interest occurs within the set of dark states. This is the case for se-
quential coupling among tiers of dark states, a common situation in small polyatomic
molecules [124]. Although dark state-dark state interactions play a central role in
the redistribution of molecular energy, the deconvolution procedure does not directly
yield information pertaining to their dynamics.
To this end, several efforts have been made to investigate perturbations within the
block of pre-diagonalized dark states returned by LKL deconvolution. Pate, Lehmann,
and Scoles used a method of matrix rotation to obtain a qualitative explanation of
a J-dependent Coriolis interaction between two dark states in their deperturbation
of the trifluoropropyne spectrum [97]. Altunata and Field derived a parameter to
predict the relative energy of a single "doorway" state, a unique dark state that
mediates all coupling between the bright state and the remaining dark states [5]. A
method to determine the energy and squared matrix element of a doorway state from
the spectrum allows the construction of a new doorway-coupling model Hamiltonian.
Such a Hamiltonian is shown in figure 3-1b.
The parameters in a direct-coupling Hamiltonian are uniquely determined by the
spectrum; the total number of energies and intensities in the spectrum is equal to the
number of free parameters in the model Hamiltonian. For a spectrum consisting of
N + 1 transitions, the number of free parameters after normalization is 2N + 1 (N + I1
energies and N normalized intensities) [65]. A direct-coupling Hamiltonian contains
1 bright state energy, N dark state energies, and N bright-dark coupling matrix
elements, totaling 2N + 1. A doorway-coupling Hamiltonian also contains 2N + 1
free parameters: 1 bright state energy, 1 bright-doorway matrix element, 1 doorway
state energy, N - 1 dark state energies, and N - 1 doorwaydark coupling matrix
elements.
The equal number of parameters in the direct and doorway-coupling Hamiltonians
suggests that a doorway-coupling Hamiltonian can also be derived uniquely from the
experimental data. Such a technique was described for the continuous case by Ziv
and Rhodes in their original paper [140]. The authors introduce the concept of a
"Spectroscopic Channel Basis" to describe the multiple levels of doorway-coupling
model Hamiltonians available through recursive application of spectral deconvolution.
The Spectroscopic Channel Basis includes model Hamiltonians with any number of
sequential doorway states, from 1 to N - 1.
After a brief review of the continuous and discrete forms of spectral deconvolution,
we demonstrate how to use the discrete deconvolution method recursively to recover
the Spectroscopic Channel Basis of Ziv and Rhodes. We provide formulas to simplify
the computation of doorway state energy and matrix element, using moments of the
spectral intensity. By comparison with the discrete method, we show that the con-
tinuous method produces exact results for the zero-order density function when used
with Lorentzian line shapes. The usefulness of the technique is then demonstrated
by application to a spectrum of the acetylene molecule. The doorway deconvolution
results are shown to be consistent with other investigations of the system.
Figure 3-1: Top: Diagram of a direct-coupling model Hamiltonian. One vector of
matrix elements connects a single bright state, Is), to a prediagonalized set of dark
basis states, { m)}. Middle: Diagram of a doorway-coupling Hamiltonian. A single
bright basis state, Is), is connected to a single doorway basis state I[), which is
connected in turn to a pre-diagonalized block of dark states, { Im) }. Bottom: Diagram
of a doorway-coupling Hamiltonian in the embedded bright state arrangement. The
form of the matrix is equivalent to the direct-coupling model, without the need for a
matrix rotation. All model Hamiltonians in the figure are symmetric and real; only





















Construction of a direct-coupling model
Hamiltonian
Using the standard spectral deconvolution method, the parameters that define a
direct-coupling Hamiltonian are extracted from an absorption spectrum. The ba-
sis for this Hamiltonian consists of a single bright basis state, Is), which is coupled to
a set of N prediagonalized dark states, {Im)}, through a set of bright-dark matrix
elements, { H,,}:
N N
Hdirect = Es s) (s + E Em Im) (ml + Hsm (Is) (ml + Im) (sj). (3.1)
m=1 m=l1
This Hamiltonian is illustrated in Figure 3-2a. The technique of spectral deconvo-
lution requires a single bright state to provide all oscillator strength from the initial
state for the spectrum in question, otherwise interference effects, which cannot be
uniquely determined, may arise between bright states.
We briefly review the continuous formulation of spectral deconvolution, following
the notation of Ziv, Cable, and Rhodes [140, 20]. The Green's function for the direct-
coupling Hamiltonian,
Gs(E) = lim[Hdirect - (E + iy)I]- 1, (3.2)
has an imaginary component proportional to the absorption spectrum:
Im [G, (E)] oc oA(E). (3.3)
The normalization condition for the imaginary part of the Green's function is
- ' Im[G,(E)] = 1. (3.4)7F "c.
Dispersion relations connect the real part of the Green's function to the imaginary
part. It may be derived by applying a Hilbert transformation to Im[gs(E)],
Re[g,(E)] = p E' dE' (3.5)
_ 
E -E
where the symbol P indicates the principal value of the integral.
Using projection operators, another Green's function, -,(E), may be defined for
the subspace of dark states in the Hamiltonian [140, 20]. It is related to the Green's
function for the full Hamiltonian by
9s(E) = [E - Es - YT,(E)]-'. (3.6)
The imaginary part of F,,
Im[Fs(E)] = -Im (E) (3.7)
is the desired zero-order density function for coupling to the bright state. This is
called the "interaction density spectrum" by Ziv and Rhodes, and the "weighted
density function" by Berg and others [140, 10]. The magnitude of this function is
related to the local bright-dark squared matrix element Hm2(E) and the density of
dark states pm(E) by the Golden Rule [10]:
Im[TFn (E)] = 7 H m(E) pm(E). (3.8)
The bright state energy Es is obtained from the first moment of spectral intensity
(the "center of gravity" of the spectrum),
ES8  Ex c~(E) dE -- E x Im[g(E)] dE, (3.9)
a result of expanding the eigenstate absorption intensities in the direct-coupling basis.
If all transitions in the spectrum are fully resolved, the procedure for deconvolution
is simplified greatly. A method for deconvolution of discrete transitions was presented
by Lawrance and Knight, who modified Berg's method for the continuous case [65, 10].
A simpler and better algorithm was later put forth by Lehmann [67]. The result of
discrete deconvolution is a set of zero-order dark state energies {Em} and squared
matrix elements { HJm} . The phases of the matrix elements are not determined by the
procedure, and indeed do not affect the energy or spectral intensity of the eigenstates.
Interference effects among dark states do not arise in the direct-coupling Hamiltonian
because one and only one coupling pathway connects each dark state to the bright
state.
We briefly review the deconvolution formulas for a discrete spectrum of transitions
at frequencies { vi } with normalized intensities {Ii}, following Lehmann [67]. The
bright state energy, Es, coincides with the first moment of spectral intensity,
E,= i x vi, (3.10)
as for the continuous formulation. The dark state energies, {Em}, in the direct-
coupling basis are the roots of the function
f, (E) E ,(3.11)
which may be found numerically. After the set of dark state energies {Em} is obtained,
the set of squared bright-dark matrix elements {H m} is determined by successive
substitution of each dark state energy, Em, into the equation
H = ( )] (3.12)(V, Em)2
The sum of the squared bright-dark coupling matrix elements is equal to the second
moment of spectral intensity about the mean:
SH x(i -Ex)(v (3.13)
m i
This quantity, as well as the quantity in eq. 3.10, is invariant to matrix rotations,
and thus is preserved for any choice of basis [67].
Because the function fs(E) has one root between each pair of consecutive eigenval-
ues, one dark state energy in the direct-coupling Hamiltonian is "trapped" between
each pair of consecutive eigenstate energies observed in the spectrum. This effect
places a limit on the degree to which coupling to a single bright state can influence
the nearest-neighbor level spacings among a set of dark states [25].
3.3 Extended deconvolution:
Construction of a doorway-coupling model
Hamiltonian
We wish to go a step beyond the LKL deconvolution procedure and construct a
Hamiltonian in which only a single dark basis state, I), is coupled to the bright
state. This doorway state mediates all coupling between the bright state and the set
of remaining dark states {In)}:
Hdoorway =Es IS) (sI + Ee if) (le +H,( s) (f + I) (sI)
N-1 N-1 (3.14)
+ E En I) (n + 1 Hfn([) (nr + In) (l).
n=l n=l
A diagram of a doorway-coupling Hamiltonian is shown in Figure 3-lb.
A continuous formulation for constructing a doorway-coupling Hamiltonian from
the spectrum was presented by Ziv and Rhodes [140]. They begin with the Green's
function for the subspace of dark states in the direct coupling Hamiltonian, F,(E).
This diagonal block of states is partitioned into a single doorway state, I), and a new
subspace of dark states, which determine the doorway-coupling Hamiltonian. The
Green's function, ge(E), for the doorway-dark block is determined by .T,(E):
_T,(E) = V Ge(E) - i F,/2, (3.15)
where i F,/2 is the width of the bright state, and Ve is the bright-doorway ma-
trix element. The bright state is not involved in the transformation from direct to
doorway-coupling Hamiltonians, thus the bright basis state is identical in both mod-
els.
Aside from a constant offset, the function, Im[G9(E)], is proportional to the inter-
action density spectrum, Im[.F,(E)], just as the function, Im[g,(E)], is proportional
to the absorption spectrum. This illustrates clearly that the problem of deriving
a doorway-coupling Hamiltonian from a direct-coupling Hamiltonian is, in essence,
identical to the problem of deriving a direct-coupling Hamiltonian from the spectrum.
In both cases, our task is to create, from a diagonal set of states, a new basis in which
a single state carries all oscillator strength.
Following Cable and Rhodes, we proceed by rewriting equations 3.6 to 3.9 for the
doorway-coupling Hamiltonian [20]. The Green's function for the subspace of dark
states in the doorway-coupling Hamiltonian is
gi(E) = [E - Es - Yh(E)]- 1, (3.16)
leading to an equation for the interaction density spectrum for coupling to the door-
way state
Im[,T(E)] = -Im (E (3.17)[ 1
The doorway state energy is the first moment of Im[F,(E)], the interaction density
spectrum for coupling to the bright state,
E = - Im[F(E)] x E dE, (3.18)
just as the bright state energy is the first moment of the absorption spectrum (an
interaction density spectrum for radiative coupling to an initial state). Since the
integral of Im[ge(E)] over energy is normalized to -r, the magnitude of Vte may be
obtained by integrating the energy-dependent part of the interaction density spectrum
for coupling to the bright state. Using equation 3.15,
V,= - (Im[F8(E)] + i F,/2) dE. (3.19)71- 
(
We have derived all desired properties of the doorway-coupling Hamiltonian for
the continuous case. At this point, it is clear that one could, in principle, solve the
system for a second or third tier doorway. However, we choose to focus only on the
single doorway-coupled Hamiltonian because that model is most readily applicable to
several experimental spectra.
In the discrete case, a doorway-coupling Hamiltonian may be derived from the
direct-coupling Hamiltonian by applying the LKL deconvolution procedure recur-
sively to the pre-diagonalized block of dark states. The deconvolution algorithm de-
diagonalizes this block by projecting out a single state that contains all coupling to
the bright state. Dark state energies and squared bright-dark matrix elements from
the direct-coupling Hamiltonian replace spectral frequencies and intensities as input
to the algorithm. The doorway state energy is the first moment of the distribution
of {H2m} in the direct-coupling Hamiltonian,
E = Hm x Em. (3.20)
The new set of dark state energies, {E,,}, for the doorway-coupling Hamiltonian is
given by the roots of
H2ft(E) = Em (3.21)Em- E
which places a single E, between each consecutive pair of dark state energies in the
direct-coupling Hamiltonian. The new set of doorway-dark matrix elements is found
from the dark state energies, {E,}, by substitution into
H2H2 _ s (3.22)S[ (E), - E,)2
The bright-doorway matrix element may be determined by considering the proper-
ties of the direct-coupling Hamiltonian. The quantity Em H,2 is invariant matrix
rotations, and thus is conserved for any basis set that includes a single bright state
[67]. Since the bright state is coupled exclusively to the doorway state in this model
Hamiltonian, it follows that
H~, = HSm. (3.23)
The four equations above allow calculation of all parameters in the doorway-coupling
Hamiltonian.
The key parameters of the doorway-coupling model Hamiltonian (Es, Hs,, and
Ee) may be written directly in terms of the moments of the absorption spectrum.
This allows them to be derived directly from the absorption spectrum without decon-
volution. Equation 3.10 equates the bright state energy and the first moment (center
of gravity) of the absorption spectrum. The second central moment (variance) of the
spectrum is equal to the squared bright-doorway matrix element,
H = Ii x (v - Es)2 . (3.24)
which follows (in the discrete case) from equations 3.23 and 3.13. The doorway
state energy is the ratio of the third and second central moments of the absorption
spectrum. In the discrete formulation, this is
1 1i x (ii, - Es)'
Et = - EX (3.25)
Table 3.1 summarizes the relationship between the moments of the spectrum and the
parameters of the doorway-coupling Hamiltonian for both the continuous and discrete
formulations.
To demonstrate the method of obtaining a doorway-coupling model Hamiltonian
from a discrete spectrum, we apply our procedure to an NO 2 spectrum reported by
Smalley et. al. [107]. Our purpose in this instance is only to demonstrate the proce-
dure, not to address the dynamics of the NO 2 molecule. This portion of spectrum was
Table 3.1: Key parameters of the doorway-coupling model Hamiltonian may be calcu-
lated directly from the absorption spectrum without LKL deconvolution. The bright
state energy, bright-doorway matrix element, and doorway state energy have simple
relationships to the moments of the spectrum. For clarity, moments of the absorption
spectrum are defined explicitly in the table.
Parameter Equivalent moments of absorption spectrum
Es
HSe At2
Moment Continuous case Discrete case
P J A(E) x E dE 1Ii xvi
I.n UA(E) x (E - 1 )n dE Ii x (i - )
used by Cable and Rhodes to demonstrate their continuous deconvolution method,
so it provides a basis for comparison with their published results [20].
Figure 3-2 displays the results of a normal LKL deconvolution to form a direct-
coupling Hamiltonian. We include the original spectrum along with the zero-order
energies to illustrate the level trapping phenomenon. Two eigenstates in the spectrum
are nearly degenerate at about 15,000 cm- 1, trapping one of the zero-order dark states
in the narrow energy range between these two eigenstates. The results of an extended
deconvolution to form a doorway-coupling Hamiltonian are shown in Figure 3-3. This
figure illustrates that, in the doorway-coupling model Hamiltonian, the combined set
of zero-order energies plus the bright state energy are trapped between the eigenstates
of the spectrum.
This property exists for the doorway-coupling Hamiltonian because it can be re-
arranged to have the same form as a direct-coupling Hamiltonian without a matrix
rotation. Simply by re-ordering the columns such that the bright state is embedded
into the manifold of dark states, the doorway-coupling Hamiltonian becomes identi-
cal in form to the direct-coupling Hamiltonian. This arrangement is shown in Figure
Figure 3-2: Thick vertical lines: Dark basis state energies and matrix elements ob-
tained by discrete LKL deconvolution of a portion of the NO 2 spectrum reported by
Smalley et. al. [107]. The single bright state energy obtained from deconvolution is
displayed as a vertical line in the negative direction. The original absorption spectrum














Figure 3-3: Thick vertical lines: Dark basis state energies and matrix elements ob-
tained by an extended LKL deconvolution of a portion of the NO 2 spectrum reported
by Smalley et. al. [107]. The bright state energy obtained from the first stage of
deconvolution is displayed as a dashed vertical line in the positive direction, scaled to
the bright-doorway matrix element. The energy of the single doorway state is dis-
played as a vertical line in the negative direction. The original absorption spectrum
is shown as a set of Gaussian lineshapes superimposed on the deconvolution results.
Note that the energies for the combined set of bright and dark states in the doorway-
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3-1c. With the Hamiltonian arranged in this form, it is clear that the distribution of
doorway amplitude among the dark states is equivalent to the distribution of bright
state amplitude in a direct-coupling model. As a consequence, the phenomenon of
level trapping still applies to a doorway-coupled system, though the bright state and
doorway state have swapped roles. In the doorway-coupling Hamiltonian, the zero-
order bright state and the N - 1 zero-order dark states are trapped between the
eigenstate energies, in the same manner as the N dark states of the direct-coupling
Hamiltonian.
We note in passing that doorway-coupling models with two or more successive
doorway states do not share this property. They require a change of basis to bring
them into the form of the direct-coupling Hamiltonian. In this respect, the doorway-
coupling Hamiltonian with a single doorway state is unique among the set of doorway-
coupling Hamiltonians in the spectroscopic channel basis of Ziv and Rhodes.
To compare the discrete and continuous formulations, we have used the methods
detailed by Cable and Rhodes to re-evaluate the interaction density spectrum for
coupling to the doorway state [20]. Our results are presented in Figure 3-4; agreement
with Figure 11 of reference [20] is within acceptable limits given that the previous
computation involved the numerical evaluation of principal value integrals.
Figure 3-5 compares the discrete and continuous deconvolution results for the
doorway-coupling Hamiltonian. The Lorentzian peaks in the interaction density
spectrum coincide exactly with the dark state energies in the discrete formulation.
Lorentzian lineshapes transform correctly under the Hilbert transformation of equa-
tion 3.5, producing smooth poles in the real part of the Green's function derived from
the absorption spectrum.
Because the continuous formulation is exact for Lorentzian lineshapes, a contin-
uous deconvolution of unresolved, homogeneously broadened spectral lines will have
the correct functional form, although some peaks may remain unresolved in the re-
sulting interaction density spectrum. Thus, for a spectrum with homogeneous width
Figure 3-4: Interaction density spectrum for coupling to the doorway state, computed
from a portion of the NO 2 spectrum reported by Smalley et. al. [107]. These results













y, the interaction density spectrum, F(E), for the doorway state is equal to
.Ft(E) = L, * H,6(E - E) (3.26)
n
where the symbol * denotes convolution, L, is a Lorentzian function with FWHM
y, and the index m runs over the diagonal block of dark states coupled to K. A
comparison of discrete and continuous deconvolution results is shown in Figure 3-6,
where the original discrete spectrum has been convoluted with a Lorentzian function
with a FWHM of 6 cm - 1. The rising wings of the interaction density spectrum arise
from the nonzero tails of the Lorentzian peaks, which cause the inverse of the Green's
function to accumulate at the edges of the computed spectrum.
In the limit of inhomogeneous broadening, the continuous form of the deconvolu-
tion fails. Gaussian lineshapes do not have the correct functional form for solutions




Figure 3-5: Comparison of discrete and continuous extended deconvolution results
for the same spectrum. The dark state energies and squared matrix elements in the
discrete formulation correspond to the peaks of the interaction density spectrum in
the continuous formulation. The rising wings of the interaction density spectrum
arise from the nonzero tails of the Lorentzian peaks, which cause the inverse of the
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Figure 3-6: Continuous deconvolution carried out for Lorentzian broadened lineshapes
of 6 cm-' fwhm, corresponding to 1/2 the average level spacing of the spectrum. The
continuous deconvolution result is consistent with the discrete result to a resolution of
6 cm-1.The rising wings of the interaction density spectrum arise from the nonzero
tails of the Lorentzian peaks, which cause the inverse of the Green's function to
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does not produce a real function with smooth poles. If the deconvolution procedure
is carried out regardless, the resulting interaction density spectrum will contain peaks
at incorrect energies and intensities. In this situation, the experimentalist is faced
with two choices: discretize the spectrum and miss dark state-dark state spacings
smaller than the resolution, or convolve the spectrum with a Lorentzian lineshape
to obtain an unresolved but functionally correct interaction density spectrum. The
parameters, E,, H e, and Ee, because they are related to moments of the spectrum,
will remain correct for any symmetric lineshape in the spectrum.
3.4 Application to high-resolution spectra of acetylene
In 1994, Drabbels et. al. recorded the laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectrum
of the 30K0 vibronic subband of S1 acetylene at a resolution of 18 MHz [34]. The
authors used the LKL method to generate a set of direct-coupling matrix elements
from the spectral data. However, several subsequent investigations of this band have
found strong evidence that a single vibrational level of the T3 electronic state mediates
coupling between the S1 level and the remaining levels, which are classified as high-
lying vibrational levels of the T and T2 electronic states.
Using the methods described above, we have calculated the parameters of a
doorway-coupling model Hamiltonian for each rotational level of 3aK0 reported by
Drabbels et. al. The results are shown in Table 3.2. Note the near-linear change in
bright state - doorway state energy difference with increasing J. This result is con-
sistent with the observation of a local T3 vibrational level with a rotational constant
slightly different that of the singlet.
This band of acetylene was also considered by Altunata and Field, who derived a
parameter to predict the product Ee x H [5]. The "skewness" parameter of Altunata
and Field,
S = I x (Em - Eo), (3.27)
m
is computed from the results of a single deconvolution, using the quasi-continuous
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Table 3.2: Extended deconvolution results for the 30K0 vibrational subband of S1
acetylene. The energies of the zero-order bright state, Es, and doorway state, Et, are
given, as well as the zero-order energy difference, AEse, and bright-doorway matrix
element, Hse. All values are in units of cm - 1 .
E Ej AEe Hs,
R(0) 45303.1255 45302.8524 -0.2731 0.1418
R(1) 45305.2210 45305.1090 -0.1120 0.1206
R(2) 45307.1738 45307.2010 0.0272 0.1188
R(3) 45308.9133 45309.0122 0.0990 0.1704
Q(1) 45300.6503 45300.6921 0.0418 0.1980
Q(2) 45300.1678 45300.1170 -0.0508 0.1245
Q(3) 45299.4414 45299.2142 -0.2272 0.1785
Q(4) 45298.4825 45298.3072 -0.1753 0.1695
formulation of Lawrance and Knight. The intensity factor Im is proportional to the
quantity Hm in the discrete formulation. The authors identify Eo with the "midpoint
of the energy axis of the LK output." Because this parameter scales with energy to
the first power, it is more accurately considered an expression for the center-of-gravity
of the distribution of {H4m} in the direct-coupling Hamiltonian.
The authors of reference [5] applied their S parameter to the spectrum of 30K '
reported by Drabbels et. al. and reported the product Ef x H,2, for the R(0-4)
transitions. We compare these results with the deconvolution method described in
this work by normalizing the S parameter to the quantity Hse, computed from the
variance of the spectrum (equation 3.24). Figure 3-7 shows the doorway state energy
computed from deconvolution and the normalized S parameter values reported in
reference [5]. The small (0.03 cm - 1) discrepancies presumably result from integration
of the interaction density spectrum (Lawrance and Knight's B(E)) used to compute
the S parameter [65].
The most complete description of the doorway level in 3 K1 is given by Mishra
et. al., who used the complementary spectroscopic techniques of LIF and SEELEM
to record the spectrum of long-lived states coupled weakly to S1 [851. To analyze this
local T3 perturber, they constructed reduced term value plots and fit the experimental
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Figure 3-7: Comparison between Altunata and Field's S parameter and the bright
state - doorway state energy difference (E, - Ee) obtained from extended LKL decon-
volution [5]. To coincide with the formula for doorway state energy, the S parameter
results are scaled by the squared bright-doorway matrix element, which is equal to
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* S parameter of Altunata & Field (scaled)
* (Ee - E,) from extended deconvolution
energies to a model Hamiltonian.
The results of the Hamiltonian fit by Mishra et. al. yielded a brightdoorway
matrix element of Hs, = 0.126 cm - 1 for the e-symmetry components (the authors
do not give an uncertainty for this value) [85]. We compare the deconvolution re-
sults with the Hamiltonian fit by averaging the value of Hs, obtained from extended
deconvolution over the rotational quantum number J. The average brightdoorway
matrix element from deconvolution is (Hs,) = 0.138 ± 0.021 cm - 1, in agreement with
the previous results. The bright state and doorway state energies obtained from de-
convolution are compared to the reduced term values of reference [85] in Figure 3-8.
As expected, the deperturbed energies lie between the nominal S, and T3 eigenstate
energies inferred from the spectrum.
The use of LIF intensities in the deconvolution procedure instead of absorption
intensities rests on the assumption that only the bright state character of an eigenstate
contributes to the fluorescence intensity. This is indeed the case for the low-lying
triplet basis states of acetylene, from which transitions to the ground state are spin-
forbidden.
3.5 Conclusion
We have shown how to extend established methods of spectral deconvolution to
uniquely determine the parameters of a doorway-coupling effective Hamiltonian. The
most important parameters of the effective Hamiltonian, the doorway state energy
and bright-doorway matrix element, were related to simple moments of the spectral
intensity distribution. By making a correspondence to the work of Ziv and Rhodes on
continuous deconvolution, we have shown how the parameters that define an effective
Hamiltonian can be derived for any number of sequential doorway states.
This technique was applied to the spectrum of the 3v3 K = 1 vibrational level
of S1 acetylene, where a single, local, T3 doorway level mediates coupling to the
T1,2 manifold. The deperturbed T3 energies and matrix elements were shown to be
consistent with past studies. A comparison was made to the S parameter of Altunata
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Figure 3-8: The S1 and T3 basis state energies obtained from extended LKL deconvo-
lution are shown together with the reduced term values of Mishra et. al. [85]. Top:
e-symmetry basis state energies obtained from R-branch transitions. Bottom: f-
symmetry basis state energies obtained from Q-branch transitions. The deperturbed
energies from deconvolution lie between the nominal S1 and T3 eigenstate energies
inferred from the spectrum, as they must.
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acetylene: Spectral signatures of
energetically distant doorway levels
4.1 Introduction
What are the global characteristics of doorway-mediated intersystem crossing in
acetylene, C2H2? Although we have a detailed understanding of the spectroscopic
patterns arising from a crossing between near-degenerate S 1 and T3 vibrational levels
[55, 4, 5, 85], we do not know quite what to anticipate in the spectrum of an S1
sublevel which is not near-degenerate (IAEI < 2 cm -1 ) with a T3 doorway. In this
study, we examine the spectra of several S1 vibrational sublevels that fall into the lat-
ter category, and produce a comprehensive description of singlet-triplet mixing that
takes into account the effects of energetically distant (jAEj > 2 cm-') T 3 doorway
sublevels. The spectra of S, sublevels interacting with remote T3 perturbers are far
from uneventful, and provide an unexpected wealth of information as to the identity
and rotationless energy of T3 vibrational sublevels.
To observe the distribution of metastable, nominal T1,2 eigenstates in the vicin-
ity of the upper state of an allowed Si -- So transition, we take advantage of two
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complementary, simultaneously recorded spectroscopic detection channels: Laser-
Induced Fluorescence (LIF) and Surface Electron Ejection by Laser-Excited Metasta-
bles (SEELEM). Gated LIF detection is sensitive to molecules in eigenstates with
short radiative lifetimes (T < 10 ps), which have a high probability of fluorescence
within the LIF viewing region (about 4 mm). Conversely, SEELEM detection is sen-
sitive only to long-lived (T > 300 ps) molecules. To be SEELEM detectable, the
vertical excitation energy of a molecule must be larger than the work function of
the metal used as the detector surface. Only the S1 and T3 electronic states are
higher in energy than the work function of gold (( = 5.1 eV). To be exitable from
the ground state by a laser, SEELEM detectable eigenstates must have a small but
nonzero amount of fractional S1 character.
Intersystem crossing in the A 1A, (S1 ) state of acetylene is well-described by
a doorway-mediated coupling model. The model is supported by observations in
Zeeman anticrossing spectroscopy [41, 39, 37], LIF Zeeman quantum beat spec-
troscopy [93, 94, 38], high-resolution LIF spectroscopy [34, 5], simultaneous LIF and
SEELEM spectroscopy [55, 4, 85], photodissociation plus H-atom action spectroscopy
[138, 70, 88], and photoelectron spectroscopy [32]. Briefly, the model states that ma-
trix elements between vibrational levels of the S 1 and T1,2 electronic states are very
nearly zero, and that all mixing between S1 and T1,2 levels is induced indirectly by
nonzero S1 - T 3 and T3 c T1, 2 matrix elements.
The trans-bending mode of Si acetylene, v3 , is known to be an important pro-
moter of S1 - T3 mixing. In Zeeman anticrossing experiments, Dupre and coworkers
observed a rapid increase in the anticrossing density, as well as the product, Pvib (Hst),
with energy in v3 [41, 37]. They also observed a single, broad singlet-triplet anti-
crossing in the 3v 3 Ka = 0 level, which was in turn perturbed by many smaller
couplings [38]. These observations led the authors to propose that mixing between Si
and the dense manifold of optically dark states, including T1,2 levels, is controlled by
the magnitude of vibrational overlap factors between S, levels and particular door-
way vibrational levels. Subsequent theoretical and experimental work identified the
doorways as vibrational levels of the T3 electronic state [126, 105, 55, 4].
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The S, 3v3 K'= 1 level has been heavily studied due to the presence of a near-
degenerate vibrational level of T3 , which gives rise to a rotationally assignable S 1 ,
T3 level crossing at J . 3. Spectroscopic patterns in LIF and SEELEM spectra
arising from the effects of the local T3 perturber, are discussed by several authors
[55, 4, 5, 85]. Using vibrational overlap integrals gained from ab initio calculations
of the T3 electronic surface, Thom and coauthors were able to exclude all but several
candidate T3 levels as the 3v3 local perturber [122]. However, a recent observation of
increased average T1,2 electronic character at J' = 8 - 12 suggests that this local T3
perturber is not the sole, and perhaps not even the primary doorway for 3v3 K'= 1
[32].
That an energetically distant T3 doorway, which would be required to have a corre-
spondingly larger spin-orbit matrix element than the local perturber, may play a role
in spin-orbit mixing between S1 3V3 and the T1,2 manifold, is not altogether surpris-
ing, given the energy region in question. Ab initio calculations are in agreement that
a seam of intersection between the electronic surfaces of S1 and T3 states is energet-
ically nearby [128, 122]. Such a surface crossing would allow for strong interactions
with several T3 vibrational levels in the same energy region. It should also play a
role in promoting singlet-triplet coupling within other S1 levels in the same energy
region. The 4v3 level, 1000 cm - 1 higher in energy, is also strongly perturbed by the
T1,2 manifold, although no obvious local T3 doorway has been observed [34, 94].
We turn our attention to other vibrational levels of S1 in the same energy region
that are not near-degenerate with a mediating T3 level at low J. In the absence
of a local T3 perturber, coupling between Si levels and the local manifold of T1,2
levels is expected to be mediated by energetically distant T3 levels. Evidence for such
energetically distant, mediating T3 levels is obtained by comparing simultaneously
recorded LIF and SEELEM spectra.
We begin by deriving the energy level spacings and spin-orbit matrix elements
between rovibrational levels of Si and Ta. Next, we develop a new analysis technique
that is sensitive to the presence of distant T3 doorway levels. This new technique
takes into account observed shifts of relative intensities in the frequency-domain LIF
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spectrum as a function of delay time, which result from the time development of an
incoherent ensemble of eigenstates having different radiative lifetimes. We then apply
this new technique to the simultaneously recorded LIF and SEELEM spectra of four
S 1 vibrational sublevels, and discuss the properties of admixed, energetically distant
T3 vibrational levels.
4.2 Theory: S1 - T3 rotational energy level spacing
and spin-orbit matrix elements
In the S1 (A 1A,) electronic state, acetylene is a near-symmetric prolate top. Neglect-
ing centrifugal and asymmetry terms, the rovibrational energies are approximately
[131]
B, + Cj
Es, (v, K, J) = T, + [A, - B,]K 2 + J(J + 1), (4.1)2
where J is the total angular momentum, K is the absolute value of the projection of
the orbital angular momentum on the a-axis of the molecule, T, is the rotationless
energy of the vibrational level v, and A,, B, and C, ( B,) are the rotational
constants for the vibrational level. The model of a near-symmetric prolate top is
also appropriate to describe the energy levels of the T3 electronic state, although
ab initio calculations predict that the trans-bent equilibrium geometry is non-planar
[128, 122]. Adopting a Hund's case (b) basis, the rovibrational energy levels of T3 are
approximately
B, + CN
ET3 (v, K, N) = T, + [Av - Bv]K 2 + N(N + 1), (4.2)2
where the pattern-forming rotational quantum number, N, is the total angular mo-
mentum exclusive of spin. At each energy ET3 (v, K, N), three closely spaced spin
components are present, due to the three possible values of the total angular momen-
tum J. The components are labeled F (J = N+1), F2 (J = N), and F3 (J = N-1).
Since S = 0 for the S, electronic state, only one component N = J is present for all
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S1 rotational levels.
The Si and T3 electronic states are mixed by spin-orbit interaction. The total
first-order spin-orbit matrix element between rovibrational states of S, and T3 is
the product of three factors: an electronic spin-orbit matrix element, a vibrational
overlap factor, and a rotational factor that arises from angular momentum coupling.
Spin-orbit matrix elements follow the rotational selection rules AJ = 0 and AP = 0,
where P is the projection of J on the a-axis of the molecule [52]. In Hund's case (b),
the quantum number P is mixed among several levels with different values of K 1 ,
leading to the case (b) selection rule AK = 0, ±1 [52, 115].
We consider the relative rotational energy differences between an S, vibrational
sublevel, IS), and a T3 vibrational sublevel, IT). According to the selection rule
AJ = 0, a rotational level of IS), IS; J = Js), may mix with three rotational levels
of IT): IT; N = Js - 1) (an F1 component), IT; N = Js) (an F2 component), and
IT; N = Js + 1) (an F3 component). Since the three triplet components with nonzero
matrix element differ in the rotational pattern-forming quantum number, N, they
have different rotational energies. Written in terms of J, these energies are
BT(J+I)(J+2) F3 (AN =+),
ET(J) = TO,T + BT J(J + 1) F 2 (AN = 0), (4.3)
BT J(J - 1) F (AN = -1),
where To,T is the rotationless energy of the T3 vibrational sublevel, IT). Subtracting
the rotational energies of IS),
Es(J) = To,s + Bs J(J + 1), (4.4)
from ET(J) yields the rotational energy differences between IS) and IT). In the
approximation that the difference in rotational constants ABsT is small compared to
'The quantum number K is the projection of N on the top axis.
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BT, the rotational energy differences are
2BTJ+2BT F3 (AN=+1),
AEST(J) = ATo + 0 F2 (AN = 0), (4.5)
-2BTJ F, (AN = -1).
The approximate energy differences AEsrT(J) are plotted as a function of J in
Figure 4-1. A value of BT = 1.1 cm -1 was chosen for the figure based on the rotational
assignment of a Ta perturber in the 33 K'= 1 sublevel of S 1 [85]. The energy of the
F2 component, relative to that of the S1 level, has a slope of approximately zero,
while the relative energies of the F and F3 components have slopes of approximately
-2BT e -2 cm - 1 and +2BT - +2 cm -1 per J, respectively. Also included on
the plot is the average vibrational level spacing, - 10 cm-' for both the S1 and T3
electronic states. The relative energies of the F and F2 components are 10 cm - 1
distant from the rotationless energy separation when J - 4.
Because the F and F3 components of the triplet have large slopes in relative
energy separation from a singlet level, the component of a T3 level with which an S1
level interacts is determined by the rotationless energy difference. The possibilities
are as follows.
* When two vibrational sublevels of S1 and T3 are near-degenerate, -4 < (To,T -
To,s) < 2 cm-1, the energy separation between the singlet and the F2 component
of the triplet remains close to its initial value as J increases, while the relative
energy separations of the F and F3 components increase at a rate of approxi-
mately 2BT per J. Energy denominators favor mixing between the singlet and
the F2 component of the triplet when J > 1.
* When a T3 doorway level lies higher in rotationless energy than the singlet
level, (To,T - To,s) 2 cm - 1, energy denominators favor mixing between the
singlet and the F component of the triplet. The rotational energy separation
between the singlet and the F component of the triplet decreases at a rate of
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Figure 4-1: Approximate energy separation between singlet and triplet vibrational
sublevels, plotted as a function of J. The relative energy of the F2 spin component
is approximately constant. The relative energies of the F, and F3 spin components
change at a rate of approximately 2 cm - 1 per J'. Dotted lines indicate the approxi-
mate average vibrational level spacing for the S1 and T3 electronic states in the 45,000
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approximately 2BT per J until a level crossing occurs at J (To,T - To,s)/2BT.
* When a T3 doorway level lies below a singlet level in rotationless energy, (TO,T -
To,s) < 4 cm- ', energy denominators determine that the primary interaction
is via the triplet F3 component. The rotational energy separation between the
singlet level and the F3 component of the triplet decreases at a rate of 2BT per
J until a crossing occurs at J - (To,s - To,T)/2BT - 1.
Taken together, these trends guarantee a level crossing at J < 8 for any pair of S 1
and T3 sublevels that have a rotationless energy separation of less than 20 cm -1 .
Regardless of the sign of the rotationless energy difference, one spin component of
a T3 level always approaches the singlet at a rate of 2BT per J. When a doorway
is energetically distant, in other words not near-degenerate in rotationless energy,
energy denominators determine that the interaction occurs via either the F or F3
component, depending on the sign of To,T - To,s.
To verify that the magnitude of the spin-orbit matrix elements does not dominate
over energy denominator effects for the F and F3 components of a triplet level, the
rotational factors for spin-orbit matrix elements are calculated from general formulas
given by Stevens and Brand [115]. These factors are plotted as a function of J in
Figure 4-2 for a singlet level with Ks= 1. The rotational factors quickly approach their
asymptotic limits as J is increased. Even at the lowest value of J, the rotational factor
never differs from its asymptotic value by more than a factor of 2. Figure 4-3 shows
the same factors for Ks=2, also considered in this study. The plot is essentially the
same.
The overall magnitude of spin-orbit matrix elements between rovibrational lev-
els of S1 and T3 is therefore not governed by J-dependent rotational factors, but
by vibrational overlap factors. Franck-Condon overlaps between relatively low-lying
vibrational levels of S1 and T3 are calculated to vary over at least three orders of
magnitude [122]. The resultant wide variation in spin-orbit matrix element, arising
from vibrational overlap factors, gives rise to two classes of level crossings between
S1 and T3 levels: those where IHsrl < 2BT, and those where IHsTI is on the order
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Figure 4-2: Rotational factors of spin-orbit matrix elements between rovibrational
levels of the S 1 and T3 electronic states, Ks=1 (J > Ks). The plot includes matrix
elements for the F3 (AN = +1) and F (AN = -1) components of a T3 sublevel with
KT = 0, 1, 2. In all cases, the rotational factors vary by less than a factor of 2 as a
function of J.
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Figure 4-3: Rotational factors of spin-orbit matrix elements between rovibrational
levels of the S 1 and T3 electronic states, Ks=2. The plot includes matrix elements for
the F3 (AN = +1) and F (AN = -1) components of a T3 sublevel with KT = 1, 2, 3.
The rotational factors are essentially the same as those for Ks = 1.
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When HS2, 2BT, energy denominator effects cause an S1 - T3 level crossing
to be observable at only one J in the spectrum. However, once a triplet level with
small vibrational overlap is located at a particular J, its energy above or below the
perturbed singlet level may be found according to Equation 4.5. If the rotationless
energy of the triplet vibrational level is higher than that of the singlet, the triplet
must have TO,T I To,s + 2BTJ. If the rotationless energy of the triplet vibrational
level is lower than that of the singlet, the triplet must have TO,T r To,s - 2BTJ- 2BT.
When IHsTI is on the order of 2BT, significant mixing between the S1 and T3 levels
may occur at several consecutive values of J. Such T3 levels, having IHSTI on the order
of 2BT, and lying more than 4BT away in rotationless energy, are the energetically
distant doorway states with which we are most concerned. By first mixing with the T3
level, the S1 level is permitted to mix with the local manifold of T1,2 levels. Although
a level crossing with the mediating T3 level may occur at too high J to be observed2 ,
some T3-mediated S1 - T1,2 mixing is observable in the spectrum of the S1 level.
Mixing between the S1 level and nearby T1,2 levels is influenced by the relative energy
of the doorway level: mixing is increased with T1,2 levels that lie closer in energy
to the doorway level. In the following section, we explain this effect and examine a
method by which it may be observed.
4.3 Theory: Signatures of doorway-mediated in-
tersystem crossing in delayed, incoherent flu-
orescence measurements
An energetically distant T3 doorway level imprints its presence on the LIF and
SEELEM spectra of the Si levels with which it interacts. When an S1 level mixes
with an energetically distant T3 doorway level, the relative energy of the doorway
level influences the local mixing between the S 1 level and nearby T 1,2 levels. This
2We are able to measure J' < 9 in pulsed jet experiments.
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leads to a local energy dependence of the average fractional SI character in nominal
T1,2 eigenstates. This quantity may be evaluated using perturbation theory, after first
pre-diagonalizing the interaction between S1 and T3 . Following Chapter 2, Equation
2.4, we find the energy dependence of the fractional S1 character, as , of a nominal
T 1,2 eigenstate to be
a 1 (E) = 2( a2)H 3T12 E -Es E-ETa} (4.6)
where a = HsIT/(Es, -ET 3 ) is the mixing angle between the S1 level and the doorway
state, HT3 T1 2 is the T3 - T 1,2 matrix element, Es, is the energy of the nominal S1
eigenstate and ET is the energy of the nominal T3 eigenstate.
The energy dependence of average fractional S1 character in the ensemble of
nominal T1,2 eigenstates causes their intensity-weighted center of gravity to be slightly
shifted, relative to the energy of the nominal S1 eigenstate in the LIF spectrum. The
intensity-weighted center of gravity is defined as
Eave = J E I(E) dE, (4.7)
where I(E) is a unit-normalized intensity distribution. Since the total intensity of
fluorescence from an eigenstate is proportional to its fractional Si character (see
Chapter 3), the direction of the center of gravity offset may be found by combining
Equations 4.6 and 4.7. Using an energy scale where a 2(1 -2)H ~3 1 2 = 1, and setting
the zero of energy to Es, we obtain
/+1
Eve ( f Ex a 29 dE,
.1-1 (4.8)




The above expression for the center of gravity is correct only in its sign, since it
cannot be normalized by integrating Equation 4.6 over an energy range that includes
Es. The sign of Equation 4.8 is preserved because the normalization factor is always
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positive. When the relative energy ET, - Es 1 is positive, the center of gravity in
Equation 4.8 is positive relative to Es,. When the relative energy, ET, - Es1, is
negative, the center of gravity is negative. We have thus established that the center
of gravity offset for an ensemble of nominal T1,2 eigenstates is biased toward a T3
doorway state, relative to Es.
In the remainder of this section, we examine the dependence of the intensity-
weighted center-of-gravity on the time delay of a gated fluorescence spectrum for an
incoherent ensemble of simultaneously excited, mixed S1 - T1,2 eigenstates. Because
the different eigenstates in the ensemble have different fluorescence lifetimes, their
relative fluorescence intensities change as a function of time delay after excitation. Of
particular concern is the relative intensity of the nominal S1 eigenstate relative to that
of the remaining, nominal T1,2 eigenstates. Changes in relative eigenstate intensities
lead to changes in the overall center of gravity, when the metric is computed from the
total fluorescence intensity within a delayed time window t to t + dt after excitation.
Using a simple model, we show how the dependence of center of gravity on time delay
reveals the energy of the doorway state, relative to that of the nominal S1 eigenstate.
4.3.1 Characteristics of an incoherent, high-resolution fluo-
rescence spectrum after a time delay
For a pure S1 rovibrational level, Is), the time-dependent fluorescence intensity is
Is(t) = -I exp - , (4.9)
normalized such that fo I(t) dt = 1. The quantity T, is the radiative lifetime of the
zero-order S1 level. In acetylene, this quantity is largely independent of vibrational
and rotational levels within S1, and is determined to be approximately 270 ns [94, 114].
We consider the case where Is) is admixed, through an energetically distant T3
doorway, into T1,2 triplet levels to create a set of singlet-triplet mixed eigenstates,
{ m) }, each having some fractional S, character, a . If the lifetime of a pure triplet
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level is much longer than 7T, the lifetime of a mixed eigenstate im) is
Tm = Tl/a , (4.10)
and its time-dependent fluorescence intensity is
Im(t) = m exp [.am (4.11)
The total integrated fluorescence intensity for a mixed state is fo Im(t) dt = am
relative to unit intensity for a pure S1 state. This reflects the a2 times smaller
probability for excitation of a mixed eigenstate, Im).
The relative fluorescence intensity among an incoherent ensemble of simultane-
ously excited, singlet-triplet mixed eigenstates is examined after a selectable time
delay t. The upper limit of time delay that can be selected in our LIF experiments
is determined by the field-of-view of the fluorescence detection optics. In this study,
the field-of-view of the fluorescence detection optics is about 5 mm. The maximum
viewing time is therefore about 5 ps 18-r, for molecules travelling in the molecular
beam with average velocity r 103 m/s. At a time delay longer than 187,, no molecules
remain to be seen within the fluorescence field of view.
At a chosen value of time delay, the relative fluorescence intensity among an en-
semble of mixed states has a single maximum with respect to fractional S 1 character,
am. States with the largest amount of fractional S1 character fluoresce quickly. Al-
though fluorescence from these states begins at t = 0 with the greatest intensity, their
relative intensity decreases rapidly as t > 0 with respect to longer-lived states. Eigen-
states having the smallest amount of fractional bright state character, conversely, have
lower intensity at t = 0. However, they fluoresce slowly, and as a consequence their
relative intensity increases with time delay, relative to the fluorescence from other
eigenstates in the ensemble.
At a given time delay, t, the fractional Si character resulting in the greatest
relative intensity is found by setting the derivative of eigenstate intensity (Equation
4.11) with respect to fractional Si character, a., equal to zero. We find that the
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derivative is
01, a aS - m exp [- ] (2 - (4.12)
a TsJ s /
When t < 2T7, the fluorescence intensity equation increases monotonically with frac-
tional S1 character, and is maximized when the fractional S, character is 1. When
t > 2T7, the fluorescence intensity equation is at a maximum when the fractional S1
character is
a2  2, (4.13)t
Figure 4-4 shows the dependence of fluorescence intensity on fractional S1 charac-
ter at several selectable values of time delay. When t = 0, the fluorescence intensity is
monotonic and greatest for eigenstates that contain the largest amount of fractional
S1 character. At a delay of t = 5T7, the fluorescence intensity equation is "tuned"
to states with a fractional S1 character of 40%. Molecules in eigenstates contain-
ing too much fractional S1 character are discriminated against, because they have
already fluoresced with high probability by a time delay of 5-r. Molecules in eigen-
states with fractional SI character < 40% have a low probability of fluorescing in the
time window under consideration, and are also discriminated against at this delay
time. Figure 4-4 also shows the dependence of fluorescence intensity on fractional S1
character for t = 18r7, the maximum fluorescence time delay used in this study. At
this time delay, the fluorescence intensity is at a maximum when the fractional S1
character is approximately 22%.
The SEELEM detector used in this study detects metastable acetylene molecules
after a flight time of rf = 309 1ps. Considering only the SEELEM electron ejec-
tion probability resulting from S1 electronic character, the total SEELEM detection
probability is (Chapter 2, equation 28):
PSEELEM O a4 exp [a f (4.14)
This is a good approximation to the total SEELEM detection probability, including












































































































































T3 doorway state is energetically distant3 (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.2). The SEELEM
detection probability, Equation 4.14, has the same functional form as the delayed LIF
intensity, Equation 4.11. At a flight time of 309 ps the detection probability is at a
maximum for eigenstates with 0.17% fractional S 1 character. In this approximation,
the SEELEM detector may be viewed as an extreme discriminator for detecting states
with small fractional S1 character. The dependence of SEELEM detection probability
on fractional S1 character is also included in Figure 4-4.
4.3.2 Dependence of the intensity-weighted center of gravity
on time delay
Our next step is to examine how the LIF intensity-weighted center of gravity metric,
Eave = E x I(E) dE, (4.15)
changes as the time delay is increased. We model the interaction between a rovibra-
tional level of S, and the local ensemble of T1,2 rovibrational levels by first constructing
a model system containing only one T1,2 basis state.
Consider a Hamiltonian containing one S1 level, Is), and one T 1,2 level, It). Let us
define the two mixed states I1) and 12) as
I1) = (1 - a2) 1/ 2 IS) + a It) (4.16)
12) = -a Is) + (1 - a2) 1/ 2 It)
where a is the mixing angle between Is) and It), 0 < lal < 0.5. The fractional S,
character of 12) is a2 , and that of I1) is (1-a 2). The normalized fluorescence intensities
3The term "energetically distant" has a slightly different meaning in this context. The magnitude
of T3 electronic character will be approximately proportional to the magnitude of S1 electronic
character if the energy denominator Em - ET3 is approximately constant with respect to the energy
denominator Em - Es,-
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of the mixed states are
(1 - a 2) 2  (I - a2)t
1(t) = - -- exp
a (t 4-T a 2 t l T S 
(4 .1 7 )
The ratio of the fluorescence intensities, I 1(t)/1 2(t), has the following time depen-
dence:
I(t) I - a22 exp (1 -2 I (4.18)1i (t) = a2 T
The intensity ratio at t = 0 is determined by the prefactor ((1 - a2 )/a 2) 2. In the limit
of long time delay, I, (t)/I2(t) always approaches zero, because the lifetime of 12) is
always longer than that of I1), by definition.
The intensity ratio 11/I2 is plotted as a function of time in Figure 4-5, using
several values of the mixing fraction, a2 . At small values of the mixing fraction,
0.001 < a 2 < 0.2, the intensity ratio changes rapidly at a time delay between 5T7 and
157,. When the mixing fraction approaches its limiting value of 0.5, the prefactor
((1 - a 2)/a 2)2 causes the intensities I1 and 12 to be of comparable magnitude at
t = 0. As the time delay is increased, the intensity ratio changes slowly, because the
states 11) and |2) have similar lifetimes.
The intensity-weighted center of gravity of the model system may be written as a
sum of two terms,
Eave(t)= El x Ii(t) + E 2 >< 12(t), (4.19)
where El and E 2 are the energies of 1) and 12), respectively. The intensity-weighted
center of gravity is plotted as a function of time delay in Figure 4-6. The main features
of the plot are similar to those of Figure 4-5. At small values of the mixing fraction,
0.001 < a2 < 0.2, the intensity-weighted center of gravity changes rapidly from El
to E2 at a time delay between 57, and 15Tr. When the mixing fraction is nearly 0.5,
the initial center of gravity at t = 0 is midway between El and E2, because 11) and
12) have similar intensities at t = 0. In this case of near-50:50 mixing, the center of
gravity changes slowly as a function of time. The quantity still approaches E 2 in the
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limit of long time delay, because the lifetime of 12) is always longer than that of 1).
The total magnitude of change in center of gravity is decreased, due to the greater
relative intensity of 12) at t = 0.
A characteristic feature in the plot of center of gravity vs. time is the presence
and location of a rapid (within several T,) shift in center of gravity from El to E 2.
If a rapid shift is observed, its location may be used to infer the mixing fraction, a2 .
The location of the shift is determined by the point of inflection for the center of
gravity function, where II = I2. The dependence of mixing fraction on the location
of a center of gravity shift is plotted in Figure 4-7. Rapid center of gravity shifts,
located between t = 5.5r, and t = 14T7, are the result of mixing fractions between 0.1
and 0.001, respectively.
The presence of a rapid shift in center of gravity vs. time indicates that the
intensity ratio I1/I2 changes rapidly. For this to occur, the fluorescence decay rates
of I1) and 12) must be appreciably different. For a system containing many T1,2
levels, the qualitative features of the center of gravity function will be determined
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by the subset of nominal T1,2 eigenstates with the largest fractional S1 character.
These states will have the largest intensities, and therefore the greatest impact on
the behavior of the center of gravity vs. time. Therefore, the presence of a rapid shift
in center of gravity vs. time indicates that no T1,2 level is mixed to more than 20%
with the S1 level.
We have examined the dependence of the intensity-weighted center of gravity on
time delay in the LIF spectrum of an incoherent ensemble of simultaneously excited,
singlettriplet mixed molecular eigenstates. A model system was constructed, con-
taining one S 1 level and one T1,2 level. The initial (t = 0) position of the center of
gravity for the model system is influenced by the total S1 - T1,2 mixing fraction. As
the time delay is increased, the center of gravity shifts from its initial position to a
final position, which is determined solely by the energy and fractional Si character
of nominal T1,2 eigenstates. Small S1 - T1, 2 mixing fractions lead to a rapid, charac-
teristic shift in the center of gravity with time delay. Large mixing fractions lead to
a gradual change in the center of gravity with time delay. In this case, the change in
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Figure 4-7: The location of a rapid shift in center of gravity (within several units of
7k = 270 ns) may be used to infer the S1 - T3 mixing fraction. The characteristic
time of the shift is defined by the value of delay time where the relative intensities
of the nominal S1 eigenstate and the nominal T1,2 eigenstates are equal. The mixing
fraction is plotted here as a function of the location of a rapid shift in center of gravity,
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center of gravity not only occurs more slowly, but the total magnitude of the shift is
decreased, due to the larger relative intensity of nominal triplet states at t = 0.
The behavior of the LIF center of gravity with time delay will be used as a pri-
mary tool to examine the spectra of various vibrational sublevels in acetylene A 'A,.
To analyze the local S1 - T 1,2 mixing around a single rotationally-resolved S <-- So
transition, relative intensities are compared over a very small energy range, about
1 cm-'. This has the effect of minimizing relative intensity errors, which arise in
LIF experiments mostly from slowly drifting laser power and baseline effects. Unlike
measurements of fluorescence lifetime, the center of gravity metric is not biased by
molecules leaving the LIF detection area. Laser excitation of molecules is instanta-
neous with respect to the position of a molecule in a molecular beam, and has no
affect on molecular velocities. When the excitation laser is perpendicular to the jet
axis, the molecular velocity along the jet axis has no bearing on the excitation prob-
ability. Although the total signal is decreased as molecules exit the LIF detection
region, relative excitation probabilities are conserved among the subset of molecules
that remain in the observation region. The center of gravity is determined only by the
relative fluorescence among the set of molecules which remain within the field-of-view
of the LIF detection optics.
4.4 Experiment
In the SEELEM experiment, a molecular beam of acetylene is excited by a -5 ns
FWHM pulsed tunable laser into spin-rotation-vibration eigenstates of metastable
electronic states via weak, nominally forbidden transitions. After excitation, the long-
lived species must travel 35 cm before colliding with an Au metal detector surface,
where an electron is ejected in the de-excitation process. Two criteria must be met for
electron ejection by a metastable species. First, the vertical electronic energy of the
metastable state of the particle approaching the surface must exceed the work function
of the metal (4)Au = 5.1 eV). Second, the radiative lifetime of the detected metastable
eigenstate (Trd) must exceed the flight time from the point of laser excitation to the
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SEELEM surface (At=300 ps).
A sample of acetylene (BOC gases) at a backing pressure of one atmosphere is
pulsed through a 0.5 mm diameter nozzle (Jordan Valve), operating at 10 Hz, into a
diffusion pumped vacuum chamber at -5 x 10-5 Torr. An Nd:YAG pumped (Spectra
Physics GCR-270), frequency-doubled dye laser (Lambda Physik FL3002, 220 nm)
excites the acetylene molecules in the pulsed jet expansion 2 cm downstream from
the nozzle orifice.
UV-LIF is detected in a direction perpendicular to the plane defined by the in-
tersection of the pulsed molecular and laser beams using f/1.2 collection optics, a
fluorescence filter (UG-11) to reduce scattered laser light, and a PMT (Hamamatsu
model R375). The time-varying UV-LIF signal was averaged on a digital oscilloscope
(LeCroy) at each laser frequency. The resulting oscilloscope trace, recorded over a 5
ps timespan (time bins of 10 ns), was transferred to a PC for analysis.
Simultaneous SEELEM detection took place in a separate, differentially pumped
vacuum chamber. Following laser excitation, molecules in the pulsed expansion passed
through a conical skimmer (3mm diameter), forming a collimated molecular beam
in the SEELEM detection chamber. The detector chamber was diffusion pumped
(Varian 600) to maintain a pressure of '4 x 10-7 torr during operation. The SEELEM
detector surface, a 2.5 cm diameter region of heated (300' C) Au foil, was located
35 cm downstream from the point of laser excitation. The SEELEM detector was
identical to that used in the previously described apparatus with Au foil ((Au = 5.1
eV) as the detector surface.
Electron signals from the SEELEM detector were collected using pulse counting
techniques. Electrons ejected from the metal surface were detected by a nearby
electron multiplier (ETP, SGE Instruments, Model 14831H). The collection plate of
the multiplier was biased at +100V to attract electrons. The electron multiplier signal
was sent to a discriminator (EG&G/Ortec Model 9301), and then to a PC-operated
multichannel scalar (Oxford Tennelec Nucleus Inc. MCS-II v2.091), where the total
number of electrons was summed. The typical signal level for SEELEM detection of
acetylene was 2-20 counts per laser pulse.
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Both SEELEM and LIF signals were averaged over 100 laser shots at each laser fre-
quency. The frequency increment step size was typically -0.015 cm-' in the doubled
output, although several detailed spectra were recorded with a 4x smaller frequency
step size.
4.5 SEELEM/LIF spectroscopy of four S1 vibra-
tional levels located at higher energy than the
minimum of the S1 ~ T3 seam of intersection
The choice of S1 vibrational levels in this study was guided by two considerations: the
energetic accessibility of T3 vibrational levels [28, 122] and absence of predissociation
effects. The minimum of the S1 - T3 electronic seam of intersection, located near
33 K'= 1, To -~ 45300 cm - 1, provides a lower energy bound for the Franck-Condon
accessibility of T3 vibrational levels from the S1 electronic surface [28]. Above this
energy, it is possible for levels of S1 to have large vibrational overlaps with levels of
T3 . The first dissociation limit, located near 34 K'= 1, To _ 46300 cm - 1, provides an
upper energy bound for this study [88]. Below this dissociation limit, predissociation
pathways are not energetically accessible, and do not complicate the study of S1 - T3
interactions.
We consider four Si sublevels in the energy region of 45300-46300 cm- , observed
in the A'Ai , X 1E+ spectrum of acetylene. The sublevels are listed with their total
(rotationless) vibronic energy, Tvo, in Table 4.1. Included in the table is an order-
of-magnitude estimate of the SEELEM:LIF intensity ratio observed in the spectrum.
To determine this quantity, the relative LIF intensities of 2231 K'= 1, 3242 K'= 1, and
2132 K'= 1 were estimated from a low resolution jet spectrum reported by Merer and
coworkers [82]. The LIF intensity of the 33 K'= 2 subband was compared to that of
33 K'= 1 in our own experiments. The absolute SEELEM intensity was then divided
by the estimated LIF intensity, and normalized to the largest SEELEM:LIF ratio.
We observe that the highest energy state in our study has the lowest SEELEM:LIF
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Table 4.1: The four acetylene S1 vibrational levels considered in this study, listed here,
have total vibronic energies in the critical region above the minimum of the S, - T3
electronic seam of intersection (- 45300 cm - 1) and below the first dissociation barrier
(- 46300 cm- 1) [88]. An order-of-magnitude estimate of the observed SEELEM:LIF
intensity ratio is included.
Subband To (cm- 1) SEELEM:LIF
2231 K'= 1 - 00 46009 10-2
3242 K'=1 ~- 0 45812 10-1
2132 K'=1 -- 0 45677 10- 1
33 K'=2 f- 41 45352 1
intensity ratio. Rather than total energy, the SEELEM:LIF intensity ratio is deter-
mined by the number of quanta in mode 3. This observation is in agreement with
previous estimates of SEELEM:LIF intensity ratios in acetylene A 'A, [55]. Measure-
ments of the Zeeman anticrossing density show the same exponential dependence on
the number of quanta in v3 [41]. Because the intensity ratio is determined by vibra-
tional basis state character and not by total energy, it must be a reflection of the
vibrational overlap factors contained in the spin-orbit matrix elements, rather than
due to the slowly increasing density of T 1,2 states [41, 37].
The presence of local T3 perturbers is ruled out, because we observe no telltale,
systematic splittings that would have indicated a crossing with a triplet F2 spin
component, as in 33 K'= 1 [85]. Evidence of energetically distant T3 doorway levels
is found, however, in both the SEELEM and LIF spectra of these sublevels. To
characterize the spectral signatures of energetically distant doorway levels, we discuss
the SEELEM/LIF spectrum of each sublevel individually.
4.5.1 The 3242 K' = 1 sublevel: evidence for an energetically
distant T3 doorway level plus a localized T3 level cross-
ing
The 3242 level is the upper member of the 32 B2 polyad of the acetylene 1A'A, state,
where B - v4 + v6. The v4 and v6 vibrations are strongly mixed by a-type Coriolis
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Figure 4-8: Simultaneously recorded SEELEM (upper trace) and LIF (lower trace)
spectra of the 3242 K'= 1 sublevel of the A 'A, state of C2H2. The LIF spectrum is
integrated in two time regions: an early time window (0.5T, - 2T7, solid trace) and a
delayed time window (107, - 18Tr, dashed trace). The peak positions are blueshifted
in the delayed fluorescence spectrum for all transitions, with the exception of Q(2).
Interactions with a remote perturber level of slightly lower energy than the nominal
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Figure 4-9: Dependence of the intensity-weighted center of gravity on delay for a series
of individually resolved transitions, Q(1-3) (top), and R(O-3) (bottom), in the LIF
spectrum of 3242 K'= 1. Local perturbations in the Q(2) and R(1) transitions cause
the behavior of the center of gravity to be different from those of the other transitions
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and Darling-Dennison anharmonic resonances [83]. As a result, the nominal 3242 level
is expected to contain essentially a 50:50 mixture of mode 4 (42) and mode 6 (62)
basis character [83, 129].
The simultaneously recorded SEELEM/LIF spectrum of the 3242 K'= 1 +- 0 0 sub-
band of the A ''A, - X E+ electronic spectrum is shown in Figure 4-8. To highlight
the dependence of the LIF spectrum on delay time, two integration regions are used.
An early-LIF fluorescence spectrum is generated by gating the fluorescence signal
between 0.57, and 27,. A second, delayed-LIF spectrum is generated by integrating
over the time window 107, - 187,. The line positions of several transitions are clearly
blueshifted in the delayed-LIF spectrum relative to the early-LIF. Line offsets in the
R(0), R(1), and R(4) transitions are approximately 0.08 cm- 1.
To more closely examine the dependence of the LIF spectrum on time delay, the
intensity-weighted center of gravity (Equation 4.15) is plotted for each transition as a
function of delay time. The plot for Q-branch transitions was generated from another
dataset, not shown here, sampled at approximately 4x more closely spaced energy
intervals, resulting in increased signal to noise. With the exception of the R(1) and
Q(2) transitions, the center of gravity increases by 0.04-0.12 cm - 1 over the delay range
0.57, - 187,. Such a consistent increase in center of gravity with delay time indicates
the presence of a non-local Ta doorway level that lies higher in energy, according to
Equation 4.8.
A line splitting is present in the LIF spectrum of two transitions, Q(2) and R(1). In
the delayed fluorescence spectrum, the extra lines appear with larger relative intensity
than the main component of the transition. Their increased relative intensity in the
delayed fluorescence spectrum indicates that the extra lines arise from levels with
longer zero-order fluorescence lifetimes than that of the nominal singlet level. The
extra component of R(1) is observable only in the delayed-LIF spectrum, where its
relative intensity increase causes it to emerge from under the red wing of the main
line. The extra line in the R(1) transition, with upper state quantum number J' = 2,
is located at an energy of -0.33 cm - 1 below the main component at 45814.87 cm - 1.
The J' = 2 perturber of opposite parity appears in Q(2). It is located at an energy of
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-0.17 cm - relative to the strong, nominally singlet LIF transition at 45810.08 cm - 1
The presence of two local perturbations at the same J' (but opposite parities),
arising from levels with a long zero-order lifetime, and not appearing in transitions
with adjacent values of J', can be explained by the presence of a level crossing involv-
ing the F or F3 component of a T3 level that has a small spin-orbit matrix element
with the S 1 level. According to Equation 4.3, the relative energy of a T3 level in this
case is ±2B _ ±2 cm - 1 at J' = 1 and 3.
At J' = 2, the singlet and its triplet perturber are not 50:50 mixed, thus the
matrix element must be appreciably smaller than half the energy separation. This
places an upper bound on the matrix elements of about 0.01 cm - 1. At J' = 1 or 3,
the increase in energy denominator from 0.2 cm - 1 to 2 cm - 1 would make the intensity
of the perturber 100 times weaker than for J' = 2, precluding its observation in LIF.
A lone SEELEM peak is observed in the band gap at 45811.6 cm - 1, at approx-
imately 2 cm - 1 higher frequency than the Q(3) transition at 45809.5 cm - 1. It is
possible that this peak arises from the same weakly perturbing T3 vibrational level.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to search for the other parity component of this per-
turber in the spectrum, because the appropriate energy region is overlapped by an
R-branch transition. However, if we assign the transition in the band gap as J' = 3,
it must also be assigned as the F3 component of the triplet level, NT = J' + 1 = 4,
in order to be located at +2 cm - 1 instead of -2 cm-'. As a consequence, the triplet
level must have a rotationless vibronic energy of 45811 - 6B -_ 45804 cm- 1 .
We have examined a singlet sublevel, 3242 K'= 1, which shows evidence of inter-
action with an energetically distant T3 doorway level at higher energy. An extra line
with a small matrix element was observed at J' = 2 in both parity components of
the singlet level, and was assigned as a level of T3 based on its zero-order lifetime.
An assignment of AN = +1 was suggested for the perturbing level based on the
observation of a weak transition in the SEELEM spectrum, which was assigned as
J' = 3, NT = 4 because the observed frequency is +2 cm - 1 relative to the singlet
Q(3) transition. The assignment of NT determines that the rotationless energy of the
perturbing triplet level is -6 cm-' relative to the singlet.
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Local, weak perturbations by T3 levels are common in the spectrum of A 'A1
acetylene, as we will see in the following examples. In cases where NT or KT of
the perturber can be assigned, the relative energies of weak transitions into locally
perturbing vibrational levels can be determined exactly. In cases where NT or KT can
be assigned for energetically distant T3 doorway levels (IHsTI is on the order of 2BT),
the relative rotationless energy is determined to be either positive or negative. This
can then be checked against the dependence of the intensity-weighted LIF center of
gravity on time delay.
4.5.2 The 2132 K'= 1 sublevel: assignment of Ka for an ener-
getically distant T3 doorway level
We turn next to an S 1 sublevel which also contains two quanta of the v3 vibration,
2132 K'= 1. The overall SEELEM:LIF intensity ratio observed in the spectrum of
this sublevel is similar to that of 3242 K'= 1, indicating a similar overall mixing angle
with T3 doorway levels.
The SEELEM/LIF spectrum of the 2132 K'= 1 +-- 0 0 subband of the A 'A +-
X E+ transition is shown in Figure 4-10. The LIF spectrum is integrated in early and
delayed time windows, using time limits of 0.57, - 27, and 107, - 187,. The spectrum
contains six Q-branch transitions (upper states of f-symmetry, J' = 1 - 6) and one
P-branch transition (upper state of e-symmetry, J' = 1). The delayed LIF peak
position is redshifted by -0.08 cm - ' relative to the early LIF peak position for two
transitions terminating in f-symmetry states, Q(1) and Q(2). The sole e-symmetry
state observed in the spectrum, via the P(2) transition, is also redshifted by -0.12 cm - 1
in the delayed fluorescence spectrum. The remaining transitions, Q(3,4,5,6), have the
same peak position in the early and delayed-LIF spectra. The Q(3) transition appears
anomalously weak. This issue is addressed later in this section.
The dependence of the intensity-weighted center of gravity for all transitions in
the Q-branch is shown in Figure 4-11. The center of gravity for the Q(1) and Q(2)
transitions changes from the zero-delay position by approximately -0.07 cm- 1 at a
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Figure 4-10: Simultaneously recorded SEELEM (upper trace) and LIF (lower trace)
spectra of the 2132 K'= 1 sublevel of the A 1A, state of C2H2 . The LIF spectrum is
integrated in two time regions: an early time window (0.57, - 27,, solid trace) and
a delayed time window (107s - 187T, dashed trace). The Q(1) and Q(2) transitions
are redshifted in the delayed fluorescence spectrum, in contrast to the Q(3,4,5,6)
transitions. The upper states of the P(2) and Q(1) transitions, with the same J' but
opposite parity, show similar redshifts in the delayed fluorescence spectrum.
LIF Intensity (arb.)
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Figure 4-11: Dependence of the intensity-weighted center of gravity on delay for a
series of individually resolved rotational transitions, Q(1-6), in the LIF spectrum of
2132 K'= 1. The center of gravity of the Q(1) and Q(2) transitions is identical to the
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time delay of 15T7, in accord with the observation of delay-dependent peak positions
in the LIF spectrum. The centers of gravity for the Q(3,4,5,6) transitions do not shift
by more than 0.02 cm - 1 from their initial positions.
We showed in the preceding section that a monotonic shift in center of gravity
with delay indicates the presence of an energetically distant T3 doorway level. It is
puzzling that, in the present case, such an interaction abruptly ceases at J' > 3.
However, this behavior can be explained by the presence of a second T3 doorway
level, located at higher energy than the singlet level. An interaction with a second T3
doorway level could cause the delayed center of gravity to behave differently for the
Q(3,4,5,6) transitions, if the interaction with the second doorway level were to begin
at J' = 3.
The existence of such an interaction leads to an assignment of KT for the second
doorway level. The spin-orbit selection rule, AK = 0, ±1, restricts possible assign-
ments to KT =0, 1, and 2. A level with KT = 2 has rotational levels that begin with
NT = 2. An S 1 ~ T3 interaction with the F1 component of such a level follows the
selection rule AN = -1, and would first turn on at J' = Ns > 3, as observed in
the spectrum. All other combinations of AK and AN lead to S1 - T3 interactions
starting at J' > 1 or 2. Thus, we can assign KT = 2 for the second T3 doorway level.
For the F component of a triplet level, the energy of the triplet relative to the
singlet has a negative slope with respect to J' (see Figure 4-1). At J' = 3, where
the interaction with the second doorway level begins, the F component is 6B ~_ 6
cm - ' lower in energy than the F2 component. As J' increases, the relative energy of
the F component decreases by 2B per J'. Since the interaction must occur through
an F component in order to turn on at J' = 3, and since the relative energy of the
F1 component is appreciably lower than that of the other two components, we must
conclude from the assignment of KT that the second T3 doorway level lies at higher
energy than the singlet level.
The assignment of KT = 2 for the second doorway state has additional conse-
quences. The KT = 2 doorway level, higher in energy than the singlet level, must be
accompanied by a KT = 1 doorway level at lower energy. A diagram of the relevant
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Figure 4-12: Energy level diagram of the KT = 1, 2 sublevels of a possible T3 doorway
state. In this possible scenario, which is ruled out for the S1 2132 K'= 1 sublevel, a
Ks = 1 sublevel is perturbed by both the KT = 1 and KT = 2 sublevels of the same
T3 vibrational level. The T3 sublevels are separated by an energy of 30-90 cm - 1. For
two sublevels of the same vibrational level, the relative sign of the spin-orbit matrix
element is determined only by a rotational factor. In this case, one rotational factor
is positive, and the other is negative.
T3 K=2
S1 K= 1 30-90 cm -1
T3 K=1
energy level structure is given in Figure 4-12. The energy separation between the
K = 1 and 2 sublevels of the same vibrational level is 3(AT - BT), where AT is the
a-axis rotational constant for the triplet level in question. According to ab initio cal-
culations, the AT rotational constants for T3 vibrational levels vary between 10 and
30 cm-1[122]. This places the KT = 1 sublevel about 30-90 cm - 1 lower in energy
than the second KT = 2 doorway level.
Spin-orbit matrix elements between S 1 and T3 are limited by vibrational overlap
factors to a magnitude of approximately < 1 cm- 1. Therefore, the rotationless energy
of the second (KT = 2) doorway cannot be more than about 20 cm- 1 above the singlet
sublevel, for appreciable mixing to occur. It follows that the rotationless energy of the
KT = 1 doorway must be lower than the singlet level. Furthermore, the vibrational
overlap factors for two sublevels of the same vibrational level are identical, and the
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relative spin-orbit matrix elements are determined only by rotational factors. Using
the rotational factors calculated in Section 4.2, we find that the KT = 1 sublevel of
the same vibrational level as the second doorway has matrix elements about 5 times
larger than those of the KT = 2 sublevel, and have opposite sign [115]. Because the
energy denominators between the singlet sublevel and the KT = 1, 2 sublevels also
have opposite phase, the spin orbit matrix elements connecting these two sublevels
to the singlet must have the same phase.
However, we observe that the overall fluorescence lifetime is at a minimum in the
LIF spectrum at J' = 3. This is indicated by the low intensity of the Q(3) transition in
the delayed-LIF spectrum. A short fluorescence lifetime indicates less mixing between
the S1 rotational level and the doorway state, resulting from a smaller total S1 - T3
matrix element at J' = 3. For the interaction with the second doorway level to cause
a decrease in the total S1 - T3 matrix element, the mixing amplitude of the second
doorway level must interfere destructively with that of the first doorway level. Since
the mixing amplitudes of the KT = 1 and KT = 2 sublevels of the second doorway
interfere constructively, we must conclude that the first doorway belongs to another
T3 vibrational level.
Analysis of the LIF spectrum vs. time delay has led to the determination of the
relative energy and K-assignments of two energetically distant T3 doorway sublevels
in the 2132 K'= 1 +- 0 spectrum of acetylene A 1A,. Such a conclusion is further
supported by the general appearance of the SEELEM spectrum of this vibronic tran-
sition, which is strikingly similar to the delayed fluorescence spectrum. Peak positions
in the delayed fluorescence spectrum are matched in the SEELEM spectrum, even for
weak lines, for instance at 45675.9 cm - 1 and 45671.9 cm - .
4.5.3 The 2231 K'= 1 sublevel: a local T3 perturbation in the
presence of small S1 r T3 matrix elements
Although the 2231 K'= 1 sublevel has the highest energy of the four sublevels discussed
in this study, it interacts most weakly with the local manifold of T1,2 levels. This
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Figure 4-13: Simultaneously recorded SEELEM (upper trace) and LIF (lower trace)
spectra of the 2231 K'= 1 sublevel of the A 1A, state of C2H 2. The LIF spectrum is
integrated in two time regions: an early time window (0.57, - 2T,, solid trace) and a
delayed time window (87, - 12T7, dashed trace). The upper states of the Q(1) and
R(O) transitions, which have the same quantum number J' = 1 but opposite parities,
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Figure 4-14: Dependence of the intensity-weighted center of gravity on delay for
a series of rovibronic transitions, Q(1-4) (top), and R(0-3) (bottom), in the LIF
spectrum of 2231 K'= 1. As delay increases, the center of gravity for the Q(1) tran-
sition rapidly increases to its final value, where it matches the peak of the SEELEM
distribution at 46007.87+0.03 cm - 1. For the R(0) transition, the center of gravity
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results from having only one quantum of the v3 vibration, which controls the overall
magnitude of S1 - T3 doorway matrix elements.
The spectrum of the 2231 K'= 1 <- 00 subband is shown in Figure 4-13. In
addition to the overall SEELEM:LIF intensity ratio, the small magnitude of S 1 ~
T3 doorway matrix elements is indicated by the width of the SEELEM intensity
envelope surrounding each singlet transition. This topic is discussed at length in
Chapter 2. Briefly, the width of the SEELEM spectrum is a measure of the energy
range over which the singlet level, through interaction with T3 doorways, is able to
lend approximately 0.25% fractional singlet character to eigenstates within the local
manifold of T1,2 levels. In the case of 2231 K'= 1, the width of the SEELEM envelope
surrounding each singlet transition is on the order of 0.4 cm- 1, much narrower than
the average spacing between rotational lines. In the next section, we will contrast
this with the observed width of SEELEM intensity envelopes in a strongly interacting
subband.
The dependence of the intensity-weighted center of gravity for each transition
terminating in 2231 K'= 1 is shown in Figure 4-14. With the exception of the Q(1)
and R(0) transitions, the center of gravity does not shift by more than 0.02 cm - 1 from
its initial position. For a singlet level with such a small spin-orbit matrix element
with a doorway state, any small change in center of gravity, which might arise from
the effects of an energetically distant T3 level, is not expected to appear until delay
times in excess of 157,.
The anomalous behaviour of the center of gravity for the Q(1) and R(0) transi-
tions is once again evidence of a weak, local T3 perturbation at J' = 1. The upper
states of the Q(1) and R(0) transitions have the same J', but opposite parity (f- and
e-symmetry, respectively). The energy difference between the e- and f-symmetry
components is AE-f = +0.13 cm - 1. The perturbation in the e-symmetry sin-
glet transition, R(1), results in a shift to lower frequency, with a magnitude of ap-
proximately -0.03 cm- 1, while the perturbation shifts the f-symmetry singlet level
to higher frequency, with a magnitude of approximately +0.03 cm-'. The split-
ting between the asymmetry components of the T3 perturber is therefore less than
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0.13 - 0.03 - 0.03 = 0.07 cm - 1 at J' = 1. An asymmetry splitting of this magnitude
would be unusually small for a T3 level with KT = 1. As a result, we conclude that
the perturber is likely a level with KT = 2. Only one component of a KT = 2 level
may interact with a singlet level at J' = 1, and that is the F3 component, where
NT = J + 1. An interaction with the F1 or F2 components would require NT to be 0
or 1; these levels cannot exist when KT = 2. Because the interaction occurs via the
F3 component of the triplet level at J' = 1, the rotationless energy of the triplet level
must be located approximately 4B _ 4 cm - ' below the singlet level.
Again, the assignment of the Ka quantum number for a T3 level observed in the
spectrum has allowed us to infer its energy relative to the singlet. At J' = 2, the
nearest component of this weak T3 perturber lies 2B - 2 cm - 1 above the singlet
level. The resultant increase in squared energy denominator makes the extra line
(2.0/0.03)2 _ 4500 times weaker at J' = 2, thus it is not observed.
4.5.4 The 33 K'= 2 sublevel: spectral patterns in the presence
of large S1 r T3 matrix elements
The 33 K'= 2 sublevel is the higher-energy sibling of 33 K'= 1, which has been studied
in great detail due to a perturbation by a T3 doorway level with matrix element - 0.1
cm- 1. The T3 perturber observed in 33 K'= 1 has been assigned as the F2 component
of KT = 1. Because its energy relative to S1 tunes slowly with J', it interacts with
both parities of the singlet, and the perturbation is present at J' = 1 [85]. It has
been suggested that the KT = 0 sublevel of this perturber is responsible for the
large Zeeman anticrossing observed in 33 K'= 0 [122, 38]. To account for this, the
A-rotational constant of the perturbing T3 level would have to closely match the A-
rotational constant for the singlet level. However, it is unlikely that an energetic near
match in the K = 0 and 1 sublevels, separated by 1A - 15 cm - 1, will extend to
K = 2, which would be 3A - 45 cm- 1 higher in energy. In the absence of a local
T3 perturbation, the 33 K'= 2 sublevel provides an excellent opportunity to examine
a singlet sublevel which is known to be capable of large vibrational overlap with T3
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Figure 4-15: Simultaneously recorded SEELEM (upper trace) and LIF (lower trace)
spectra of the 33 K'= 2 sublevel of the A 1A, state of C2H2. The LIF spectrum
is integrated in two time regions: an early time window (0.57, - 2T7, solid trace)
and a delayed time window (107, - 18rs, dashed trace). The individual transitions
each split into at least two strongly mixed components. Although the energy splitting
between the components is on the order of the experimental resolution, the splitting is
discernible because the nominal singlet and triplet components have different relative
intensities in the early and delayed-LIF spectra. One splitting in the R(4) transition
is barely resolved in this spectrum.
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Figure 4-16: Dependence of the intensity-weighted center of gravity on delay for a
series of individually resolved transitions, R(1-7), in the LIF spectrum of the 33
K'= 2 sublevel. The individual transitions have an overall bias toward lower energies
at long delay times, indicating an interaction with a T3 doorway level at lower energy
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levels.
The 33 K'= 2 sublevel is not accessible from the ground state of acetylene due
to K' - £"= ±1 selection rules. However, the spectrum of the 33 K' = 2 +- 41
hot band transition was observed in our apparatus without heating the nozzle. The
simultaneously recorded SEELEM/LIF spectrum of the R-branch of this transition
is shown in Figure 4-15. Another interloping band4 is present in the spectrum with
low intensity, giving rise to the weak lines at 44740.3, 44742.2, and 44743.6 cm-'. No
intensity alternation is present in the rotational series, consistent with expectations
for a band that originates from the 41 vibrational level of the ground electronic state.
Evidence of strong mixing with the local manifold of T 1,2 levels is present in
both the SEELEM and LIF detection channels. The SEELEM intensity envelope
surrounding each singlet transition exceeds the spacing between adjacent rotational
lines, about 1.5 cm-1 at low J'. This is at least 4 times the width observed for the
transitions in 2231 K'= 1, which contains only one quantum of excitation in v3 . The
increased width of the local SEELEM intensity envelope has the effect of creating an
envelope of SEELEM intensity that extends across the entire spectrum. This effect
is also observed in the 33 K'= 1 +- 00 spectrum (see reference [55], for example).
However, we observe no large, systematic splittings at adjacent rotational levels
of 33 K'= 2, which would result from a level crossing with the F2 component of a
near-degenerate T3 doorway vibrational level, as in 33 K'= 1 [85]. Instead, narrow line
splittings on the order of 0.05 cm-1 are evident in the LIF spectrum of each transition,
even in the early time-gated LIF spectrum. Although most of the line splittings are
slightly smaller than the laser resolution, the individual components have different
fractional S 1 characters, and hence different lifetimes. This produces different relative
intensities in the early and delayed-LIF spectra, which permits the splittings to be
determined by comparing the spectra. Two of three strong components are barely
resolved in the early-time LIF spectrum of the R(4) transition. In contrast to this
strongly S1 - T3 mixed sublevel, the weakly mixed 2231 K'= 1 sublevel contains no
4This band is currently unassigned because it is too broadly overlapped by other strong bands.
The lines referenced here possibly belong to a hot band with a Q-head near 44736 cm- 1.Another
possible assignment is to the second highest K = 2 sublevel of the B 4 polyad [81].
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such splittings.
The dependence of the intensity-weighted center of gravity for each transition in
33 K'= 2 is shown in Figure 4-16. The transitions display an overall bias toward
lower energy, indicating the presence of a T3 doorway level to lower energy. The F3
components of such a doorway level would approach the singlet level from below at
a rate of 2B per J', while the F2 components would remain energetically distant and
the F components would rapidly tune away. That no crossing is observed by at least
J' = 6 means that the doorway must lie at least 6 x 2B + 2B - 14 cm-' lower in
energy than the singlet level.
The center of gravity generally decreases as a function of time delay for the transi-
tions in the spectrum. The dependence is most pronounced for the J' = 2 rotational
level, and the magnitude of shift is diminished as J' is increased. However, if the
F3 component of the doorway level is rapidly approaching the singlet, the overall
mixing angle is expected to increase in magnitude. Why does the magnitude of the
change in center of gravity not also increase? This paradox is explained by the large
fractional singlet character in nominal T1,2 levels, which is induced by strong mixing
with the doorway level. As several states of nominal T1,2 electronic character borrow
more intensity, their lifetime decreases. As the nominal singlet level lends out more
fractional character, its lifetime increases. The result is a lack of contrast between
the intensities of the nominal singlet and nominal triplet eigenstates as a function of
delay time, resulting in smaller changes in the intensity-weighted center of gravity.
4.6 Conclusion
The mechanism of doorway-mediated interaction by an energetically distant T3 level
skews the SEELEM spectrum of nearby, nominal T1,2 eigenstates, resulting in a center
of gravity shift between the LIF and SEELEM spectra. Additionally, when viewed in
successive time windows, the center of gravity of the LIF spectrum exhibits evolution
toward the limiting behavior exhibited in the SEELEM spectrum. A simple model
can be used to show that strong mixing between the singlet level and the mediating
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T3 level causes a gradual shift in the center of gravity, while weak mixing with the
doorway level induces a more delayed and rapid shift in the center of gravity, with
respect to the S1 lifetime.
Rotational selection rules for S1  T3 spin-orbit interaction give rise to J-dependent
effects in the LIF/SEELEM spectrum. As J increases, the F or F3 component of
every distant T3 level approaches the singlet at a rate dAE/dJ of approximately 2BT
(-2 cm - 1 per J). In the spectrum, the result is a shift in the LIF-SEELEM center
of gravity when integrated across an entire branch of transitions. The effect not only
leads to strong J-dependent changes in the patterns of T3-mediated coupling, but also
ensures detection and assignment of S, - T3 level crossings at relatively low values
of J.
For every S1 vibrational level, one spin component of a T3 doorway level is rapidly
approaching with J. Because of this, further LIF/SEELEM spectroscopy of the
acetylene A 1AU - X 'E+ transition will be fruitful and informative. We highlight
some candidates for future investigation:
1. any levels which exhibit long lifetimes or quantum beats in the LIF spectrum,
2. levels with unassigned perturbations or splittings (3242 K'= 1 J' = 5-10, K'= 1
sublevel of second B 4 polyad member),
3. other 32B 2 polyad members (3262 K'= 1, 324161 K'= 1), and
4. other K-sublevels of the Franck-Condon active levels studied here (33 K'= 3,
2132 K'= 2).
The appearance of population quantum beats in the spectrum indicates a splitting
on the order of 80 MHz or less. Quantum beat waveforms follow a well-defined
analytical expression, and an analysis of quantum beats determines both the matrix
element and zero-order energy spacing of the levels involved. The matrix elements
gained from an analysis of zero-field quantum beats in the acetylene spectrum can
serve as probes of the magnitude of local matrix elements between the nominal S,
bright state and neighboring T1,2 dark states. Furthermore, the study of Zeeman
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quantum beats at low magnetic fields can provide a method for distinguishing between
triplet perturbations and perturbations from other singlet levels, such as S1 levels
which are localized in the cis geometry of the A 1A, state, because singlet states do





LIF/SEELEM spectroscopy of the
3341 K'= 0 and 3361 K'= 0 vibrational
sublevels of S1 acetylene
5.1 Introduction
The A 1A_, EX + spectrum of acetylene, C2 H2 , provides a paradigm for an elec-
tronic transition accompanied by a change in geometry. The acetylene molecule
is linear in the ground state (So), but has a planar trans-bent geometry in the
A 'A, state (SI) [59, 56, 57]. Ab initio calculations are in agreement that the T,
and T2 electronic excited states also have a planar trans-bent equilibrium geometry
[33, 68, 137, 105, 76, 128]. The third triplet state, T3 , has a non-planar equilib-
rium geometry, twisted approximately 750 out of plane from the trans configuration
[27, 128, 122].
Experiment and theory have shown that vibrational levels of the T3 electronic
state play a crucial role in allowing mixing between S, levels and the dense manifold
of optically dark T1,2 levels [55, 4, 38, 28, 122, 128]. The fundamental premise of the
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model is that spin-orbit matrix elements between S1 and T1, 2 levels are much smaller
than those between levels of T3 and T 1,2 . In the doorway model, mixing between S1
and T1 ,2 levels occurs as a second-order effect; a level of T3 must mix with S1, which,
in turn, permits mixing with the manifold of T1,2 levels.
The magnitude of S 1 - T3 spin-orbit matrix elements is controlled principally by
vibrational overlap factors, resulting in vibrational specificity for S 1 - T3 mixing.
To date, most studies have addressed the role of the symmetric trans-bending mode,
partially because the levels containing this Franck-Condon-active vibration are well
understood and appear with great intensity in the A 1A, +- X 1 + spectrum. Many
studies have observed an increase in T3-mediated S1 - T1,2 mixing with increased
excitation in the v3 (trans-bend) vibrational mode of A 'A, acetylene [41, 94, 55].
The role of the non-symmetric bending modes, v4 (torsion) and v6 (antisymmetric
in-plane bend), is much less clear. Since the geometry change from in-plane to out-
of-plane occurs along the torsional coordinate, a naive Franck-Condon model would
suggest that increased excitation in the torsional mode (v4) would lead to increased
S 1 - T vibrational overlap. However, the current experimental evidence and theo-
retical calculations disagree with this naive model. Mizoguchi et. al. observe large
splittings in the spectrum of 3361 K'= 1, but not in the spectrum of 3341 K'= 1 [87].
Yamakita and coworkers observe Zeeman quantum beats in several rotational lines
in the spectrum of 3361 K'= 1, but none in the spectrum of 3341 K'= 1 [139]. These
authors cite agreement with the calculations of Cui and Morokuma, who predict a
half-linear geometry for the minimum of the seam of intersection between the S1 and
T3 electronic surfaces [27]. Such a half-linear geometry is accessible via a combination
of the v3 and v6 vibrations.
We are left without explanation as to the small magnitude vibrational overlap
integrals upon excitation in mode 4, relative to mode 6. In an effort to address this
problem, Virgo and coworkers recently published a comparison of the simultaneously
recorded SEELEM/LIF spectrum of the 213142 K'= 1 and 213162 K'= 1 sublevels
[129]. They observe that the SEELEM:LIF intensity ratio is three times larger for
213142 K'= 1 than for 213162 K'= 1. In order to characterize the experimental results
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in terms of 213142 and 213162 basis character, they present a tentative deperturbation
of the 2131B 2 polyad, which consists of the 213142 (ag), 213162 (a.), and 21314161
(bg) levels [83, 129]. They note that 213142 and 213162 basis character is essentially
evenly distributed between the two K'= 1 sublevels observed in the experiment. The
difference in SEELEM:LIF intensity ratio is ascribed instead to be the result of an
interference effect which cancels out almost all 21314161 (bg) basis character in one of
the levels.
The interference effect is due to two separate, strong interactions between the
v4 and v 6 vibrations. The first interaction is a strong Darling-Dennison resonance,
which connects vibrations by exchanging two quanta of v4 for two quanta of v6, or
vice versa. Levels with only one quantum of modes 4 or 6, such as those studied by
Mizoguchi, are immune to this effect. The second interaction is the a-axis Coriolis
coupling, which exchanges one quantum of mode 4 for one quantum of mode 6. The
matrix element for a-axis Coriolis coupling includes a factor of K, thus sublevels with
K = 0 are immune to this effect.
In this study, we use SEELEM/LIF spectroscopy to address separately the role of
modes 4 and 6 in promoting vibrational overlap with T3 levels. To avoid the Darling-
Dennison resonance, we select a polyad with only one quantum of non-symmetric
bend. To avoid a-type Coriolis coupling, we examine the K = 0 sublevels of the
polyad members. To investigate the effects of v4 and v6 near the crucial half-linear
and twisted geometries, we select the particular combination levels 3341 K'= 0 and
3361 K'=0 of S1 acetylene.
5.2 Experiment
Vibrational levels of A 1A, acetylene with ungerade symmetry are inaccessible via
one-photon transitions from the ground state, according to g/u selection rules. To
access the 3341 (au) and 3361 (bu) levels, we employed an IR-UV double resonance
scheme. The v" + v" level of the X 1E+ state was chosen as an intermediate state for
laser excitation. According to the selection rule K' - f" = ±1, the K' = 0 sublevels
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of 3341 and 3361 are accessible from this f" = 1 ground state intermediate.
IR laser radiation in the region of 3900 cm-1 was generated by difference frequency
mixing (DFM) followed by optical parametric amplification (OPA). The second har-
monic output of an Nd:YAG injection-seeded laser (Spectra Physics PRO-270) was
used to pump a tunable dye laser (Lambda Physik FL2002), operating with LDS 751
laser dye. The dye laser output was mixed in a lithium niobate (LiNbO 3) crystal with
a portion of the 1064 nm Nd:YAG fundamental beam. The IR output was amplified
in another LiNbO3 crystal, using the remaining 1064 nm radiation. The amplified IR
laser radiation had a typical power of 3 mJ and an incoherent linewidth of 0.15 cm - 1.
A photoacoustic cell containing approximately 100 mTorr of acetylene was used for
frequency calibration of the IR radiation.
The UV laser radiation used in the second step of the double resonance was
generated from the output of a second dye laser (Lambda Physik FL3002), operating
with Coumarin 480, pumped by the third harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser described
above. The dye laser output was frequency doubled using a BBO crystal. The UV
laser radiation was frequency calibrated by recording the absorption spectrum of
130Te2 using the fundamental frequency output of the dye laser. The frequency step
size of the UV laser was approximately 0.047 cm- 1 (frequency doubled output) in
this study.
The IR and UV beams were positioned in an overlapping, colinear geometry inside
the SEELEM/LIF apparatus. The UV laser pulse was delayed by 10 ns relative
to the IR pulse by using several UV reflectors to create an optical delay line. A
dichroic mirror, transparent in the IR, was used to combine the IR and UV beams.
Except where noted, both beams were p-polarized, relative to the plane defined by
the direction of laser propogation and the molecular beam axis of the apparatus.
The SEELEM/LIF apparatus, in its current arrangement, has been described
previously [29, 2, 3, 85]. Briefly, the apparatus consists of two differentially pumped
vacuum chambers, a source chamber and a SEELEM detection chamber. In the source
chamber, a supersonic jet of acetylene gas (Matheson) is expanded from a 10 Hz pulsed
valve (Jordan) through a 0.5 mm diameter nozzle. The source chamber is pumped by
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a 6 inch diffusion pump (Varian), and has a typical operating pressure of 10-4 Torr.
Approximately 2 cm downstream from the nozzle, the molecules are excited by the
overlapping UV and IR laser beams, which intersect the axis of the jet at a 900 angle.
The laser-induced molecular fluorescence is collected by f/4 optics along an axis
normal to the plane defined by the lasers and the jet axis. The fluorescence passes
through a filter (UG-11) and is detected by a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu
R375). The time-varying photomultiplier output signal is averaged at each laser
frequency on a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy) and recorded on a PC.
Approximately 5 cm from the region of excitation, molecules in the supersonic
expansion pass through a 3 mm diameter skimmer and enter the SEELEM detection
chamber. The detection chamber is also pumped by a 6 inch diffusion pump (Varian),
and has a typical operating pressure of 10-6 Torr. The SEELEM detector is positioned
along the molecular beam axis, approximately 35 cm downstream of the excitation
region. The design of the SEELEM detector used in these experiments has been
described by several authors [29, 2]. In the SEELEM detector, electrons ejected from
a grounded metal surface are detected by an electron multiplier (ETP). The electron
multiplier output is sent to a fast amplifier/discriminator (EG&G/Ortec), and the
resulting pulses are acquired by PC-operated multichannel scalar hardware.
To eject an electron from the metal surface of the SEELEM detector, an excited
molecule must have a vertical electronic excitation energy larger than the work func-
tion of the metal. In this study, a gold surface was used, with a work function of
approximately 5.1 eV. Among the low-lying electronically excited states of acetylene,
only S 1 and T3 have sufficient energy to be detectable on gold.
5.3 Results
The spectra in this study were collected using two double resonance strategies: a
survey method and an "individual line" method. In the survey method, the IR laser
was tuned to the Q-branch head of the v" + v" level in the ground electronic state.
The Q-branch of this band is very compact, and the incoherent linewidth of the IR
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laser is sufficient to excite the rotational levels J = If - 5f at a single laser frequency.
From the f-symmetry rotational levels populated in the first excitation step, Q-branch
transitions in the UV are permitted to the 3341 K'= 0 sublevel, and P or R-branch
transitions are permitted to the 3361 K'= 0 sublevel. A diagram of the energy levels
and the allowed transitions is shown in Figure 5-1.
In the individual line method, the IR laser was tuned to individual lines in the P
or R-branch of the v" + v" level in the ground electronic state. Using this strategy,
only a single e-symmetry rotational level of v" + v" is populated by the IR laser at
a given frequency. From the intermediate state, only a single Q-branch transition to
the 3361 K'= 0 sublevel of the A 1A, state is permitted in the UV. The 3341 K'= 0
sublevel of the A 1A, state is accessible through P or R-branch transitions from the
intermediate state, as shown in Figure 5-1.
Figures 5-2-5-6 show the simultaneously recorded SEELEM (plotted upward) and
LIF (plotted downward) spectra of the J' = 1 - 5 rotational levels of A 1A 3361 K'= 1,
recorded using the individual line method. The SEELEM:LIF intensity ratio was on
the same order of magnitude as that of the 33 K'= 1 sublevel, reported previously [85].
Figures 5-2-5-6 each contain a magnified view of the SEELEM spectrum, showing a
large number of transitions to long-lived eigenstates over each energy range scanned
by our UV laser. Unlike previous experiments, each spectrum in Figures 5-2-5-6
contains eigenstates belonging to only one value of the rotational quantum number,
J'. Using the individual line double resonance method, the full envelope of metastable
eigenstates drawing intensity from each singlet basis state is viewed without overlap
from neighboring J' transitions.
The LIF spectra in Figures 5-2-5-6 are integrated in two time regions: an early
time window (0.5T, - 27,, solid trace) and a delayed time window (107, - 18T7, dashed
trace). The quantity - is the characteristic fluorescence lifetime of the A 1A, state,
determined to be 270 ns [94]. Line splittings are resolved in the early and delayed LIF
spectra of the J' = 1-4 rotational levels. The frequency separation of the components
in the splittings varies between 0.06 and 0.2 cm - 1. In each figure, the line with greatest
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Figure 5-1: Schematic diagram of the IR-UV double resonance methods used in this
study. In the survey method, the Q(1)-Q(5) transitions terminating in the v"+v" level
of the ground state are pumped at a single IR laser frequency. From the populated
f-symmetry rotational levels, Q-branch transitions in the UV are permitted to the
3341 K'- 0 sublevel, and P or R-branch transitions are permitted to the 3361 K'= 0
sublevel. In the individual line method, a single P or R-branch transition is excited
in the ground state. In this case, e-symmetry levels of v" + v" are excited by the IR
laser, and the selection rules for P, R vs. Q branches in the UV are reversed.
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1AUA Au (au)
lines, appearing with greater intensity in the delayed LIF spectrum, are marked with
dashed indicators.
In the spectra under consideration, all oscillator strength is provided by a single,
optically bright S1 basis state. Optically dark basis states, triplet in character, may
mix with the bright state by spin-orbit interaction, according to the selection rule
AJ = 0. The fluorescence lifetime of the resultant eigenstates is inversely proportional
to the fractional S1 electronic character, as detailed in Chapter 4, Section 2. The
eigenstate that has the largest amount of fractional S1 character is labeled as the
nominal bright state. This eigenstate has the shortest lifetime among the ensemble of
mixed eigenstates. Levels with less fractional S1 character have longer lifetimes and
greater intensity in the delayed LIF spectrum, relative to the early LIF spectrum.
Consequently, for each spectrum we label the single highest-intensity line in the early
LIF channel with a solid marker, indicating its status as the nominal bright state.
The spectrum of the J' = 0 rotational level of 3361 K'= 0 cannot be recorded
using the individual line double resonance method, since the method permits only
Q-branch transitions to appear in the UV spectrum, and Q(0) transitions are strictly
forbidden. Instead, the spectrum of 3361 K'= 0 J' = 0 was recorded in the region
of the P(1) transition by the survey method, using two relative polarization geome-
tries for the IR and UV laser beams. Because selection rules for Mj make the P(1)
transition forbidden in one geometry, a "baseline" spectrum can be recorded in the
region of the P(1) transition, and J' = 0 levels can be distinguished from neighboring
J' = 1 levels. To evaluate the Mj selection rules for the two-step excitation, we
choose to adopt a laboratory-fixed axis system where the z-axis is the polarization
axis of the IR laser, and the y-axis is the direction of the colinear IR and UV laser
propagation. The reader is free to choose another laboratory-fixed axis system under
which to evaluate the selection rules. The Mj selection rules are equally valid for
all orientations of the laboratory-fixed axes; our choice is determined by convenience
and ease of explanation.
When the colinear IR and UV beams are perpedicularly polarized, the P(1) transi-
tion, terminating on J' = 0, is permitted in the UV. The IR excitation step proceeds
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Figure 5-2: Simultaneously recorded SEELEM (upper trace) and LIF (lower trace)
spectra of the 3361 K'= 0 sublevel of the A 1A, state of C2H2. The P(2) line of the
X 1 E v" +v" level is used as an intermediate state in the experiment, so only the Q(1)
line is observed , according to Figure 5-1. The LIF spectrum is integrated in two time
regions: an early time window (0.5T, - 2-,, solid trace) and a delayed time window
(107, - 18,r, dashed trace). Two additional lines, labeled with dashed markers,
are observed in the delayed LIF spectrum on either side of the nominally singlet
eigenstate. The intensity envelope of the delayed LIF spectrum closely resembles
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Figure 5-3: Simultaneously recorded SEELEM (upper trace) and LIF (lower trace)
spectra of the 3361 K'= 0 sublevel of the A 'A, state of C2H2. The P(3) line of
the X 'E+ v" + v" level is used as an intermediate state in the experiment, so only
the Q(2) line is observed , according to Figure 5-1. The LIF spectrum is integrated
in two time regions: an early time window (0.57T - 2T5, solid trace) and a delayed
time window (107 - 18T7, dashed trace). A line splitting of - 2 cm - 1 is observed in
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Figure 5-4: Simultaneously recorded SEELEM (upper trace) and LIF (lower trace)
spectra of the 3361 K'= 0 sublevel of the A 'A, state of C2H2. The P(4) line of the
X 1 9 v3 +v" level is used as an intermediate state in the experiment, so only the Q(3)
line is observed, according to Figure 5-1. The LIF spectrum is integrated in two time
regions: an early time window (0.5 - 2T,, solid trace) and a delayed time window
(10T, - 18rT, dashed trace). The transition at 42038.3 cm-' has a short lifetime, and
belongs to an unassigned singlet sublevel. A small line splitting of less than 0.05 cm 1
is apparent from the shifted peak position in the delayed LIF spectrum relative to
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Figure 5-5: Simultaneously recorded SEELEM (upper trace) and LIF (lower trace)
spectra of the 3361 K'= 0 sublevel of the A 1A, state of C2H 2. The R(3) line of the
X 'E+ v" + v" level is used as an intermediate state in the experiment, so only the
Q(4) line is observed , according to Figure 5-1. The LIF spectrum is integrated in
two time regions: an early time window (0.57T - 2 7T, solid trace) and a delayed time
window (10T - 18T, dashed trace). A line splitting of - 0.2 cm - 1 is observed in
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Figure 5-6: Simultaneously recorded SEELEM (upper trace) and LIF (lower trace)
spectra of the 3361 K'= 0 sublevel of the A 'A, state of C2H2. The R(4) line of
the X 'E v" + v" level is used as an intermediate state in the experiment, so only
the Q(5) line is observed , according to Figure 5-1. The LIF spectrum is integrated
in two time regions: an early time window (0.5r, - 27,, solid trace) and a delayed
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according to the selection rule AMj = 0. Magnetic sublevels in the intermediate
state with Mj = 1 are populated from Mj = 1 sublevels of the ground state. In the
second excitation step, when the UV laser beam is perpedicularly polarized relative
to the IR beam, AMj = ±1 transitions are permitted to the upper state J' = 0
rotational level, which has only one Mj component, Mj = 0. Figure 5-7 illustrates
the permitted transitions among Mj sublevels as solid arrows.
When the colinear IR and UV laser beams are polarized in parallel, the selection
rules for AMj do not allow any transitions that terminate in the upper state J' = 0
rotational level. Since the IR and UV beams are both linearly polarized along the
z-axis, AMj = 0 in the IR and UV excitation steps. The upper state has no sublevels
with Mj = ±1, so transitions beginning in the Mj = ±1 sublevels of the ground state
cannot occur to the excited state. A two-step excitation could possibly terminate in
the Mj = 0 level of the excited state, if it were to start from M = 0 in the ground
state. However, such a transition is forbidden in the first step, according to the
selection rule that Mj = 0 ++ Mj = 0 for AJ = 0 (Q-branch) tansitions [47]. The
forbidden transition is illustrated with dashed arrows in Figure 5-7.
Simultaneously recorded SEELEM/LIF spectra in the region of the 3361 K'= 0
P(1) transition are shown in Figure 5-8, for perpendicular (solid trace) and parallel
(dashed trace) laser polarization. Since the transition to J' = 0 is forbidden in the
parallel geometry, the dashed trace serves as a null spectrum in this region. At UV
frequencies between 42036.0 and 42041.3 cm - 1, essentially all peaks in the SEELEM
spectrum are due to intensity borrowing from the J' = 0 level of 3361 K'= 0. This
particular region is shown with more detail in Figure 5-9. The delayed LIF spectrum
is also included as a dashed trace in this figure. A line splitting is resolved in the
delayed LIF spectrum, with the long-lifetime component lying to higher frequency.
The SEELEM/LIF spectrum of 3341 K'= 0, recorded by the survey method, is
shown in Figure 5-10. The LIF spectrum is integrated in both early (0.57, - 27,, solid
trace) and delayed (10T, - 187T, dashed trace) time windows. Due to saturation of
the photomultiplier tube at early time intervals, the early LIF spectrum shown in the
figure was recorded and calibrated in a separate scan. The delayed LIF spectrum and
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Figure 5-7: Diagram of transitions among M sublevels terminating in the J' =
0 rotational level of 3361 K'= 0. When the IR and UV lasers are polarized in a
perpendicular geometry, transitions terminating in the J' = 0 rotational level of the
excited state are permitted according to the selection rules AMj = 0 (first step),
AMj = ±1 (second step). When the IR and UV lasers are polarized in a parallel
geometry, transitions terminating in the J' = 0 rotational level of the excited state
are forbidden according to the selection rule Mj = 0 , Mj = 0 when AJ = 0.
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Figure 5-8: Simultaneously recorded SEELEM (upper trace) and LIF (lower trace)
spectra of the 3361 K'= 0 sublevel of the A 1A, state of C2H 2 . The Q-branch of the
X IE + v" + v4" level is used as an intermediate transition in the experiment. As a
result, P- and R-branch lines are observed into the upper state, according to Figure
5-1. The P(1) transition to the upper state is forbidden in a parallel IR-UV laser
polarization geometry. A spectrum recorded with this laser geometry is shown as a
dashed line. Lines appearing unambiguously in the SEELEM spectrum are indicated
by solid arrows. Lines indicated by dashed arrows are more uncertain.
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Figure 5-9: Simultaneously recorded SEELEM (upper trace) and LIF (lower trace)
spectra of the 3361 K'= 0 sublevel of the A 'A, state of C2H 2 . The Q-branch of the
X 'E + v" + v"' level is used as an intermediate transition in the experiment. As a
result, P- and R-branch lines are observed into the upper state, according to Figure
5-1. The LIF spectrum is integrated in two time regions: an early time window
(0.57, - 2T7, solid trace) and a delayed time window (10T, - 187,, dashed trace). A
line splitting of - 2 cm- 1 is observed in the LIF spectrum, with the longer-lifetime
(nominally triplet) component located at higher energy.
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the SEELEM spectrum were recorded simultaneously. The integrated SEELEM:LIF
intensity ratio is observed to be on the same order of magnitude as that of the 3361
K'= 0 level.
Line splittings appear in the delayed LIF spectrum of every transition to the 3341
K'= 0 sublevel. The splittings span a frequency range of 0.06 - 0.3 cm-'. The average
frequency difference between components of the same J' is slightly larger than that
of 3361 K'= 0, and in general the splittings are more pronounced in the early LIF
spectrum. Presumably the line splittings in 3341 K'= 0 were too small to be detected
by Mizoguchi and coworkers, who recorded and assigned the LIF spectrum of this level
previously, and cite a UV laser resolution of 0.1 cm - 1 [87]. Line splittings reported in
that reference, observed in another sublevel, are an order of magnitude larger than
those observed in this spectrum.
The line splitting in Q(1) could not be assigned directly from the survey spectrum,
because the long-lifetime component appears at a frequency halfway between the Q(1)
and Q(2) transitions. To assign the long-lifetime component, the spectrum of the P(2)
transition in 3341 K'= 0 was recorded using the individual line method, via the P(3)
transition from the ground state. This spectrum is shown in Figure 5-11. A line
splitting of -0.2 cm - 1 is observed in the LIF spectrum, confirming the assignment of
the long-lifetime component in Q(1) (Figure 5-10).
5.4 Analysis
5.4.1 LIF Spectrum:
Characterization of mediating T3 levels
Line splittings on the order of 0.2 cm - 1 were observed in the LIF spectrum of both
S 1 sublevels, 3361 K'= 0 and 3341 K'= 0. Because the extra lines appear with greater
intensity in the delayed LIF spectrum relative to the early LIF spectrum, they are
attributed to mixing between the S1 sublevel and nearby triplet levels. Three triplet
electronic states are energetically accessible: TI, T 2, and T3 . According to the doorway
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Figure 5-10: Simultaneously recorded SEELEM (upper trace) and LIF (lower trace)
spectra of the 3 41 K'= 0 sublevel of the A 1A, state of C2H2. The Q-branch of the
X 1E v"+v" level is used as an intermediate transition in the experiment. As a result,
Q-branch lines are observed into the upper state, according to Figure 5-1. The LIF
spectrum is integrated in two time regions: an early time window (0.57, - 2T,, solid
trace) and a delayed time window (107, - 187,, dashed trace). Line splittings ranging
from 0.06 to 0.3 cm - 1 are observed in the delayed LIF spectrum of all rotational lines.
With one exception, the longer-lifetime (nominally triplet) components are located
at lower energy than the shortest-lifetime (nominally singlet) component.
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Figure 5-11: Simultaneously recorded SEELEM (upper trace) and LIF (lower trace)
spectra of the 3341 K'= 0 sublevel of the A 'A, state of C2H 2. The P(3) line of the
X 'E+ v" + v" level is used as an intermediate state in the experiment, so only the
P(2) line is observed into the upper state, according to Figure 5-1. The LIF spectrum
is integrated in two time regions: an early time window (0.57, - 2-7, solid trace) and
a delayed time window (10T7 - 18Ts, dashed trace). A line splitting of -0.2 cm- 1 is
observed in the delayed fluorescence, confirming the assignment of the low-energy
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model for acetylene, mixing between Si levels and the manifold of T1, 2 triplet levels is
mediated by specific vibrational levels of the T3 electronic state [41, 39, 37, 55, 4, 85].
The average vibrational level spacing of T3 is on the order of 10 cm- 1, similar to
that of S1 [122]. In the majority of cases, the T3 levels, which mediate S 1 - T1,2
mixing, do not appear in the spectrum of an S1 transition. However, a spectrum
may still contain signatures of remote T3 doorway levels (S 1 - T3 energy separation
greater than 2 cm-1), primarily as a result of the J'-dependence of S1 - T3 energy
denominators. Four examples of this behavior are discussed in Chapter 4.
An analysis of the early vs. delayed LIF spectrum is our primary tool for charac-
terizing such distant doorway states. In Chapter 4.3, it was shown that a remote T3
doorway level may give rise to a dependence of the LIF center of gravity,
Eave = /E x It(E) dE, (5.1)
on time delay, t. This effect results from drastically shorter fluorescence lifetime for
the nominal S1 eigenstate relative to the cluster of nearby, nominally triplet eigen-
states. The contrast in fluorescence liftimes leads to changes in relative fluorescence
intensity from different eigenstates as a function of time: at early times, the center of
gravity is dominated by the nominal S1 state, while at longer delay times, the center
of gravity is dominated by nominally triplet eigenstates. However, if the nominal
Si eigenstate acquires more triplet character, the contrast in fluorescence lifetimes is
reduced, deceasing the rate of change in center of gravity vs. time delay.
The relatively large line splittings observed in the spectrum of 3361 K'= 0 and
3341 K'= 0 levels indicate that nominal Si eigenstates in these levels are appreciably
singlet-triplet mixed. To make matters more complicated, the LIF spectra in this
experiment suffer from some saturation of the fluorescence signal at early time delays,
when the relative fluorescence intensity of the nominal S1 state is at a maximum. We
are thus precluded from using the center of gravity vs. time as a diagnostic of the
relative T3 doorway energy, as we were able to do with the spectrum of 33 K'= 2,
Chapter 4.5.4.
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We rely, instead, on the positions and relative intensities of resolved, long-lifetime
lines as indicators of the relative T3 doorway state energy. In the spectrum of 3341 K'=
0, all long-lived components are redshifted from the energy of the nominal S1 state,
with one exception. The exception, occurring in the Q(3) transition, warrants further
examination. The two observed line splittings, indicated in Figure 5-10 by dashed
frequency markers, have frequencies of approximately +0.1 and -0.2 cm -1 relative
to the nominal S 1 state (solid frequency marker). The intensities of both nominal
triplet components are roughly equivalent in the delayed LIF spectrum, indicating
that the fractional S1 character of both states is approximately equal.
The ratio of fractional Si character may be used to estimate the relative matrix
elements for the two levels involved in the line splitting. Indirect mixing between S1
and T1,2 levels can be evaluated by working in a mixed Si - T3 basis, described in
Chapter 2.2.1. In the mixed basis, the S1 - T3 spin-orbit interaction is prediagonal-
ized, resulting in a doorway-mixed Si state, |1), and an Si-mixed doorway state, IC).
Following Chapter 2, the ratio of S1 and T3 amplitudes in is) is determined by the
mixing angle a between the pure S1 basis state, Is), and the Ta doorway, [t):
sg = (1- a 2)1/2 IS) +a i). (5.2)
The basis states are defined such that a 2 < 0.5. The fractional S1 character of a
nominal T1,2 eigenstate, im), may be evaluated using perturbation theory:
(m Is)12 = 2(1 a2)H2 { 1 1+E }2SAEm + A Emi (5.3)1Eg
2 2) m E2 -
The approximate expression applies to remote doorway states, where the energy sep-
aration AEm is much smaller than the energy separation AEm 
.
Both triplet components observed in the vicinity of the Q(3) transition interact
with the same mixed-S 1 basis state, so the s, f mixing angle a is identical for both
components, and (mis)|2 oc Hm/AE . In Chapter 3 we showed that a doorway-
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mediated effective Hamiltonian with one doorway state contains no interference path-
ways, and as a result, the phases of all matrix elements may be taken to be real and
positive. According to this property, the relative magnitudes of the matrix elements,
Hem, for two triplet levels that appear in the delayed LIF spectrum of the same S1
transition may be determined using the expression
Hm cx AE I(ms) 2  (5.4)
For the Q(3) transition of 3341 K'= 0, the component that appears at lower frequency
must have approximately twice the matrix element with the doorway state as the
component that appears at higher frequency.
The pattern of line splittings is reversed in the delayed LIF spectrum of 3361
K'= 0, shown in Figures 5-2-5-6 and Figure 5-9. For this sublevel, all observed
line splittings in the delayed LIF spectrum are blueshifted from the frequency of
the transition into the nominal S1 state, with one exception. This exception occurs
in the Q(1) transition, shown in Figure 5-2. Two additional lines are observed in
the delayed LIF spectrum, at frequencies of approximately +0.10 and -0.18 cm - 1,
relative to the frequency of the nominal S, eigenstate. The ratio of line intensities
(blueshifted:redshifted) is approximately 2:1 in the delayed LIF spectrum, indicating
that the fractional S1 character of the higher frequency state is approximately twice
as large as that of the lower frequency state. The ratio of matrix elements Hm
may be determined in the same manner as previously. For this transition, the state
that appears at higher frequency must have a matrix element with the doorway state
approximately 0.78 times as large as that of the state that appears at lower frequency.
With the one exception just outlined, we find that the long-lived states observed in
the LIF spectrum of 3361 K'= 0 are blueshifted relative to the nominal S1 state energy.
The S1 - T3 mixing angle, a, is determined by the matrix element and energy
separation between the bright state and the doorway state,
S H= (5.5)
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The matrix element, Hse, can be estimated from the variance of the LIF spectrum.
In Chapter 3, we showed that, for a doorway-mediated Hamiltonian, the variance of
the integrated LIF spectrum,
= (E - E) 2 x I(E)dE, (5.6)
is equal to the squared matrix element between the bright state and the doorway
state. Consequently, the S1 - T3 matrix element may be determined by taking the
square root of the variance,
Hse = /LIF, (5.7)
under the condition that all LIF intensity supplied by the bright state is observed in
the spectrum. When the doorway level is not observed in the spectrum, this condition
is not met, but the variance of the LIF spectrum will certainly be smaller than the
variance calculated when the doorway level is included. Therefore, in the event that
the doorway is not observed in the spectrum, the variance of the LIF spectrum may
be used as a lower bound estimate for Hs.
The approximate lower bound for the matrix element, Hse, was determined from
the variance of each LIF transition, calculated from the integrated (0.5T, - 18T7) LIF
spectrum. Our results are summarized in Table 5.1. The average lower bound values
of Hse for the 3361 K'= 0 and 3341 K'= 0 sublevels are on the order of 0.1 cm - 1 . To
make a comparison, the matrix element for the local T3 doorway level (AEse < 0.3
cm - 1 ) observed in S1 33 K'= 1 was determined to be approximately 0.1 cm - 1 [85].
However, no local doorway state is observed in the 3361 K'= 0 and 3341 K'= 0
sublevels, so AEY > 2 cm - 1. This indicates that the Si - T3 matrix elements for
the 3361 K'= 0 and 3341 K'= 0 sublevels must be larger than that observed for the 33
K'= 1 sublevel.
The observed patterns of splitting indicate that, if the local singlet-triplet mixing
is mediated by a non-local T3 doorway, the relative energy of the doorway is likely to
be positive for the 3361 K'= 0 sublevel and negative for the 3341 K'= 0 sublevel. This
places both T3 doorway states at a total energy between 45937.8 cm - 1 and 46017.57
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Table 5.1: Variance of the integrated LIF spectrum for each transition observed in
the S 1 3341 K'= 0 and 3361 K'= 0 sublevels. The quantity Va-LIF is a lower bound
for the S1 c T3 doorway matrix element, He. Also shown is the time-integrated
center of gravity for each transition, Eave, as well as the integration region used in
the analysis. All values are in units of cm - 1.
Eave oLIF Integration region
3361 K'=0
P(1) 42038.24 0.097 42037.85-42038.60
Q(1) 42040.35 0.118 42039.50-42041.00
Q(2) 42039.84 0.089 42039.20-42040.50
Q(3) 42039.14 0.085 42038.50-42039.50
Q(4) 42038.15 0.083 42037.50-42038.80
Q(5) 42036.93 0.095 42036.50-42037.50
3341 K'=0
Q(1) 42118.99 0.106 42118.76-42119.29
Q(2) 42118.61 0.071 42118.36-42118.77
Q(3) 42118.09 0.088 42117.74-42118.33
Q(4) 42117.37 0.080 42117.00-42117.70
Q(5) 42116.49 0.094 42116.13-42116.80
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cm - 1. The 3341 K'= 0 and 3361 K'= 0 sublevels are separated by about 80 cm - 1 in
total energy. The spin-orbit matrix element between either of these S1 sublevels and
a T3 doorway state is on the order of 1 cm - 1. If 3361 K'= 0 and 3341 K'= 0 were
to mix primarily with the same doorway state, the energy denominator would be at
least 40 cm -1 , and the S1 - T3 mixing angle would be limited to al < 0.025.
A brief discussion of selection rules for spin-orbit perturbations lends some insight
as to the possible identity of candidate T3 doorway levels. Selection rules for spin-orbit
perturbations in polyatomic molecules are given by Stevens and Brand, and have been
reformulated by other authors [115, 53, 40]. The total first-order spin-orbit matrix
element between rovibrational states of S1 and T3 is the product of three factors: an
electronic spin-orbit matrix element, a vibrational overlap factor, and a rotational
factor arising from angular momentum coupling. Spin-orbit matrix elements follow
the rotational selection rules AJ = 0 and AP = 0, where P is the projection of J on
the top axis (a-axis) of the molecule [52]. In Hund's case (b), the quantum number
P is mixed among several states with different values of K, leading to the case (b)
selection rule AK = 0, ±1 [52, 115].
We express selection rules for spin-orbit perturbations in the molecular symmetry
group of the T3 state, C2, rather than the symmetry group of S1, C2h. The correspon-
dence between the C2h and C2 symmetry groups can be made by simply removing all
g/u labels from C2h irreducible representations. One potential complication arises,
due to the possible reversal of the b and c inertial axes of a near-prolate top in C2
symmetry. However, the vibration-rotation spin-orbit matrix elements are the same
for both cases, because the symmetry axis of twofold rotation remains perpendicular
to the inertial a-axis, regardless of the relative orientation of the b and c axes [52].
The three molecule-fixed spin functions, F,, transform as rotations in the molec-
ular symmetry group [52, 115]. The symmetries of these functions, r,(Ja), Fa(Jb),
and F,(Je), determine the selection rules for AK. Mixing according to AK = 0 is
permitted when the vibronic symmetry of the SI and T3 levels transforms as a ro-
tation about the top axis (a-axis), evFs xev FT = F,(Ja) [115]. In the C2 molecular
symmetry group, a rotation about the a-axis is of species B [18].
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Table 5.2: Spin-orbit perturbation selection rules between the S1 3341, 3361 vibrational
levels and vibrational levels of the T3 electronic state. Matrix elements for spin-orbit
interaction may be nonzero when the vibronic symmetry of the singlet and triplet
levels transforms as the appropriate molecule-fixed spin function, F. When AK = 0,
singlet sublevels may only mix with T3 sublevels of the same vibrational symmetry.
The restriction is lifted when AK = 1.
S1 Level 'Fs e"Fs Fr AK VrT
3361 b 1B B 0 b
A,B ±1 a,b
3341 a 1A B 0 a
A, B ±1 a, b
C2 symmetry, eFT = 3B
Taking into account the electronic symmetry of the T3 state and the vibronic
symmetry of the Si 3361 and 3341 levels, the vibrational symmetry of an admixed T3
sublevel may be inferred. Table 5.2 shows the relevant spin and vibronic symmetries
necessary to determine the T3 vibrational symmetry. We introduce the subscripted
quantum numbers KT and Ks to denote the value of K for the singlet (Si) and
triplet (T3 ) vibronic sublevels of interest. A sublevel with KT = 0 must have a
vibrational symmetry of b to mix with S1 3'61 Ks = 0. Conversely, to mix with S1
3341 Ks = 0, a KT = 0 sublevel must have a vibrational symmetry of a. Therefore,
a KT = 0 sublevel may mix with either 3361 and 3341 Ks = 0, but not both. Mixing
according to AK = 0 is permitted when the vibronic symmetry of the Si and T3
levels transforms as a rotation about the b or c axes, evFs xev" T D Fo(Jb) or Fa(Jc)
[115]. Thus, a KT = 1 vibrational sublevel of any symmetry may mix with a Ks = 0
sublevel of any symmetry.
The rotational factors for spin-orbit matrix elements are approximately indepen-
dent of J'. However, as discussed in Chapter 4, the relative phases of rotational
factors between two sublevels of the same vibrational level may result in interference
effects. Figure 5-12 shows the magnitudes and relative phases of the rotational factors
for spin-orbit matrix elements. The energy separation between KT = 0 and KT = 1
sublevels of the same T3 vibrational level is on the order of 15-20 cm - 1 [122]. The
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Figure 5-12: Rotational factors of spin-orbit matrix elements between rovibrational
levels of the S1 and T3 electronic states, where Ks=O. A Ks=O level may mix with
T3 levels with KT = 0, 1. Spin orbit perturbations are forbidden according to parity
when AK = AN = 0.














total spin-orbit matrix element between vibrational levels of S1 and T3 may be as
large as approximately 1 cm-' [122]. To mix appreciably with both KT = 0 and 1
sublevels of the same T3 vibration, a sublevel of S1 must have a total energy which is
midway between the K' = 0 and K' = 1 triplet sublevels.
The nonzero rotational factors for spin-orbit matrix elements are illustrated on
energy level diagrams in Figure 5-13 for KT = 0 sublevels, and in Figure 5-14 for
KT = 1 sublevels. Figure 5-13 shows that the 3361 and 3341 Ks = 0 sublevels may
only mix with KT = 0 sublevels of the same vibrational symmetry. Mixing with the
F2 component of a KT = 0 sublevel is forbidden, because the triplet rotational level is
of opposite parity. Figure 5-14 illustrates that triplet sublevels with KT = 1 contain
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0 -1
-(-........... .....BIDDEN) 0 -1
(FORBIDDEN) 0 0
Table 5.3: The vibrational normal modes of the S 1 and T3 electronic states. The mode
number of the torsional mode is changed in T3 relative to S1, because g/u symmetry
operations are not present in the C2 molecular symmetry group of T3 .
S1
vi (ag) symmetric CH stretch
v2 (ag) CC stretch
v3 (ag) trans-bend
v4 (au) torsion
v5 (ba) antisymmetric CH stretch
v6 (ba) cis-bend
T3
vi (a) symmetric CH stretch
v2 (a) torsion
v3 (a) CC stretch
v4 (a) trans-bend
v5 (b) antisymmetric CH stretch
v6 (b) cis-bend
levels of both parities for each value of J and N, therefore spin-rotation levels of both
parities are available for mixing with a Ks = 0 singlet rotational level.
Having surveyed the vibronic symmetry restrictions and rotational selection rules
for spin-orbit perturbations, we investigate the propensities of vibrational overlap
integrals between vibrational levels of S1 and T3. Harmonic frequencies for the T3
electronic surface have been reported by Bryan Wong, who carried out a high-level ab
initio calculation of the S1 and T3 electronic surfaces [136]. A significant challenge in
that work was the diabatization of the T2 and T3 electronic surfaces along two strongly
coupled modes, the antisymmetric CH stretch and the cis-bend [122]. The vibrational
modes of S1 and T3 are numbered differently, since the equilibrium geometry of the
T3 electronic state has C2 symmetry. The vibrations of both electronic states are
identified in Table 5.3. The frequency of the T3 torsional vibration, v2, is twice as
large as the corresponding S1 vibration, v4. Conversely, the frequencies of the T3
trans and cis-bending vibrations, v4 and v6, are significantly smaller than those in
S1.
Using the results of this ab initio calculation, Thom and coworkers reported vibra-
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Figure 5-13: Diagram of spin-orbit rotational selection rules between the S1 3341,3361 K'= 0 sublevels and T3 sublevels with KT = 0. When KT = Ks = 0, each
singlet sublevel may only mix with zero-order triplet sublevels of the same vibrational
symmetry.
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Figure 5-14: Diagram of spin-orbit rotational selection rules between the S1 3341,
3361 K'= 0 sublevels and T3 sublevels with KT = 1. In this case, the singlet sublevels













tional overlap integrals between S 1 3v 3 and nearby levels of T3 [122]. The harmonic
approximation of Sharp and Rosenstock was used to calculate the overlap integrals,
which is sufficiently accuate to give a general idea of the magnitude of vibrational
overlap [104]. Using the programs published by Bryan Wong in his thesis, we have
carried out an identical calculation for the S 1 3v 3 + v4 and 3v3 + v6 levels [136]. Our
results are summarized in Tables 5.4 and 5.5.
For both S 1 levels, we find at least one vibrational level of T3 within 300 cm - 1 that
has an extremely large (- 0.1) overlap integral. When levels with the largest absolute
overlap integrals are considered, we observe that both the T 3 trans-bending vibration
(v4) and torsional vibration (v2) are observed to promote vibrational overlap with
S1 3v3 + v4 . For S1 3v3 + v6, the T3 levels with the five largest absolute vibrational
overlap integrals contain quanta in both the trans and cis-bending vibrations (v4 and
V6).
Although specific T3 doorway levels cannot be identified from our spectra, the
relative energy of T3 doorways is determined from line splittings that appear in the
delayed LIF spectra of S1 3361 K'= 0 and 3341 K'= 0. The magnitudes of the spin-orbit
matrix element between the S, level and the doorway level are estimated from the
variance of the LIF spectrum. Additionally, the allowed vibrational symmetries of T3
doorway states are discussed above in terms of spin-orbit selection rules for AK. To
investigate the possible identity of T3 doorway levels, we use the previously reported
programs of Bryan Wong to calculate vibrational overlap integrals. The vibrational
overlap integral calculations indicate that the T3 trans-bending vibration (v4) and
torsional vibration (v2) both separately have a propensity to increase vibrational
overlap with S, 3v 3 + v4, while a combination of the T3 trans and cis-bending (v6)
vibrations is observed to increase vibrational overlap with S1 3v 3 + v6 .
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Table 5.4: Calculated vibrational overlap integrals between S 1 3v 3 + v4 and levels of
diabatized T3 within an energy separation of 300 cm- 1. The energies and vibrational
overlap integrals are calculated in the harmonic approximation, according to the
methods outlined by Thom and coworkers [122]. Integrals with an absolute magnitude
of less than 1 x 10-6 are not shown, including those that are zero by symmetry. The
five vibrational levels of T3 with the largest absolute vibrational overlap integrals are
marked with a (>). One T3 level, containing 6 quanta of the trans-bending vibration
(v4), is calculated to have an extremely large vibrational overlap integral (- 0.1) with
S1 3v 3 + v4 . Overall, the T3 trans-bending vibration and torsional vibration (v 2 ) are
observed to promote vibrational overlap. The mean and median of the absolute values
of the T3 vibrational overlap integrals for S1 3v 3 + v4 are shown below the table.
T 3 vibrational level E - E(S 3v 3 + v 4 ) (cm - ')
VI + V 4
> 2v 2 + v 4
> 6v4
10v6
v 2 + 6v6
vi + 2v 6
v 3 + 4v4
2v 2 + 2v 6
5v 4 + 2v 6
v 4 + V5 + V6
2v 3 + 2v 4
V3 + 3v4 + 2v6
S4v 4 + 4v6
V5 + 3v 6
3v3
> v2 + 4v4
2v3 + V4 + 2v 6
V3 + 2v4 + 4v6
3v 4 + 6v 6
> 2 + 3 + 2v 4
v2 + 3v4 + 2V6
2v3 + 4v 6
v3 + v4 + 6v 6


















































Mean overlap integral (abs. val.):




Table 5.5: Calculated vibrational overlap integrals between S1 3v 3 + v6 and levels of
diabatized T3 within an energy separation of 300 cm - 1. The energies and vibrational
overlap integrals are calculated in the harmonic approximation, according to the
methods outlined by Thom and coworkers [122]. Integrals with an absolute magnitude
of less than 1 x 10-6 are not shown, including those that are zero by symmetry. The
five vibrational levels of T3 with the largest absolute vibrational overlap integrals are
marked with a (>). One T3 level, containing 3 quanta of the trans-bending vibration
(v4) and one quantum of the cis-bending vibration (v6), is calculated to have an
extremely large vibrational overlap integral (- 0.2) with S1 3v 3 + v6 . All five T3
levels with the largest absolute vibrational overlap factors contain a combination of
the T3 trans and cis-bending vibrations (v4 and v6 ). The mean and median of the
absolute values of the vibrational overlap integrals for S1 3v3 + v6 are larger than
those for Si 3v3 + v4 by less than a factor of two.
T3 vibrational level E - E(S1 3v 3 + v6) (cm- 1 ) Overlap integral
> v2 + 3v4 + v 6  -281 -0.21
2v3 + 3v6  -248 0.0007
v 3 + v4 + 5v6  -212 0.0085
2v 4 + 7v 6  -175 0.010
V2 + V 3 + V4 + V6  -175 -0.040
v2 + 2v 4 + 3v 6  -139 -0.039
v3 + 7v6  -69 0.0007
v4 + 9v6  -33 0.0039
V2 + V3 + 3V6  -33 -0.0025
v2 + v4 + 5V6  3 -0.017
v1 + v4 + V6  12 -0.0039
> 2v2 + v4 + V6  40 0.057
> 6v 4 + v6  52 -0.084
2v 4 + v 5  78 -0.027
11v6  109 0.0005
v2 + 7v6  146 -0.0015
vi + 3v6  154 -0.0006
> v3 + 4v4 + v 6  157 0.090
2v 2 + 3v 6  182 0.0040
v3 + v5  184 -0.0018
5v4 + 3v6  194 0.0095
v4 + v5 + 2v 6  220 0.0085
2v3 + 2v 4 + V6  263 -0.0061
> v3 + 3v4 + 3v 6  299 -0.051
Mean overlap integral (abs. val.): 0.028
Median overlap integral (abs. val.): 0.0085
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5.4.2 SEELEM Spectrum:
Characterization of the local manifold of T1,2 levels
The SEELEM spectrum shows the distribution of nominal T1,2 eigenstates that have
approximately 0.25% fractional S 1 character. This specificity in SEELEM detection
probability, discussed in Chapter 4.3.1, arises from the competing effects of excitation
probability, electron ejection probability and survival probability. When the T3 door-
way level is energetically distant (AE > 1 cm-1), the envelope of SEELEM-detectable
states is not expected to exhibit large interference effects, as observed in S 1 33 K'= 1.
Interference effects in the SEELEM spectrum result from a cross term in the equation
for SEELEM detection probability, described in Chapter 2.3.3.
Levels of the T and T2 electronic states are observed to be extensively mixed
in this energy region, evidenced by the widely varying Lande g-factors observed in
Zeeman Anticrossing (ZAC) spectra [39]. (Although many of the states observed
in the ZAC experiments are nominally So, the authors rule out extensive So - T1,2
mixing as the underlying cause for the widely varying g-factors. Such mixing would
cause the average g-factor to be approximately zero as discussed in Section 5.1 of
[39].)
We adopt a simple model, based on the classic work of Bixon and Jortner, to
address T3  T1,2 mixing [11]. Mixing between a bright state and an ensemble of
equally spaced dark states with identical matrix elements results in a Lorentzian
distribution of fractional bright state character, a2. The full width at half maximum
of the distribution is
F = 27rv2 2pm, (5.8)
where v is the bright-dark matrix element (held constant in the model), and Pm is
the density of dark states. Since the S1 level is only indirectly coupled to the manifold
of T1,2 levels, the parameter v in equation 5.8 must be related to the matrix elements
of a doorway-mediated effective Hamiltonian. In equation 5.3, it can be seen that the
effective squared matrix element between a T1,2 level and the S1 level is a2(1 -2)Hm.
When a < 0.25, the product 2(1 - a 2) a2 . The Lorentzian parameter v is thus
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related to the doorway-mediated Hamiltonian model as v 2 a &2Hm
Another challenge is that the SEELEM signal is not proportional to fractional
bright state character. The SEELEM detection probability is a function of fractional
S1 and T3 character, and includes factors for laser excitation, survival probability, and
electron ejection probability [55]. In Chapter 2, we showed that if the doorway state
is remote (AEse > 2 cm-1), the fractional T3 character follows an approximate pro-
portionality to the fractional S1 character. Under these circumstances, the SEELEM
intensity equation simplifies to
PSEELEM O a 4 X exp(-R a2), (5.9)
where R is the ratio of the SEELEM detector flight time (309 ps) to the fluorescence
lifetime of the S1 electronic state (270 ns), approximately equal to 1144 in this study.
The factor of a4 is the product of laser excitation and electron ejection probabili-
ties, and the exponential factor represents the probability that a molecule will not
fluoresce before arriving at the SEELEM detector surface (see Chapter 2, Section
3). The combination of the two factors results in a maximum of SEELEM detection
probability when the fractional S1 character is approximately 2/Rm, 0.0017, less
than one percent.
On the outer edge of the SEELEM intensity distribution, we assume that the
fractional S, character of the SEELEM-detectable eigenstates approaches zero. In
this limit, the SEELEM detection probability is dominated by the polynomial factor,
and is proportional to the fractional bright state character squared. Surprisingly,
this causes a narrowing effect on the outer edge of the SEELEM intensity distri-
bution, relative to the Lorentzian distribution of fractional bright state character.
The fundamental cause of this effect is the sampling of a non-time-integrated inten-
sity. Because the SEELEM detector samples the population of metastable molecules
only at a particular time, the normalization conditions for conservation of fractional
bright state character result in a squared Lorentzian distribution. The full width
of a squared Lorentzian distribution is approximately 0.64 times the full width of a
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standard Lorentzian.
The SEELEM spectra recorded with the individual line method were fit to Lorentzian
envelopes. To carry out the fit, the SEELEM spectrum was first smoothed to ap-
proximately twice the average level spacing, using a Hamming window function for
convolution. A Lorentzian profile was fit to the smoothed spectrum using a non-linear
least-squares regression. Figure 5-15 shows the best-fit Lorentzian profiles obtained
for the J' = 1 - 5 rotational levels of 3361 K'= 0. The Lorentzian FWHM, F, varies
between 0.39 and 0.59 cm -1 . From these values, the product v2 pm is determined to
be approximately F/(27r) 1 0.078 cm - .
The density of states is determined by direct count. The simple formula
Pm = (5.10)
was used, where n is the number of lines in the SEELEM spectrum, and AE is the
energy difference between the lowest and highest energy line. Lines in the SEELEM
spectrum were identified simply by finding local maxima. State densities for the
spectra in Figure 5-15 are listed in Table 5.6. It is likely that a direct count underes-
timates the number of nominal T1,2 eigenstates, since the incoherent laser linewidth
is only a factor of three smaller than the average line spacing. Drabbels and co-
workers reported density of states measurements for the 33 K'= 1 sublevel using a
high-resolution (18 MHz) laser [34]. Their estimates, spanning a smaller frequency
range, exceed our observation by a factor of 1 to 4 times.
From the density of states measurement, we may estimate the parameter v2
(0.0134 cm-1) 2. Following the relation v2  a 2H"2m, we estimate the product aHem
as 0.116 cm - 1. The final formula for this important molecular porperty, according to
the simple model, is
aHem = (5.11)f 2-xr pm
where f is a factor describing the change in the width of the intensity distribution
resulting from a non-time-integrated measurement, described above. According to
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Table 5.6: Estimation of the product aHem from the SEELEM spectra of five tran-
sitions in S1 3361 K'= 0. The quantity a represents the S 1 - T3 mixing angle in a
single doorway-mediated effective Hamiltonian, and the Hem represents the doorway
- T1,2 matrix element (held constant) in a simple statistical coupling model. The fit-
ted Lorentzian width for the SEELEM spectrum, FSEELEM, and the directly-counted
density of T 1,2 states, Pm, are used to determine aHem.
Transition FSEELEM (cm-') Pm (states / cm- 1) aHm (cm-')
Q(1) 0.387 5.66 0.104
Q(2) 0.558 5.66 0.125
Q(3) 0.585 6.24 0.122
Q(4) 0.391 5.66 0.105
Q(5) 0.506 5.93 0.116
0.49(8) 5.8(2) 0.114(8)
this formula, a possible underestimation of the state density would cause the estimate
of aH , to be larger than the true value. Potential narrowing effects caused by the
sampling a non-time-integrated spectrum would cause the estimate of aHem to be
slightly smaller than its true value. Our estimates of aHem are shown in Table 5.6,
for the five transitions in 3361 K'= 1 recorded via the individual line method.
To further examine the properties of the local manifold of nominal T1,2 eigenstates,
a modified reduced term value plot is prepared for the 3361 K'= 0 level of S1 acetylene.
To construct this plot, S, basis state rotational energies were approximated from the
intensity-weighted center of gravity of the early LIF spectrum. The total energy of
each state was reduced by an approximate rotational term energy, 1.04 J'(J' +1). The
resultant S1 rotational energies are shown as large square markers in Figure 5-16. The
energies of nominal triplet T1, 2 levels observed in the SEELEM spectrum are shown
in the plot with small markers.
For each SEELEM transition, a horizontal bar denotes the approximate magnitude
of the matrix element Hem, according to equation 5.4. The total magnitude of the
horizontal bars is normalized separately at each value of J'. The energy spacing
and matrix elements show a remarkable uniformity, in agreement with our proposed
simple model for the T3 - T1, 2 interactions. The conclusions drawn from such a figure
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Figure 5-15: Lorentzian fitting results for the J' = 1 - 5 SEELEM spectra of the
3361 K'= 0 sublevel. The parameter F, equal to the half-width at half-maximum of
the distribution, is proportional to the product of the S1 i T3 mixing angle and the
average T3 ~ T1,2 matrix element. The value of F is given in units of cm
1
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should be treated with caution, however, because nominal T1,2 states with small
matrix elements may be obscured by others with strong intensity in the SEELEM
spectrum. Without a better idea of the intrinsic T3  T1,2 dynamics, we have no way
of knowing what lurks beneath the lines in our SEELEM spectra.
Three dotted lines are superimposed on the figure to serve as guides for the ap-
proximate rotational energy dependence of the three spin components F1, F2 , and
F3 . The reduced term energies of the three triplet components have slopes of approx-
imately -2B, 0, and +2B when plotted against J' (not J'(J' + 1)). For a KT = 1
sublevel, any of the three components may appear, while for a KT = 0 sublevel,
spin-orbit mixing is allowed only with the F or F3 components. The absence of any
apparent rotational structure in the ensemble of SEELEM-detectable states justifies
our statistical treatment of T3 ~ T1,2 mixing. The reader is challenged to find any
series of SEELEM detectable states that fit unambiguously to the slope of the dotted
lines.
The observation of a J' = 0 rotational level in the spectrum of 3361 K'= 0 affords
us a unique opportunity to estimate the local triplet level density. For a triplet
vibrational sublevel with KT = 0 or 1, only a single spin component, F3 , is present
to mix with a J' = 0 singlet. The vibrational symmetry of the triplet is restricted
(FT = b) when KT = 0, but unrestricted when KT = 1 (FT = a or b), thus we expect
to observe that the ratio of KT = 1 sublevels to KT = 0 sublevels is 2:1. (If Coriolis-
induced mixing is complete within the manifold of T1,2 levels, the ratio becomes 1:1,
and the state density is decreased by approximately 24%.) Over an energy range of
approximately 5 cm -1 , we observe approximately 26 total lines in the SEELEM and
LIF spectrum. Of these, one must be subtracted as the nominal S1 bright state. The
25 lines that remain are partitioned among triplets with KT = 0 and 1. Counting only
the expected fraction of those with KT = 1, we are left with 16.6 levels over a range of
5 cm - 1, or an observed triplet level density of PT1,2 = 3.3 per cm - 1. The triplet level
density inferred from this observation is in general agreement with the high-resolution
results of Drabbels and coworkers, who inferred a level density of approximately 4.9
per cm -1 from the highly fractionated LIF spectrum of the 33 K'=1 and 34 K'= 1
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Figure 5-16: Modified reduced term value plot for the 3361 K'=0 level of S1 acetylene.
An approximate term energy 1.04 J'(J' +1) is subrtacted from the total S1 rotational
energies (large markers) and the energies of nominal triplet eigenstates observed in the
SEELEM spectrum (small markers). For each SEELEM-detectable state, a horizontal
bar denotes the relative magnitude of the spin-orbit matrix element Hem. The width
of the horizontal bars is normalized separately for each value of J'. The energy
spacing and matrix elements show a remarkable uniformity, which is expected from
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sublevels [34]. In their observations, any of the three spin components of a triplet
sublevel with either KT = 0, 1 or 2 may appear in the spectrum. It is natural that
their triplet level count should be slightly larger and somewhat more uncertain than
ours.
5.5 Discussion
The SEELEM and LIF spectra of two acetylene SI sublevels, 3361 K'= 0 and 3341
K'= 0, are compared in order to address the effects of the non-symmetric bending
vibrations, v4 and v6 , on S1 " T3 vibrational overlap integrals. The sublevel involving
torsional motion, 3341 K'= 0, is found to have triplet-induced line splittings on the
same order of magnitude as the sublevel involving the antisymmetric in-plane bending
motion, 3361 K'= 0. This result is in contrast to other experimental observations
involving the two motions, which have found perturbations only in levels involving u6
[87, 139]. A measurement of the spectral variance is used to place a lower bound on
the S1 - T3 doorway state matrix element. A lower bound of approximately 0.1 cm - 1
is obtained for both sublevels. To be consistent with the required energy separation
of a distant doorway level from the singlet, the actual Si - T3 matrix element must
be larger than this lower bound.
To address the identity of T3 vibrational sublevels responsible for mediating the
S1 N T 1,2 mixing, we considered the vibronic and rotational selection rules for spin-
orbit perturbations in acteylene. A calculation of vibrational overlap integrals be-
tween S1 and T3, based on recent ab initio calculations of the potential energy sur-
faces, reveals a propensity for particular vibrational modes of T3 to promote overlap
with S1 3v 3 + v4 and 3v 3 + v6 . The T3 trans-bending vibration (v4 ) and torsional
vibration (v2) are found to increase vibrational overlap with S1 3v3 + v4 , while a
combination of the T3 trans and cis-bending (v6 ) vibrations is observed to increase
vibrational overlap with S, 3v3 + v6.
In terms of vibrational overlap and spin-orbit mixing, two questions must be
addressed: where are the relevant stationary phase points at which the vibrational
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overlap integrals accumulate, and are the electronic seams of intersection accessible
at these points? We first consider the S1 3v3 + v6 level. It has been suggested
in the literature that S1 - T3 vibrational overlap may accumulate at a half-linear
turning point geometry [87]. Recent calculations carried out by Josh Baraban indicate
that the S1 3v3 + v6 level has appreciable amplitude in this region of phase space,
particularly in comparison to the S1 3v3 level [8]. The calculation of vibrational
overlap integrals indicates a similar picture for the diabatized T3 surface, where the
critical half-linear geometry is accessible in a combination of the T3 trans (v4 ) and
cis-bending (v6) vibrations. The calculations of Ventura and coworkers indicate that
the seam of S1 - T3 intersection passes through the half-linear region of phase space
at a CCH bending angle of approximately 1400 (linear is 1800, see their figure 5b)
[128]. We conclude that our explanation for the T3 perturbations in S 1 3361 K'= 0 is
in accord with previous research.
The characterization of stationary phase points for the S1 3v3 + v4 level is more
of a challenge. Calculated wavefunctions for S1 are not available along the torsional
coordinate. However, our calculations of T3 vibrational overlap integrals support the
general Franck-Condon argument that excitation in the T3 trans-bending vibration
(v4 ) and torsional vibration (v2) increase the magnitude of vibrational overlap. How-
ever, the seam of S,1 T3 intersection is generally inaccessible along the torsional
coordinate. The ab initio calculations of Ventura and coworkers predict that the
S1 - T3 seam of intersection in the torsional coordinate occurs on the opposite side
of the torsional well from S1 (see their Figure 6), at angles between 90 and 140' [128].
The seam of intersection is most accessible along the torsional coordinate at near-
linear geometries. It should also be noted that the seam of intersection is located at
lower energies along the torsional coordinate.
One possible explanation for the observed mixing in 3341 K'= 0 is that this sublevel
gains T3 character through b-axis Coriolis coupling with the K'= 1 sublevel of 3361
K'= 1. The 3361 K'= 1 sublevel is known to be strongly perturbed by a level of T3 .
The matrix element for b-axis Coriolis interaction between 3341 K'= 0 and 3361 K'= 1
is approximately 1.4 cm - 1. The energy separation between the 3341 K'= 0 level and
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the 3361 K'= 1 sublevel is approximately 42 cm- 1. This leads to a mixing angle of
about 0.03. The observed splitting in 3361 K'= 1 is approximately 1 cm- 1, indicating
what is probably a local T3 perturber with a matrix element of 0.5 cm-'. Coriolis
mixing with 3361 K'= 1 would lead to a second-order spin-orbit interaction with the
T3 perturber on the order of 0.5 x 0.03 = 0.015 cm-1, which is not sufficient to satisfy
the lower bound condition of 0.1 cm - 1for the S1 - T3 matrix element. The observed
spin-orbit matrix element for 3341 K'= 0 cannot be attributed to mixing with the
3361 K'= 1 sublevel.
The technique of IR-UV double resonance excitation allows, in contrast to pre-
vious one-photon studies, the observation of the full SEELEM intensity envelope
surrounding each rovibronic transition in an S1 sublevel. The cluster of nominal T1,2
eigenstates appearing in the spectrum is fit to a Lorentzian distribution, following a
simple statistical coupling model. The product aHem is determined by the fit results
to be on the order of 0.1 cm- .
One may ask: do we observe too many doorway states in the spectrum of C2H2?
The answer lies in the definition of a doorway state, and is inherent to the doorway
model. The doorway model is based on the more general tier model of energy levels
[117, 118]. If the zeroth tier is the bright state, the S1 sublevel assigned in the
LIF spectrum, then the first tier contains all the vibrational sublevels of T3 , and
the second contains the sublevels of T1,2. The tier model simplifies to the doorway
model in the limit of small level density in the first tier. In this limit, the effect
of energy denominators is to select, in most cases, one state of T3 to dominate the
mixing. However, there is nothing inherent to the model that prevents more than one
doorway state from being active for a particular S1 vibrational level. Our zero-order
assumption of a single doorway is based only on a propensity that results from the
effects of energy denominators and the local density of T3 levels.
One of the stated goals of this research project has been to observe an acetylene
T3 level "in the wild," that is, at an energy separation of more than 2 cm - 1 from
the S, level from which it borrows intensity. To date, this goal remains elusive. We
speculate here on the prospects for direct observation of a lone T3 level, in light of
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our current results.
1. A T3 doorway state is fractionated among the manifold of T1,2 levels with a full
width of 27(1- ci 2)2Hempm. An accurate determination of the average T3 , T1,2
matrix element is therefore crucial for the estimation of this width.
2. The primary interaction for a distant T3 doorway state is via the F or F3 spin
components. The term energy of these components changes by approximately
±2 cm - 1 per J', causing consecutive rotational transitions to be widely spaced
in frequency.
The prospect of recording weak, highly fractionated transitions over large frequency
ranges seems daunting. An accurate estimate of the average T3 - T1,2 matrix ele-
ment would allow the experimentalist an appropriate frequency step size to use in
a search for a lone T3 level. The average T3 - T1,2 matrix element also determines
the maximum intensity of the transition to the T3 level, since the peak intensity of a
Lorentzian lineshape function is inversely proportional to the spectral width.
5.6 Conclusion
The SEELEM/LIF spectra of two acetylene S1 sublevels, 3361 K'= 0 and 3341 K'= 0,
are recorded in an IR-UV double resonance experiment. The spectra were analyzed
in terms of a doorway model, where specific vibrational levels of the T3 electronic
state mediate S1 - T1,2 mixing. An analysis of the LIF spectrum indicates that the
S1 3361 K'= 0 and 3341 K'= 0 sublevels are triplet-mixed to about the same degree.
A calculation of vibrational overlap integrals, based on recent ab initio results, is
in accord with this observation. A simple statistical mixing model is used in the
analysis of the SEELEM spectrum for 3361 K'= 0. The model allows us to determine








It is our goal develop a supersonic jet source of molecules in long-lived, electronically
excited states. Although molecular triplet states are hard to populate optically, they
are easily generated in collisions with other electronically excited species. Such meth-
ods are familiar to photochemists, who use the process of mercury photosentization
to create free readicals and other reactive species [17, 16, 26, 30, 98, 116]. A common
technique is to place mercury and reactants in a heated reaction vessel, and irradiate
with 254 nm light from a mercury resonance lamp [15].
The process of mercury photosensitization was used in the first and second experi-
mental detections of acetylene triplet states [19, 132]. Later, Kanamori and coworkers
used mercury photosensitization to study the cis-T2 +- cis-T absorption spectrum
of acetylene [58] in the near IR spectral region.
The main drawback to the use of a traditional mercury photosensitization tech-
nique with acetylene is polymer formation [106, 102]. Another problem with tradi-
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tional techniques of mercury photosensitization is the complicated dynamics of radi-
ation trapping and energy pooling [80, 46, 74, 75].
The rate of polymer formation could be kept to a minimum if the number density
of mercury atoms could be carefully controlled. In addition, we would like to design
a method where the particular atomic metastable state could be selected based on
the desired electronic energy. Furthermore, we wish to carry out experiments in
a molecular beam, so that rotational and vibrational cooling can concentrate the
population of triplet molecules into a relatively small number of rovibronic states.
We describe a method to generate large numbers of metastable atoms in the early
stages of a supersonic expansion, without polymer formation. The metastable atoms
are populated by a technique of optical pumping via two-photon transitions. We first
discuss the details of two-photon transitions in atoms, and weigh the various options
for optical pumping. A simple curve-crossing model is described for atom*-molecule
collisional excitation transfer. We demonstrate the general principles of the technique
for the Xe* + N2 system, and then report progress on Hg* + C2H2.
6.2 Theory: Optical pumping of atomic metasta-
bles via two-photon transitions
Our initial goal is to populate metastable excited states of mercury and xenon atoms.
The lowest-energy excited state term of both atoms is 1,3p. The 1'3 P term contains
two metastable levels, 3Po and 3P 2. In this section, we examine the level structure
of mercury, formulate methods to populate the metastable 3Po0 and 3P2 levels, and
calculate transition probabilities for the proposed excitation schemes.
Excitation of one electron into a 6p orbital gives rise to four energy levels in
mercury: 6 Po0, 6 3p1 , 6 3P2, and 6 1P1 . For brevity, we hereafter omit the principal
quantum number from the mercury 6 1,3 p levels. The matrix of spin-orbit interaction
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within the 1,3P term is
3 P2 3Pl 1 P1  3 P0
1 0 0 0
0 -1 V 0 (6.1)
H s O • (6s6p/2
0 0 0
0 0 0 -2
where the spin-orbit constant, (66p, is approximately 4265 cm -1 [66]. The 3P1 state
is contaminated with singlet character, giving it a relatively short lifetime of -125
ns. The 3P2 and 3P0 levels have no spin-orbit interaction pathway to the singlet, and
are metastable. The lifetimes of the 3 Po and 3P2 states are so excessively long that
experimental measurement is difficult [1343. Theoretical predictions for the lifetimes
of the 3 Po and 3P2 states in odd isotopes are on the order of 1.0 and 0.5 s, respectively
[84].
The metastable triplet levels may be populated by spontaneous radiative decay
from singlet-triplet mixed levels at higher energy. We examine a series of potential
two-photon excitation schemes, which result in population of one or both metastable
levels, 3Po and 3P2. Many of the high-lying atomic levels which radiate directly to
3Po and 3P2 have been carefully studied, and accurate branching ratios are available
[9]. Two especially promising candidates are 6 3D2 and 7 3S1. The 6 3D 2 level has a
branching ratio of approximately 3:1:1 among the 3P1, 3P2 , and 1P1 levels [9]. Thus,
it is suitable to populate the higher-energy metastable level, 3P2. The 7 3S 1 level
radiates only to levels within the 3 P multiplet, with a branching ratio of 1:2:2 among
the 3P0 , 3 P1 , and 3P2 levels [9]. Both metastable levels may be populated via radiative
decay from 7 3S 1 .
A general formula for the calculation of two-photon transition probabilities is
derived by Bonin and McIlrath [12]. Starting from the atomic ground state, |i), the
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two-photon transition probability to a final state If) is given by
f 27r : (f li- Da) (ake2 -DIf) (f 2- Dia) (alil- DIf)
W a /ai - 2 + /2 wai - W1 + ira/2
1 Ff/2 w 1w2  - 2S(+ 2 - )fi2 + (7f/2) 2 4cc 4 klk 2
where the index a runs over all intermediate states [12, 43]. In the formula above,
w, = En/h is the energy of in) in units of radians/s, Wnm = (E, - Em)/h is the energy
difference between In) and Im ) in units of radians/s, ,n is the natural width of rn),
1,2 is the unit polarization vector for each photon, k1,2 is the wave-vector magnitude
of each photon, and 1,2 is the intensity of each beam.
The following two-photon optical pumping schemes were investigated:
(a) one color TPA to 7 3S 1,
(b) two color TPA to 7 3S 1, with one laser tuned to the 7 3S1 - 6 3Po downward
transition,
(c) two color TPA to 7 3"S, using the 3nd harmonic Nd:YAG laser output at 355
nm,
(d) one color TPA to 6 3D2 , and
(e) two color TPA to 6 3D 2, with one laser tuned to the 6 3D 2 -- 6 3P2 downward
transition.
Figure 6-1 shows the various optical pumping schemes on an energy level diagram
for the mercury atom. For each scheme, the total transition probability for TPA
was calculated using Equation 6.2. The two-photon transition probability scales
with the square of the laser intensity, therefore we give the probabilities in units
of (W/m 2)-2s - 1.
The calculated transition probabilites for each scheme are displayed in Table 6.1.
The one-color, two-photon transition to the 6 3 D2 level, item (d), has the greatest
transition probability among all the two-photon schemes considered. The two color
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Figure 6-1: Diagram of possible two-photon excitation schemes for population of
the 6 3P and 6 3P2 metastable excited states of Hg. Excitation to the 7 3S1 level is
followed by spontaneous decay to both metastable levels, while excitation to the 6 3D 2
is followed spontaneous decay to only one of the metastable levels, 6 3P2. The various
schemes, labeled (a)-(e), are described in the text. A dashed arrow is used to indicate
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Table 6.1: Calculated two-photon transition probabilities for the five excitation
schemes discussed in the text. The calculation indicates that one color TPA to
Hg*(7 3S1) is exactly zero. Transition probabilities for excitation to the Hg*(6 3D 2)
level are two orders of magnitude larger than the weakly allowed two-color, two-
photon transition probabilities for excitation to Hg*(7 3S1).
Hg transition
7 3 S 1 +--- 6 1 So
one color
7 3 S 1 +-<-- 6 '1S
two color, tuned to 3Po
7 3S 1 +--- 6 1So
two color (355 + 292 nm)
6 3D 2 +-+-- 6 'S0
one color
6 3 D 2 +-- 6 1So
two color, tuned to 3P2






transition to 6 3D 2 , item (e), is slightly weaker. The two color, two-photon excitation
schemes to the 7 3S 1 level, items (b) and (c), are an order of magnitude weaker yet,
and the one color, two-photon excitation to 7 3S1, item (a), is rigorously forbidden.
The Hg*(7 3S1) -+- Hg(6 1So) two-photon transition is rigorously forbidden
according to the selection rule J = 1 + J = 0 for photons of equal frequency
and any relative polarization [12]. The rule may be rationalized by considering the
interference between quantum mechanical pathways leading from the initial to final
state [12, 43]. Figure 6-2 shows several of the possible pathways, as well as their
relative phases according to Equation 6.2. It can be seen that the amplitudes for
the two different orderings of photon absorption are equal and opposite. In fact,
experimental verification of this two-photon selection rule is proposed as a test for
the validity of some fundamental principles of quantum field theory [48].
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Figure 6-2: Diagram of the interfering excitation pathways in J' = 1 +- J" = 0
two-photon transitions with equal frequency photons. Any choice of polarization
results in equal but opposite amplitudes and for the two possible photon orderings.
Since amplitudes for both orderings of the photons are summed and then squared in
Equation 6.2, two-photon transition probability is rigorously cancelled by interference
between alternate excitation pathways. The figure on the left illustrates the pathways
for left and right circularly polarized photons, while the figure to the right illustrates
the pathways for z-polarized and right circularly polarized photons. The phase of
each transition amplitude is indicated by either a solid or dashed arrow.
J J
01 -1 0 + 1M\ a+ I/ // /I /
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6.3 Experiments: Xe* + N 2
We investigate the Xe* + N2 system as a precursor to our experiments with mer-
cury and acetylene. The xenon-nitrogen system has the advantage of high excitation
energies. The lowest excited state of xenon, 3 P2, lies 8.3 eV above the ground state
[103]. The lowest triplet state of nitrogen, A , while far below Xe*(3 P2), lies 6.2
eV above the ground state [71]. (Triplet electronic states of nitrogen are labeled with
uppercase letters for historical reasons.) The energies of Xe*(3 P 2) and N2*(A 3ZE) far
exceed the work function of gold, and both species are extremely metastable [84, 71].
Metastable xenon in the 3P2 state transfers electronic energy selectively into the
v'=5 level of N2*(B 3 HIg) [62, 63, 96, 1]. The fluorescence lifetime of B 3"11 -+
A 3E emission is on the order of 10 Ips [71]. The A 3E+ state is metastable, with a
fluorescence lifetime on the order of 1 s [71]. Thus, visible fluorescence (400-500 nm)
may be measured to observe absolute quantum yield of the preparation of metastable
N2.
The potential energy curves and vibrational levels of the three "lowest" energy
triplet electronic states of nitrogen are shown in Figure 6-3 (adapted from [62]). The
W 3Au electronic state is near-degenerate with the B 3II, state. Less is known about
electronic energy transfer from Xe into the W 3 AU state of nitrogen, however, the
ultimate decay route is unchanged. Molecules in the W 3 AU state decay slowly to the
near-degenerate B 3II, electronic state via the emission of IR fluorescence. Shown
in the figure for reference is the energy of the xenon 3P2 state. Open and closed
circles indicate possible channels for electronic energy transfer, and arrows indicate
the principal fluorescence components [62].
One-color TPA to the 3 D2 state is used to populate metastable xenon (3P2).
The 3D2 state decays spontaneously to 3 P and "P2 with a branching ratio of 1:2
[21]. The two-photon transition probability for Xe 3D2 --- '1So is calculated in the
same manner as the Hg transitions. A total transition probability of 3.35x 10- 14
(W/m 2 )- 2 s- 1 is obtained for the one-color TPA. The magnitude of the xenon two-
photon transition probability is approximately 1/10th that of the analogous transition
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Figure 6-3: Potential energy curves and vibrational levels of the three lowest energy
triplet electronic states of nitrogen, N2. The A Eu state is metastable, with a
fluorescence lifetime in the hundreds of microseconds. Molecules in the W 3 Au state
decay slowly to the near-degenerate B 3II electronic state via IR fluorescence. The
fluorescence lifetime for B 3H,9 --+ A 3E emission is several ps. It is this 400-500
nm fluorescence that we measure to observe the preparation of metastable N2. Also
shown in the figure is the energy of the xenon 3P2 state, which is known to populate
the v'=5 level of the nitrogen B 3IIg state in gas-phase collisions [62]. Less is known
about electronic energy transfer from Xe into the W 3 A" state of nitrogen. The figure













The LIF spectrum of the xenon 3D 2  -- 1So two-photon transition was recorded
first in a static cell (Figure 6-4) and then in a molecular beam (Figure 6-5). The
3D 2 - 3P2 fluorescence emission at 823 nm was passed through a colored glass filter
and collected by a Hamamatsu R375 photomultiplier tube. Emission to the 3P1
state at 895 nm was outside the wavelength response range of the photomultiplier.
The fluorescence decay, plotted in the bottom of Figure 6-5, is consistent with the
fluorescence lifetime of 7 = 28 ns reported in the literature [21].
Electronic energy transfer to nitrogen molecules was measured first under static
cell conditions. The excitation chamber of the SEELEM apparatus was sealed and
filled with 210 mTorr of a 50:50 Xe/N 2 gas mixture. The laser was held fixed on
the Xe 3D2 < 1--- So two-photon transition. The intensity of collision-induced N2
B 3 II - U A E emission in the visible region of the spectrum is plotted in Figure
6-6 as a function of time. Our observation is consistent with the reported fluorescence
lifetime of N2 B 3 -4 A 3E+ emission, which is on the order of 10 ps.
To carry out the excitation in the early stages of a supersonic expansion, a short
nozzle extension was constructed. The extension piece consisted of a cylinder of
stainless steel, 2 cm in length, with a 1 mm diameter bore. The piece was tapered
at the end to maximize the exposure at the tip of the orifice to laser radiation. The
nozzle extension allowed the laser radiation to intersect the free jet in the high pressure
region immediately in front of the nozzle orifice.
The two-photon excitation to Xe (3D 2) was carried out in the high-pressure region
of a supersonic expansion with a 50:50 gas mixture of Xe and N2 . The time depen-
dence of Xe 6 3D 2 - 6 3P2 and N2 B 3 II -- A 3 ,E emission is plotted in Figure
6-7. Xenon fluorescence (823 nm, 7 = 28 ns) is emitted when the optically excited
state decays spontaneously to the metastable 6 3P2 state. Nitrogen molecules are
electronically excited during the expansion process as a result of collisions with meta-
stable xenon atoms. Near-resonant vibrational levels of the nitrogen B 3IIg state
decay spontaneously to the metastable A 3E+ state (7 = 20 ps), accompanied by
fluorescence in the visible region of the spectrum.
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Figure 6-4: Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) spectrum of the one-color, two-photon
transition Xe 3D2 + -1 So, recorded under static cell conditions. The LIF signal
results from spontaneous emission to the metastable 3P2 state at 823 nm.
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Figure 6-5: (Top) Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) spectrum of the one-color, two-
photon transition Xe 3 D2 + 1 So, recorded in a supersonic expansion. (Bottom)
Time dependence of Xe 3D2 __3 P2 emission (solid trace), compared to a signal that
results from scattered laser light (dashed trace, normalized to intensity of Xe fluores-
cence). The fluorescence signal results from spontaneous emission to the metastable
3P2 state at 823 nm (T = 28 ns).
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Figure 6-6: Time dependence of N2 B 3IIg - A 'E emission, induced by colli-
sions with metastable Xe* (3P2). The excitation chamber of the SEELEM apparatus
was sealed and filled with a 50:50 mixture of Xe and N2 , to a total pressure of 210
mTorr. Metastable Xe*(3 P2) was populated by spontaneous emission, following the
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Figure 6-7: Time dependence of Xe 6 3D2 -* 6 3P2 (top plot) and N2 B 3 g -
A 3El (bottom plot) emission, following the two-photon excitation of Xe (3D2) in
a supersonic expansion. The xenon and nitrogen emission signals occur on vastly
different timescales. Xenon fluorescence (823 nm, T = 28 ns) is emitted when the
optically excited state decays spontaneously to the metastable 6 3P2 state. Nitrogen
molecules are electronically excited during the expansion process by collisions with
metastable xenon atoms. Near-resonant vibrational levels of the nitrogen B 3II,
state decay spontaneously to the metastable A 3ZE state (7 10 us), accompanied
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6.4 Experiments: Hg* + C2H 2
The production of Hg*-sensitized metastable molecules in a molecular beam is more
of a challenge than sensitization by Xe*. Firstly, the lowest metastable state of Hg,
'Po, is too low in energy to eject an electron from a gold surface. Secondly, the only
allowed triplet-triplet transition in acetylene is in the infrared, and the upper state
of the transition, T1, is not detectable even on a medium-work function metal such
as Yttrium.
Another challenge is the generation of large number densities of mercury in the
pulsed nozzle. The Jordan valve, normally used for SEELEM experiments, may
only be heated to 1000 C, corresponding to a mercury vapor pressure of 281 mTorr.
Another nozzle design, capable of higher temperatures, was needed to achieve larger
partial pressures of Hg inside the nozzle. Heated continuous beam sources of Hg*(3P 0)
are reported in the literature [44, 92]. Nitrogen backing gas is first bubbled through
a mercury oven, and the resulting gas mixture is expanded through a heated nozzle,
next to an embedded Hg resonance lamp. However, we require a pulsed design, due
to pump speed limitations.
A new pulsed valve was designed by Wilton Virgo in 2007 to meet our demands
for heated mercury. The design is based on a pulsed valve used by the Leutwyler
research group at the University of Bern, Switzerland [120, 91]. The valve can be
heated to 250' C, corresponding to a mercury vapor pressure of 75 Torr. A diagram
of the "Bern Valve" is shown in Figure 6-8.
We attempted to populate the 3P0 level of mercury via collisional intramultiplet
relaxation by N2 molecules. Nitrogen is known to efficiently quench Hg*(P1i) to
Hg* (3Po0), because the 3P1 - 3 P energy difference is about the same as the vibrational
level spacing in N2 [23, 50, 86]. Bras and coworkers meaured the energy transfer
dynamics of mercury in N2 buffer gas, and determined that Hg(3 Po) may be efficiently
produced by two-photon excitation to the 7 'So level, followed by radiative 7 'So
3 P1 decay and collisional 3P1 -- 6 3Po quenching [14].
The relatively strong one-color, two-photon transition Hg 7 'So +-+- 6 'So was
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Figure 6-8: Diagram of the heated pulsed valve developed for experiments with mer-
cury. The "Bern Valve" can be safely heated to 2500 C. A small vial of mercury is
housed in the heated region, close to the nozzle orifice (far right).
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recorded under static cell conditions. However, the excitation energy of Hg*(3 Po)
is below the work function of gold. A yttrium surface was tested in an effort to
develop a lower work function SEELEM detector. In a collaborative project with
Trevor Sears, we installed a commercially available sample (Alfa Aesar) of yttrium foil
on our SEELEM detector, and measured the SEELEM-TOF spectra of metastable
phenylacetylene molecules [49]. SEELEM-TOF spectra were recorded for several
vibrational bands of the phenylacetylene A state. Most of the bands, labeled here
according to their approximate frequency above the A state origin, have been assigned
by Powers and coworkers [99]. The SEELEM-TOF spectra of phenylacetylene levels
are plotted together in Figure 6-9. Unfortunately, we were not able to maintain the
detector in a reliable state of operation with a yttrium surface, due to degredation
of the electron multiplier front plate surface. We turned to methods for creating
Hg(3 P2 ).
Following our success with xenon, we attempted to use the 6 3D 2  +--_-- 6 'So
one-color, two-photon transition to create mercury atoms in the 3P2 state. The LIF
spectrum of this transition, recorded in a static cell, is plotted in Figure 6-10. An
interference filter was used to record only the 6 3D 2 -_3 P2 fluorescence at 365 nm.
The experiment was attempted in a supersonic expansion, prior to the time that the
Bern valve was manufactured. We were unable to achieve a sufficient number density
of Hg atoms to measure a signal in the free jet.
Direct excitation to the 3P2 state was also attempted as a method for triplet
formation. This transition, while forbidden in the solitary molecule, is made allowed
in collision complexes with a variety of gases [64, 6]. Also, we note that weak 3P2
-- 6 1So emission was observed in pre-laser experiments [90]. Figure 6-11 shows the
SEELEM-TOF spectrum of mercury excited to directly to the 6 3P2 level. The signal
level is sufficiently low that it is checked against a repeated experiment with the
pulsed valve turned off, shown for comparison in Figure 6-12. While it is clear that
we do register a SEELEM signal from the direct excitation of Hg*(6 3P2), we were
not able to increase the gas density sufficiently at the point of excitation to make this
an efficient process for the population of acetylene metastables.
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Figure 6-9: SEELEM-TOF spectra of several vibrational bands of A phenylacetylene.
Yttrium was used as a low work function surface in the experiment. The excitation
laser was tuned to the frequency of highest intensity in each band. The bands are
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Figure 6-10: Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) spectrum of the one-color, two-photon
transition Hg 6 3D2 +--- 6 1S0 , recorded under static cell conditions. The LIF signal
results from spontaneous emission to the metastable 6 3P2 state at 365 nm.
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Figure 6-11: SEELEM time of flight (TOF) detection of metastable mercury produced
via the direct excitation Hg*(6 3P2) +- Hg(6 1So) at 44042.98 cm - 1. The pulsed valve
was heated to 2500 C to increase the number density of mercury. The two traces are
recorded in repeated experiments.
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Figure 6-12: Comparison of signal to background in the SEELEM time of flight (TOF)
detection of metastable mercury produced via the direct excitation Hg*(6 3P2) -
Hg(6 'So) at 44042.98 cm - 1. The lighter trace is recorded with the pulsed valve on,
and the black trace is recorded with the valve off.
slunoD uoJlaOI3
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We found that the most efficient method for the population of Hg*(3 P2) was a
simple, two step excitation to 7 3 S1 via the 3P1 level. Figure 6-13 shows a simul-
taneously recorded LIF and SEELEM spectrum for mercury seeded in xenon gas.
The frequency of one laser was fixed to the Hg 7 3S 1 +- 3P1 atomic transition, while
another was scanned in the region of the 3P1 +-1 So transition. An interference filter
was used to record only 7 3S1 -- 3P2 emission, which results in the population of
metastable Hg atoms. The SEELEM spectrum detects the metastables that survive
a 700 ps flight time. The hyperfine structure of several Hg isotopes is apparent from
the lineshape in the spectrum.
After the observation of metastable Hg*(3 P2) formed in the two-step excitation,
the measurement was repeated, using acetylene as the buffer gas. The resulting
SEELEM spectrum of the two-color, stepwise excitation of Hg(3 S1) via the 3Pi level
is plotted in Figure 6-14. The lower-intensity spectrum shows mercury seeded in Xe
gas, while the upper spectrum shows mercury seeded in acetylene. We attribute the
larger overall signal level for the mercury/acetylene mixture to electronic excitation
transfer between Hg(3 P2) and C2 H 2 (T 3).
6.5 Future Work
We propose a new experiment, building on the success of our previous work with
the Xe* + N2 system. The experiment would study the rotational and vibrational
depenence of collision-induced intersystem crossing from the a' 1'E and a '11I states
to the B 3II, state of nitrogen. Nitrogen may be excited to the a 'Hg state via two-
photon transitions [127]. Collisions between N2 molecules facilitate energy transfer
between the a FIg and a' 1CE electronic states [77]. The a Hg 4-> a' 1Eu processes
may be studied using "traditional" LIF/SEELEM spectroscopy, perhaps with a longer
pathlength for the SEELEM detector. The fluorescence lifetime of the a 'Hg state is
on the order of 10- 4 s - this fluorescence may be viewed directly, using a long time
window. The lifetime of a' 'E- is on the order of 10-2 s -- molecules in this electronic
state may be detected in the SEELEM channel.
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Figure 6-13: Simultaneously recorded LIF and SEELEM spectra for the two-color,
stepwise excitation of Hg( 3S 1) via the 3P1 level. An interference filter was used to
record only Hg(3S 1) -- Hg(3P 2) emission, which results in the population of meta-
stable Hg atoms. The SEELEM spectrum shows the intensity of metastables that
survive a 700 ps flight time. The structure in the atomic lineshape is the result of





























Figure 6-14: SEELEM spectrum of the two-color, stepwise excitation of Hg(3 S1 )
via the 3P1 level. The lower spectrum shows mercury seeded in Xe gas, while the
upper spectrum shows mercury seeded in acetylene. The larger overall signal level in
the mercury/acetylene mixture is the result of electronic excitation transfer between
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Xenon-nitrogen collisions are observed to facilitate the process of collisional a' 1Eu
- B 3 19 intersystem crossing, although the rotational and vibrational dependences
of this process are uncertain [125]. The intersystem crossing process would be readily
observable via B 3IIg -- A 'E fluorescence in the visible region of the spectrum.
In separate experiments, Ottinger has observed collision-induced "gateway" in-
tersystem crossing, which is attributed to an accidental near-degeneracy between
a' 1E, v = 16, J = 14 and C 3II,,v = O, J = 14 [95]. The gateway process is
quenched in collisions with Xe atoms. Ottinger proposes that the energy of the
a' 1Eu, v = 16 state is high enough that the quenching reaction proceeds according
to a harpooning mechanism, which efficiently produces Xe* [95].
A rapid change in the chemistry of Xe + N2(a' 1E) collisions as the vibrational
level is changed from v = 0 to v = 14 makes this experiment an exciting proposition.
Two-photon laser excitation of N2 will allow rotational and vibrational effects in
nitrogen to be studied selectively. Furthermore, a range of detection options are
available in the current apparatus for the reaction products Xe* and N2*.
6.6 Conclusions
We demonstrate the production of metastable acetylene and nitrogen molecules in a
molecular beam by the method of collisional electronic excitation. Metastable atoms,
populated by two-photon transitions followed by spontaneous emission, are used as





A theory of the spectral signatures of doorway-mediated intersystem crossing is devel-
oped. The problem is formulated under three distinct frameworks, and the relation-
ships between the frameworks are described. Four model Hamiltonians are discussed:
the local doorway model, the distant doorway model, the local doorway plus direct
coupling model, and the double doorway model. Using the theory developed in this
thesis, the relative statistical properties of LIF and SEELEM intensity distributions
are derived for each class of model Hamiltonian.
The parameters that define a local doorway model Hamiltonian are determined
uniquely by the absorption spectrum. This discrete spectral inversion process is
carried out by a recursive application of the standard Lawrance-Knight-Lehmann
deconvolution method. The statistical moments of the spectrum are shown to be
related, by simple equations, to the important parameters of the model Hamiltonian.
The technique of "doorway deconvolution" is demonstrated using examples from NO 2
and acetylene spectra.
The experimental method of simultaneous SEELEM/LIF spectroscopy is used to
investigate singlet-triplet mixing in the acetylene molecule. New experimental results
are reported for a number of S1 vibrational levels, looking beyond the frequently
studied v' = 0 - 4 levels. New methods are developed to analyze the spectra, which
allow the detailed structure of the spectrum to be related back to the doorway model.
The impact of torsional (v4) and antisymmetric in-plane bending (v6) vibrations on
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singlet-triplet mixing is investigated by IR-UV double resonance LIF/SEELEM spec-
troscopy. The effects of Darling-Dennison resonance and a-type Coriolis interaction,
which plagued earlier studies, are excluded by an appropriate choice of vibrational
sublevels. The roles of the v4 and v6 modes in promoting vibrational overlap with T3
levels are discussed.
The understanding of "distant doorway" interactions in S, acetylene paints an
optimistic picture for future study, using the standard experimental techniques of
LIF/SEELEM spectroscopy. Specifically, the crucial finding is that one spin com-
ponent of a distant doorway level rapidly approaches a perturbed singlet level as J'
is increased. Not only does this explain many rotational effects at low values of J',
but it also means that more perturbations are likely to be observable in the range
5 < J' < 15.
Methods are developed for the production of metastable molecules in a molecu-
lar beam. Two-photon transitions are used to generate metastable atoms, and the
molecules are excited via collisional excitation transfer from the atoms. The selection
rules and transition probabilities for two-photon excitation of the atoms are discussed
in detail for mercury. SEELEM and LIF spectroscopy are used to demonstrate the
production of metastable acetylene and nitrogen molecules in a molecular beam by
the method of collisional electronic excitation transfer.
Building on the success of our experiments with Xe* + N2, we propose a new
experiment to study collisional intersystem crossing in the N2* + Xe system. The
proposal is motivated by the ability to selectively excite many metastable rovibronic
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